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When you hear the words ‘exceptional luxury’ all sorts of images come to mind, and 

in the world of cars names like Rolls Royce, Bentley, Mercedes Benz, BMW, Jaguar 

and Audi are always right up there.  And in recent times, owing to developing trends 

these car makers have also delved into the SUV market; well all but one, until now 

that it.  Rolls Royce have always made exquisite cars and it therefore comes as no 

surprise that their SUV, aptly named after a famous diamond, should be the best there is on offer.  Or is 

it?  Well in this month’s edition we got hold of one to answer this all-important question. 

However the Cullinan was not the only luxury car tested this month and the list includes the new ultra-

potent Volvo S60 T8 Engineering, the Mercedes Benz S 560e hybrid, the Audi e-Tron prototype, a full 

road test of the Aston Martin DBS Superlegerra, the McLaren 600LT and a very unusual luxury offering 

in the form of a modified Land Rover Defender called ‘Twisted V8’ - and a whole lot more, too.  We 

literally have something for everyone! 

Then my amazing team of columnists comprising Oliver, Kate, Nadia, Kevin, Thembi and Rodney dive 

right into the frying pan and deliver, as they always do, a colourful and entertaining array of articles 

covering a wide range of fascinating topics.  My pick of the month being Nadia’s piece about just how 

unnecessarily complicated driving licences are in America (page 22). 

Nadia also attended the Philadelphia Auto Show and brought back news of the latest offerings from 

the world’s leading motor manufacturers. 

James, our resident techno-guru discusses the inner workings of adaptive cruise control and Oliver, our 

resident dinosaur, um, I mean classic car expert, teaches us all about the beautiful Aston Martin DB5.  I 

wasn’t yet around when the DB5 was launched, but its images adorned the walls of every boy’s 

bedroom in the world for years to come - including mine. 

Naked Motoring is in the grips of global expansion and a process of mild transformation; and is now 

available at www.nakedmotoring.com with the magazine going on sale soon for a very competitive one

-and-a-half US Dollars.  We trust we can count on your continued patronage. 

So exciting times are ahead, but for now we hope you settle into and thoroughly enjoy our March 2019 

magazine. 

 

Leon Rehrl 

editor@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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precision trimmer 

HOWARD CHARLENE 

THYS SAVAGE MARK 

JAMES 

OLIVER 

KATE 

KEVIN 

THEMBI 

This is the Naked Motoring Team, who all come from massively 

different backgrounds, which, as a result allows them to bring 

to the table a varied and completely fresh approach to 

journalism. 

The Johannesburg team is led by editor-in-chief, Leon  

comprises Howard, Charlene, Mark, Kevin, Ashleigh, Thembi 

and Rodney. 

In Cape Town we have Thys who is a member of the original and founding 

Naked Motoring team who is responsible for and runs all things Mother City 

related. 

All ex-pats and now based in Europe Kate, James and Oliver comprise part 

of our interna0onal team. 

Then all the way in Japan is expert driLer Ichika, who shares with us all 

things Asian and tail-happy. 

Then all the way in the good ‘ol US of A, we have our American beauty 

Nadia bringing to us her fresh and intriguing view on all things motoring. 

And of course there is The Savage, a former professional driver and our 

resident racing driver, who brings his vastly knowledgeable and somewhat 

unusual approach to all things race inspired… he of course doesn’t really 

have a home at all, except of course the one he sits in... and holds its 

steering wheel…  

NADIA 

ICHIKA RODNEY 

If you would like to write to them, then please send a mail to 

team_mail@nakedmotoring.co.za and specify the addressee 
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We invite our readers to e-mail us their le>ers, comments, ques0ons or sugges0ons, 

and wherever possible we will try to publish all communica0on. 

Please send to magazine_submissions@nakedmotoring.co.za 

Hi Thomas. 

Firstly, thank you for the compliment and I assure you that we do our 

utmost to ensure we have interes!ng content, of which exo!c cars is an 

important component.  Why others don’t follow this principle is 

something only they can explain. 

Secondly, in this edi!on the exo!cs we feature the Aston Mar!n DBS 

Superlegerra and the McLaren 600LT. 

And lastly, I have to agree with you that Nadia is great and we are very 

fortunate to have her on board.  She is an invaluable member of the 

team. 

I hope you enjoy this month’s edi!on.  Ed. 

Mr Editor. 

I live in California which is home to the exo!c automobile.  I can’t afford one, but I do read a 

lot of magazines and books about exo!cs.  I even some!mes drive around for a bit of exo!c 

spo1ng; hoping to see something really nice. 

With the excep!on of exo!c specialist magazines very few [American] mainstream 

automobile magazines feature them on a regular basis.  So I am really glad that yours does. 

Last month the McLaren Senna, this month the Lamborghini Aventador SVJ and next 

month, well I will just have to see, but I am sure there will be something exci!ng. 

Grateful for a decent read. 

Thomas, Los Angeles, California, USA 

P.S. Nadia is great and I look forward to seeing more of her work. 

Hi Benjamin. 

Unfortunately I cannot tell you what is wrong, 

but we experienced the same issue with a 440i 

we tested in 2017.  I did write to BMW (South 

Africa) who simply chose to ignore us. 

Perhaps Germany can assist.  Ed. 

Dear Editor. 

I drive a late model BMW 340i (F30) and have 

recently experienced some issues rela!ng to the 

suspension where it is very bouncy and 

some!mes ‘clunks’ in hard cornering. 

I have taken the car back to BMW several !mes 

but they can’t seem to find and thus fix the 

problem. 

Do you have any idea what this could be? 

Irritated. 

Benjamin, Lyon, France. 
Dear Naked Motoring. 

I have only recently started reading your e-magazine and would like to 

congratulate you on a really good, well wriDen and content rich publica!on. 

Finding stuff these days which is good, entertaining and informa!ve is not as easy 

as people may like to think. 

Keep up the good work. 

Charles, New Orleans, USA 
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Hi Donny. 

Thank you for your leDer and the sugges!on.  In principle I agree that 

owing a car in heavily congested areas is unwise, and if you take the 

unwise decision to own one then it can be difficult. 

I will have to run your ‘NYC car culture’ story idea past my team to see 

what they think.  If they like it then I am sure they will pursue it. 

Regards. Ed. 

The Editor. 

I write this on Monday, February 11, 2019.  I am a Italian-American and I live in New York City. 

As you probably know New York is a busy and densely populated city and car culture here is very different from 

many other American ci!es.  We love cars but we hate to have to drive them because of the traffic problems.  Cabs 

are a more popular means of using a car than driving your own and yet, as I said, we s!ll love cars. 

Now I don’t live in ManhaDan with its mul!-million Dollar penthouses, and in fact I live in a quiet Brown Stone in 

outer-suburbia.  And even there we have parking and traffic problems. 

I see that you have an American on your team, which is a very good thing.  I would like to make a sugges!on. 

I think it would be very interes!ng to read a well researched ar!cle on the NYC car culture. 

Thanks for the great magazine. 

Donny, New York , USA 

Hi Graham. 

Aspira!onal is the simple answer to your ques!on. 

Whilst I am complete agreement that more people can afford Ford Mondeas than Ferrari 812s 

a simple truth is that very few Mondeo owners want to read about what is in essence the 

greyest pair of rubber soled ‘comfortable shoes’ in the motoring world.  They would far rather 

read about a pair of pointy Italian shoes made from exo!c materials that cost the same as 

Kenyas GDP. 

Whilst your Mondeo gets you from A-to-B I preDy certain that when you are in bed at night 

you don’t get excited at the thought of driving it the following morning.  On the other hand in 

the case of the Ferrari I believe the opposite would be true. 

I don’t make the rules.  I just apply them, and as long as people have blood running through 

their veins we will keep repor!ng on the cars that they aspire to own - and there is that key 

word again, “aspire”. 

However be all of this as it may I am curious as to how you only seem to have no!ced the 

reviews of sports cars and missed every other one about ‘normal’ cars.  In last month’s edi!on 

alone we reviewed the Audi Q3, Hyundai Kona, Jaguar XE, BMW X5, the Suzuki Jimny, 

Mercedes Benz A220 Sedan, KIA Rio, the Subaru Forester and a bunch more.  In contrast we 

only really featured three sports cars, and one had four-doors. 

What was your ques!on again?  Ed. 

Mr Editor. 

I am a car owner.  My car is a Ford Mondeo 

and I am very happy with it.  I also know that a 

great many people also own similar cars, 

which in essence are the sort of cars that most 

people buy. 

Why then do you not have more reviews of 

these types of cars?  It seems you would rather 

focus on sports cars which very few people can 

afford. 

Graham, Birmingham, UK 

Hi Leon. 

I am a long !me follower of your 

magazine and I just want to tell you 

that I love it and sit eagerly wai!ng 

for the next month’s issue. 

I have read a lot of other publica!ons 

and what I like about what sets yours 

apart form the rest is that you seem 

to do everything differently. 

That makes it interes!ng. 

Thanks and just keep doing what you 

do best. 

Regards. 

Jack, Johannesburg, RSA 
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Los Angeles, USA: I have always 

been par0cular to the Volvo S60 

because for me it always 

represented an understated quality 

and luxury shared with other brands, 

but not quite so blatantly waved in your 

face.  It was always in short the sort of car 

that someone, a refined and reserved 

person, who knew quality would drive.  

And now there is a new one, but it’s a li>le 

bit different.  

Volvo needs this car to be good.  More 

than good, in fact, because it doesn’t 

ma>er how many SUVs you can sell, if you 

choose to operate at the premium end of 

the mass market without a figh0ng-fit mid-

size sedan, you are on the road to 

nowhere, quite literally.  

Our loyal readers - people who care about 

driving - are also unlikely to lend any brand 

much affec0on if it can’t successfully 

engineer such a 0meless formula as 

a sports sedan, but that’s something we 

will come onto in a moment. 

So, the new S60.  Despite the fact Volvo 

sold only a rather pi0ful 1 276 examples 

of the outgoing model last year 

(more McLaren 720Ss leL the showroom in 

2017), it’s the most an0cipated car of its 

kind in recent memory.  You might 

disagree with that, but there are several 

very good reasons why most won’t.  Not 

least of which is that this - the first 

American-built Volvo - looks for all the 

world to finally provide us with a decent 

excuse to send money somewhere other 

than Stu>gart, Munich or Ingolstadt.  Or, 

indeed, the English Midlands. 

In this class it’s fresh and exci0ng - and, 

let’s face it, instantly desirable to behold - 

but the third-genera0on S60 nevertheless 

feels familiar.  Volvo builds this car on the 

same Scalable Product Architecture that 

already underpins the S90, that 

model’s V90 estate sibling, the XC60 

and XC90 SUVs and also the V60 to which 

this new sedan is so closely related (and 

which we like very much). 

As such it’s no surprise to find suspension 

consis0ng of double wishbones at the front 

and an integral link setup with a 

10 10 
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transverse, composite leaf spring at the rear.  There are coil 

springs and adap0ve dampers at each corner, and that’s your lot, 

because air suspension has yet to be deemed worthy at this level.  

Something else is missing, though, and that’s diesel power.  In line 

with plans to electrify every new car it launches from 2019, the 

brand’s Scandi-pure aura is increasingly built on its ecological 

conscien0ousness.  It means the S60 is the first modern Volvo 

offered exclusively with petrol engines.  None displaces more than 

two litres via anything other than four cylinders, either, and if that 

sounds a bit dull, perhaps that’s because it is. 

So what are your op0ons?  For the T4 and T5 models most likely 

to reach the world, power will come from turbocharging alone, 

with no less than about 142kW on offer.  Most likely we will also 

get ‘Twin Engine’ T6 and T8 models, which will have that first level 

of forced induc0on respec0vely supplemented by an Eaton-built 

supercharger and that same supercharger plus an electric motor.  

Is it any wonder Volvo’s modular engine-building strategy is such 

an economic success when it can combine those three elements 

as it sees fit? 

The range-topping T8 sounds par0cularly nice.  It makes 287kW 

and hits 100km/h in under five seconds, though there is a way to 

go even faster in a T8 S60 if you have prepared to spend a bit 

more, and we will come onto that shortly.  Either way, it’s a car 

nipping at the heels of BMW’s M3 and rest of the super-sedan 

cohort when it comes to on-paper performance. 

Funny how a ‘Russian doll’ styling approach is used to 

beat Audi over the head and yet Volvo, which has adopted 

precisely the same strategy, escapes cri0cism.  

Could it be because the Swedish cars are more imagina0ve?  In 

the metal the S60 is broad-shouldered and, frankly, pre>y 

thuggish, and yet there’s a subtle but definite cab-rear silhoue>e 

that along soL edges aplenty lend it no small degree of elegance. 

It is, in short, a damn fine looking sedan - probably the preSest 

money can buy, and preSer s0ll if you go for the T8 Polestar 

Engineered. 

It is the Polestar Engineered driven here.  The flagship is 

dis0nguished from the standard T8 by gold brake calipers, a 

12mm ride-height squat and a set of dazzling 20 inch Y-spoke 

alloys shod in 245-sec0on Pirelli P Zero tyres.  Power is also up to 

302kW, with roughly 67kW of that delivered by the rear-mounted 

electric motor, and spring rates are up five per cent compared to 

Volvo’s exis0ng R-Design sports chassis.  

Volvo touts this model as the best driver’s car it currently makes.  

Admi>edly, that’s like calling a Black Forest the healthiest cake at 

the bakery, but the Polestar genuinely impresses so long as you 

don’t think of it as an M3 rival from kick-off, temp0ng as that may 

be. 

With two dis0nct methods of forward propulsion and a 200kg 

ba>ery pack running down the spine of the car, it weighs closer to 

two tons than one, and as a result never leaps forward with quite 
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the energy you would like.  Or the aural 

pleasure, for that ma>er.  The eight-speed 

automa0c can also feel lazy by comparison to 

the BMW’s dual-clutch gearbox and, fairly 

obviously, a car that delivers most of its power 

to the front axle is never going to feel 

inherently rear-driven. 

And yet there are things this Polestar-0ckled 

S60 does superbly well.  The manner in which 

the beefy body remains cushioned and 

controlled almost over any kind of undula0on, 

resis0ng significant float but absorbing road 

ripples and the like, is conspicuously good.  

Breathtakingly so, in fact - and as well it might 

be with Öhlins DFV shocks at each corner.  

Oddly they are manually adjustable through 22 clicks, which is 

more PlaySta0on than fast lane of the highway, but along with the 

rigidly inherent to this SPA plaVorm in its most condensed state, 

they lend the S60 a composure unmatched in any car this refined. 

And then there are the brakes.  Rarely will you push the Polestar 

Engineered hard enough to call upon the full force of the standard-

fit six-piston Brembo calipers with 371mm discs, but do so and they 

are effec0ve to the extent you will instantly 

forgive their vicious bite when you are 

crawling along.   

But to drive the T8 everywhere in Power 

mode - with the EPAS steering weighed up, 

the thro>le response is sharpened, the 

gearshiLs quickened and the electric motor 

permanently engaged - would be to tell only 

half the story.  

The other half begins with a car that steps off 

the mark in absolute silence thank to 45km 

of pure electric range and then cruises with 

the permanency and luxurious detachment 

of something in the class above.  It’s that 

Öhlins witchcraL at work again, though this 

0me supplemented by minimal wind or tyre 

noise and the high-sided comfort, elegance 

and security of Volvo’s interior design.  

Certainly, on those frequent occasions when there are 250 dreary 

highway kilometers between test loca0on and home, the S60 is a 

car to get road testers figh0ng over the keys.  

So exactly how good is the S60?  The T8 Polestar Engineered 

won’t arrive in the UK un0l mid-2019 and when it does it will cost 

around £50 000.  Depending on how you look at it; that’s rather a 

lot for an overweight, under-engined performance sedan OR 

absolutely fair for a broad-ba>ed plug-in hybrid that’s enviably 

refined, sa0sfying to drive and dis0nc0ve in a way an Audi A4 

never will be. 

My verdict, well, were the powertrain as inspiring to exercise as 

the bodywork is to behold and the handling more expressive, this 

car would be right up there with the best.  However as it is, the T8 

Polestar Engineered sits comfortably among the ranks of its 

German peers and deserves to be regarded as more than a curio.  

In fact Audi, BMW and Mercedes Benz could all learn a thing or two 

from Volvo about marrying comfort with control.  Design, too.  Not 

a bad mix of talents, is it? 
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Anglesey, England: On the evidence of the launch event in 

Spain, the BMW M2 Compe00on is the M2 we have all been 

wai0ng for.  In fact our very own Ichika drove it in Japan (see 

December 2018) and loved it. 

The original model, which you can no longer buy, was always a 

charming and entertaining sports coupe, but anybody who drove 

one with any degree of enthusiasm across a cres0ng or undula0ng 

road will know that it wasn’t possessed with brilliant body control. 

There were 0mes when the M2 would frighten the life out of you 

by apparently trying to uns0ck its rear tyres from the road surface 

en0rely whenever you popped up over the top of a sharp brow. 

It was a handling trait the larger M3 and M4 that arrived before it 

were similarly afflicted by, and the reason why the M2 was never 

quite as rewarding to drive as a Porsche 718 Cayman S.  Just as 

Compe00on and subsequently CS versions of the M3 and M4 were 

far be>er to drive than earlier models, the M2 Compe00on is a 

huge step on from the M2. 

For this most recent version, the M Division has fi>ed a front strut 

brace, retuned the steering map and dropped a handful of rose 

joints into the rear suspension in a bid to make the car altogether 

more cohesive and responsive.  The spring rates and damper 

seSngs (now passive only) have been adjusted, too. 

Up front, meanwhile, the twin-turbocharged straight six from the 

M3 and M4 replaces the old single-turbo unit, although it has been 
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detuned to 300kW and 550Nm for this 

installa0on.  The new motor contributes to 

a 55kg weight increase, which means at 

1625kg the M2 Compe00on is a good deal 

heavier than its compact dimensions 

would have you believe.   However 300kW 

in a car of that weight is s0ll very good. 

Those revised suspension seSngs do make 

for a 0ghter and more unyielding ride 

quality at low speed around town, but in 

every other respect they are a huge step 

forward.  Even on a bumpier road at higher 

speed there’s enough sophis0ca0on in the 

damping of this car that the wheels can 

rise and fall individually over the shape of 

the road without the body being bounced 

or thrown about.  The M2 Compe00on is in 

fact so much more se>led and composed 

than the M2 that it feels like an en0rely 

new car rather than an updated one. 

Body control over crests and undula0ons, 

meanwhile, has gone stratospheric.  No 

longer does it feel as thought the car might 

launch itself clean off the road.  The 

steering is keener and more intui0ve, too, 

all of which means you can drive along a 

winding road with a level of confidence 

that an old M2 driver could only dream of. 

The old M2 strong points are s0ll very 

much in evidence, notably a sweet natural 

chassis balance that allows you drive right 

up to the car’s limit of grip, as well as a 

transi0on from neutral balance to power 

oversteer that’s as smooth as cream 

pouring from a jug.  The M2 Compe00on is 

equally happy being driven sedately and 

with precision as it is playing the tyre-

smoking hooligan on a 

quiet road, or track. 

Combined with a high-

quality cabin that 

offers space for four, 

plus a more than 

useful boot, that wide 

opera0ng window 

makes the M2 

Compe00on one of 

the most broadly 

capable performance cars on sale in its 

price range today.  It is far more usable 

everyday than a 718 Cayman S without 

being that much less enjoyable to drive. 

The M2 Compe00on would be a massive 

step on from the M2 even if the old engine 

had been carried over unchanged.  The 

twin-turbo motor is more responsive in the 

lower reaches and there is good energy 

towards the top end, but its soundtrack is 

more monotonous and it doesn’t suddenly 

make the car feel much more accelera0ve 

in a straight line.  At least there is s0ll a 

choice of gearboxes; my personal 

preference being the old-school six-speed 

manual rather than the (very good) seven-

speed DCT.  

For exis0ng M2 owners the answer of 

whether to ‘upgrade’ or not should be 

blindingly obvious.  The new model is far 

more enjoyable to drive than the old 

version while giving next to nothing away. 

Of course in true BMW tradi0on of 

bringing out new models to replace old 

ones before the old ones are actually old 

will sadly and rather severely smack the 

arse of the M2’s resale or trade-in value.  

In this regard I do dislike BMW’s manner of 

conduc0ng themselves. 

The M2 Compe00on is so good that it used 

to be the case that the M2 was the  

‘reasonably priced’ sports coupe of choice 

for people who needed more space than 

was offered by a mid-engined, two-seater 

alterna0ve.  Now however it is a case of it 

being able to proudly stand toe-to-toe with 

its supremely talented rivals, even if it 

didn’t have rear seats, and punch them on 

the nose. 
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Abu Dhabi, UAE: It has taken more 

than three years for the Audi E-tron 

SUV to progress from the forma0ve 

concept stage to full produc0on 

maturity.  In that 0me the Jaguar i-

Pace and Tesla Model X have gone on sale, 

giving Ingolstadt’s first produc0on electric 

car plenty of rivals when it eventually goes 

on sale - which should be soon. 

A lot is hanging on the new zero-emission 

SUV, not least Audi’s standing in what is 

set to become a hugely compe00ve 

segment.  The E-tron sports all of Audi’s 

tradi0onal design cues. At 4 900mm long, 

1 940mm wide and 1 620mm high, it is 

237mm longer, 48mm wider and 39mm 

lower than the second-genera0on Q5 and 

is claimed to offer similar cabin space to 

the Q7. 

It’s a really nice looking car which features 

the sort of a>en0on to detail we have 

come to expect from Audi, and with it 

comes an unsurprisingly long list of 

op0onal extras which includes the so-

called Virtual Mirrors on our test car (see 

Mirrorless - page 72 March 2018). 

The E-tron is based on a heavily modified 

version of the MLB plaSorm used by the 

Q5, which helps to explain the visual 

similari0es to its combus0on-engined 

sibling.  Underneath, however, it is unique. 

At its core is an electric driveline with two 

asynchronous motors - one siSng up front 

with 135kW and the other at the rear with 

165kW - connected by an electronic ‘prop 

shaL’ that avoids using a conven0onal 

mechanical connec0on for a wiring loom.  

Together, the two motors provide four-

wheel drive and deliver up to 300kW and 

660Nm, although this is only available in 

Boost mode, which also gives the new Audi 

a claimed 0-100km/h 0me of 5.7 seconds.  

Top speed is limited to 200km/h. 

In Normal mode power and torque are 

reduced by 13% and 18% respec0vely, to 

260kW and 560Nm, to increase the range, 

although this is s0ll enough for a 0-100km/

h 0me of 6.4 seconds.  Energy is supplied 

by a liquid-cooled 95kWh lithium ion 

ba>ery mounted low in the floor.  Overall, 

the ba>ery weighs 700kg - a good chunk of 

the car’s 2 490kg total weight. 

The ba>ery can be charged using a 150kW 

fast charger, with which Audi claims a 

charging 0me of just 30 minutes up to an 

energy capacity of 80%.  For home 

charging there is a standard 11kW charger, 

which charges the ba>ery in 8.5 hours. 

The first thing you no0ce when you drive 

the E-tron is just how quiet it is.  Even by 

the standards of modern-day electric cars, 

it is incredibly refined. 

There’s a very faint, distant whine from 

the electric motors at each end of the 

cabin, and tyre noise is superbly isolated at 

town speeds.  It is an agreeably soothing 

car to drive. 

It’s a quick one, too.  A simple nudge of 

the accelerator releases sufficient grunt to 

propel the E-tron from stands0ll with 

highly responsive and vigorous 

performance.  Along with the strong 

decelera0on quali0es delivered by its 

electric drivetrain, there’s also a feeling of 

huge flexibility when the opportunity 

presents itself to tap into the full extent of 

the Boost mode’s reserves of power and 

torque.  The resul0ng accelera0on is very 

quick indeed and, thanks to the single-

speed gearing, wonderfully linear all the 

way up to typical highway speeds. 

Aerodynamic work has ne>ed the E-tron a 

claimed drag co-efficient of 0.27, making 

for excellent wind refinement at higher 

speeds.  Combined with the near-silent 

quali0es of the drivetrain and lightly 

weighted steering, it is extremely civilised 

to drive over long distances. 

However, don’t think the new Audi is the 

same one-dimensional driving proposi0on 

as many earlier electric cars; it also 

thankfully delivers the consistencies of 

body control and grip to make it quite an 

entertaining drive. 

Audi has succeeded in keeping the centre 

of gravity low enough to ensure sudden 

changes in direc0on do not upset 

momentum to any large degree.  It is 

engagingly fluid over winding roads and 

generates a good deal of corning speed.  

Its legendary four-wheel-drive system 

even throws in a smidgen of oversteer 

when the ESP is deac0vated, making the E-
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tron more fun than it really has any right to be. 

The inclusion of air springs as standard produces a nicely controlled 

ride.  There is a characteris0c firmness, as you would expect given 

its weight, but the impact absorp0on and rebound characteris0cs 

are such that it swallows all but the biggest bumps without undue 

harshness.  The ride height can be adjusted, with Efficiency mode 

dropping the springs by 27mm and Off-Road mode raising them by 

52mm. 

Audi’s very sophis0cated energy regenera0on control system allows 

you to select the amount of retarda0on dependent on the driving 

condi0ons and road, from a free-wheeling mode with no 

regenera0on at all to maximum regenera0on that pulls you up with 

a truly meaningful 0.3g of braking force on a liLing thro>le.  The 

result of this is that you can nego0ate your way through heavy 

traffic without having to touch the brake pedal, except of course for 

an actual dead-stop. 

The more proficient you become with the system, the greater the 

km-per-kWh.  The overall range is claimed to be 400km on the new 

WLTP driving cycle.  You can leave the E-tron to decide its own 

energy regenera0on, but there’s added involvement and a certain 

sa0sfac0on in opera0ng the shiLers, a process which can be likened 

to gear changing on a combus0on-engined car.  The feel of the 

brake is quite natural, so you are spared the some0mes uneven 

travel and lifeless pedal response that oLen affects most EVs. 

The best thing though about the E-tron is that it s0ll feels like an 

Audi.  

Nowhere is this more evident than its superb interior, which 

arguably sets new standards of style, quality and ergonomics for an 

EV.  Everything you would expect in a conven0onal Audi is present, 

including the outstanding Virtual Cockpit displays and controls.  The 

driving posi0on and overall accommoda0on is excellent, and with a 

total of 660 litres of luggage capacity - 60 litres under the bonnet 

and 600 litres of boot space - it is prac0cal, too.  With the rear seats 

folded, it offers a massive 1 725 litres of space. 

When asked whether or not I would buy one, I find myself in a bit of 

a quandary,  because I just can’t yet decide.  Therefore I am of the 

considered view that we are going to s0ll need a lot more 0me 

behind the wheel before we can provide a defini0ve judgment on 

the E-tron. 

But from this first ou0ng on unfamiliar (and some0mes non-

existent) roads, I can say Audi has delivered a car with all the 

quali0es of its conven0onally engined models - beau0ful styling, 

outstanding quality and a level of engineering that sets it apart both 

from the masses and from its rivals. 

The real a>rac0on, though, is the E-tron’s outstanding mul0-

faceted driving quali0es which, on this evidence, set new standards 

in the electric car ranks. 

This people I believe is the true genesis moment for the electric car. 
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Have you ever wondered if all the 

advancements in vehicle technology 

are all a good idea, or do you just 

accept them like most people do? 

Well I for one do think about this. 

One of my cars, many, many moons 

ago was the second genera0on BMW 

M5.  It was big, it was fast and it was 

sporty - everything an M5 should be.  

And I was very happy with it. 

Its state-of-the-art device used to 

deploy the power to the road - in 

whatever quan0ty you needed - was a 

black thing situated on the car’s floor 

around where your right foot would go 

and in many ways resembled a pedal.  

We called it an accelerator. 

Press it lightly and car drove sedately - 

the church and back sort of stuff - but if 

the mood grabbed you and you pressed 

it down hard then the car would smoke 

its rear tyres and charge forward as if 

a>acking an invisible enemy. 

And that was all it had, and more 

importantly it all worked perfectly well.  

In fact nobody complained.  Ever. 

Now I have driven a few other M5 

models over the years up to and 

including the most recent one.  And 

besides that pedal your right foot can 

massage they all have something else 

in common.  They have progressively 

become more and more complicated. 

The new M5’s twin-turbo V8 engine 

produces  441kW and was officially first 

driven by us last February by Jennifer in 

Portugal.  She liked and so do I, but to 

get the full 441kW out of the engine is 

slightly more complicated than it used 

to be.  In fact Jennifer launched into 

this all and described the car as “hugely 

complex”. 

I have to agree. 

On the steering column are not one, 

but two ‘M’ shortcut bu>ons to 

ac0vate sporty things - TWO!!  What 

the hell you need one for, let alone two 

completely escapes me. 

BMW will try and convince you that it is 

because you can drive the car sedately 

one minute in, say, ‘comfort’ mode and 

then at the push of a red (no less) 

bu>on all hell breaks loose.  But it 

doesn’t really, and that is deeply 

disappoin0ng.  When I press ‘M1’ or 

‘M2’ I expect flames to shoot out the 

back and engulf everything behind me.  

I expect wings to come out the sides.  I 

expect to be hurled back into the seat 

experiencing G-Forces so strong that 

my eyes can’t even blink.  I expect it to 

be an M5, and it just doesn’t quite hit 

the mark. 

Yes the new car is fast - 305km/h fast in 

fact - and it can dash from a stands0ll 

to 100km/h in 3 and a bit seconds. 

Its also 4-wheel drive, with about four 

different ways to configure that too. 

All I want is a BMW 5-Series that when 

you hit the thro>le becomes an M5, 

surely that isn’t too much to ask? 

But instead I have to spend a fortnight 

seSng it up, just so, and hope that it all 

works properly when I need all that 

power and performance.  Its just 

stupid. 

This of course now brings me back to 

my original ques0on; is all this 

technology a good thing? 

Four hundred and forty one kilowa>s, 

that’s 591 horsepower in Imperial 

speak.  The first version of the McLaren 

MP4-12C had one kilowa> less, and it 

was a supercar - regarded to be one of 

the fastest of its 0me.  But all 440 of its 

kilowa>s were available to the driver 

by using one of those funny pedal 

things, so clearly it, whilst being a lot, is 

not too much to handle, especially if 

you consider that the M5 weighs about 

twice that of the McLaren. 

Maybe then it’s a statement about 

BMW drivers and their lack of driving 

skill?  Or maybe they do it to scare M5 

buyers into thinking that unless they 

buy an advanced driving course (from 

BMW) that certain death will follow? 

I can’t say for sure, but what I can is 

that for reasons which escape me the 

car makers of the world have decided 

that in order the make that pedal work 

to its fullest you have to press about a 

dozen bu>ons to give it permission to 

do so, and that no ma>er how you look 

at it is just ridiculous. 
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Have you ever opened a ‘foreign’ 

motoring magazine - this one even - 

and seen cars driven and tested 

which you know are not, and 

probably never will be sold in your 

country?  Well, of course you have.  I 

have quite oLen, and this all got me 

thinking. 

What is the reason for this? 

I do understand that in some countries certain highly exo0c 

cars do not meet roadworthy standards, and in other 

countries, such as South Africa, you can’t buy a leL-hand drive 

vehicle, which excludes those cars only made as such.  But I 

am not talking about BugaSs and other mul0-million Dollar or 

Pound cars.  Oh no, I am talking about the sort of cars most 

people actually drive.  Sedans, hatchbacks, estates, 

conver0bles, SUVs, MPVs, coupes, etc. 

A good example of this is a lot of American cars which are not 

sold outside of America.  And in fact there are even American 

cars which are not sold in America either, which is a bit weird. 

Now the reason I am using America (sorry Nadia) is because 

America is actually the birthplace of the mass-produced car.  

We all know this - it was the Model T Ford. 

So in the land of the mass-produced car, there are makers of 

mass-produced cars.  Names such as Audi, Citroen, Toyota, 

Land Rover, Skoda, Alfa Romeo, Fiat, Volkswagen, Porsche, 

Mercedes Benz and Ford are seen everywhere. 

However, for example, in the US you cannot buy an Audi A1, 

Audi RS4 Avant, Audi RS6 Avant or a Audi TT TDI, even if you 

have the money.  They are just simply not available. 

Fancy buying a Porsche Panamera 4S diesel?  A lovely car, yes.  

Well as long as you don’t live in America you can. 

And the same goes for the Land Rover Defender, Toyota Hilux, 

Mercedes-AMG CLS 63 Shoo0ng Brake, Volkswagen Polo, Alfa 

Romeo Guilie>a or the Fiat Abarth Punto - and there are 

many, many more! 

The reasons for this differ from car to car, but most relate to 

emissions, safety and other such silliness. 

Personally I don’t get it.  You would think that things would be 

standardised - globally even - but apparently this is not only 

not the case, but the very concept of global standardisa0on is 

viewed by many as Devil worship. 

I am sorry, but if I want to drive an Audi, like the idea of an 

estate because I have a family and two dogs, but have a 

hankering for a bit more performance I should be able to buy 

an RS4 or RS6 Avant, irrespec0ve of where I live.  Audi are 

represented in most countries and are owned by one of, if not  

the biggest vehicle groups in the world - the Volkswagen 

Group.  The same people who own VW, Porsche, Bentley, 

Lamborghini, BugaS, Seat and so the list goes on. 

Yet American law-makers for reasons best known to them 

have decided that the very idea of the Audi Avant is evil and 

must be destroyed.  This is a country who sings the loudest 

about everyone having so many freedoms and rights.  Well 

clearly Mr Yankee Doodle you sort of lost the plot when it 

came to car ownership. 

Now I am not bashing Americans.  Okay, maybe I am a li>le, 

but they deserve it in this instance.  Now onto my next point. 

Let us say for some reason I wanted to buy a Lincoln ‘town-

car’, but I live in the UK (which I actually do), well I am shit out 

of luck.  The makers of Lincoln, whoever the hell they are, 

don’t sell their cars in the UK.  Now this may have something 

to do with the fact that these are in truth not very nice cars, 

but if I am silly enough to want to own one, then surely I 

should at least be given the choice. 

The best though is saved for last.  If you are an American who 

lives in America and you want to buy a Cadillac SLS - which is 

made in America by Americans - you can’t, because they are 

not sold there, but are only in China.  And that is hands-down 

the strangest thing I have ever heard of in my life! 
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In a recent conversa0on with a friend 

of mine, we were discussing the topic 

of licenses and the kinds of licenses 

that are issued by the DMV 

(Department of Motor Vehicles) in my 

country.  They were wondering if 

America operates the same as other 

countries in the world.  Now I’ll be the first to admit that in 

accordance to Jenny’s July 2018 column when I was first 

introduced to the Naked Motoring readers, I was described as 

an American who has yet to see the world and 0ll this day that 

statement made by Jenny is s0ll sadly true.  Therefore I don’t 

have the foggiest clue on how other countries operate when it 

comes to licenses being distributed via their DMVs.  Hell, I 

don’t even know if it’s called a DMV in other areas which is 

kind of sad and pathe0c if you think about it?  I guess I really 

need to get out more and see that world, huh?  

What I can say is this, in the Good Ol’ US of A as far as I am 

aware, there are eight different class types of licenses used for 

various reasons.  The following eight are: Class A, Class B, Class 

C, Commercial (CDL), Class D, Class E, Class MJ and Class DJ.  I 

know what you’re thinking, I’m surprised they didn’t go all the 

way through the en0re alphabet.  Well knowing USA just give it 

a short 0me and we’ll get there.  On a ‘why so serious’ note 

you may be asking yourself, how come there are so many 

classes and for once can America not be so gosh-darn 

confusing?  Well to answer that ques0on I can put it simply and 

that is because, “we are the land of the free and home of the 

brave so we have every damn right to be moronic and ass 

backwards as we please to do so.” 

Jokes aside though, the real answer is, “Nope, America will 

never stop being so ‘gosh-darn confusing’ because we just 

happen to like messing with the rest of the world’s minds, and 

pretending like they have to conform to us instead of us 

conforming to them”.  Take our language for example, how 

many versions of the same word does one really need?  One is 

just fine… even for our own people believe it or not. 

Moving on, in addi0on to the answer, “There are eight classes 

because there are clearly eight different kinds of vehicle 

opera0ons.”  This is the part where I put my teaching skills into 

ac0on, which is good prac0ce for me considering I’m going for 

my bachelor’s degree in Special Edumaca0on, I meant 

Educa0on.  Good thing I’m not an English teacher and decided 

to go for History. 

People 21 years of age or older and are en0tled to apply for a 

Class A driver's license.  In addi0on, they can also apply for any 

Commercial (CDL) license with a hazardous materials 

endorsement.  As for those who have turned 18, they are 

en0tled to apply for a Class B or C driver's license.  These two 

class licenses generally are valid for driving the same vehicles 

that can be driven by a Class E driver which will be covered in a 

bit.  Lastly, Class A, B and C drivers can also drive buses and 

trucks having a GVWR (gross vehicle weight ra0ng) of 26,001 

pounds (11,804.5kg) or more.  

Licenses that are generally issued by the State to people at 

THIS AMERICAN BEAUTY... JUST DID! 

by Nadia Schapireby Nadia Schapireby Nadia Schapireby Nadia Schapire    
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least 18 years old and 17-year-olds who have completed a 

driver's educa0on course fall under the category of Class D, 

a.k.a. Operator.  Someone with such a license is allowed to 

drive passenger cars and trucks with a GVWR of no more than 

26,000 pounds (11,804kg).  They are also allowed to drive 

trailers and other towing vehicles with a maximum weight of 

10,000 pounds (4,540kg).  Some0mes the driver is allowed to 

tow a vehicle with a GVWR of more than 10,000 pounds when 

the combined weight of the two vehicles does not surpass 

26,000 pounds.  Whew, did you just feel like Ace Ventura from 

the movie Ace Ventura Pet Detec!ve because I totally just did 

when reading that out loud.  Yeah, I can see how that en0re 

paragraph was a mouthful, too bad my mouth wasn’t being 

filled in a different way such as ea0ng SkiDles because well I 

like tas0ng the rainbow!  

Class E, a.k.a. Taxi and Delivery, Licenses are issued to people 

18 years and older.  This type of license applies for the same 

classes of vehicles that a Class D driver can drive. In addi0on, 

for-hire vehicles with the capacity of carrying a maximum of 14 

passengers can be driven by those with this type of license. 

If one decides they want to be daring, living life in the fast lane 

and chooses to operate a motorbike with the addi0ve of being 

on the organ donor list then a Class MJ license is perfect for 

you because it authorizes a person younger than 18 to drive 

motorcycles, but with restric0ons.  That being said just because 

a person younger than 18 is authorized to operate a vehicle I 

personally don’t condone it so I urge those to please feel free 

to check out the full details of this eligibility for this type of 

license on your local DMV's website! 

Lastly, we have a Class DJ, a.k.a. Junior, License which is meant 

for people younger than 18 and are issued by the DMV, “with 

restric0ons.”  Once again you can get the full informa0on 

about them in the learner permits and junior sec0on of your 

State's licensing agency.  A teen driver's license generally 

allows the holder to operate passenger cars and trucks with a 

GVWR of no more than 10,000 pounds (4.540kg).  A Class DJ 

license holder can also drive towing vehicles with a maximum 

GVWR of 3,000 pounds or less.  Right class is over, well almost. 

Before I dismiss you all from class here’s your homework and 

it’s due by the next edi0on release date of April 21, 2019.  Part 

one of your homework is to look into your local DMV and see 

the type of licenses it issues in your area.  ALer that, the 

second part of your homework is to write into our magazine to 

report your findings. 

Anyone who does this assignment and submits it gets an 

automa0c A+. 

Note that spelling and grammar to me does not ma>er… 

mainly because my editor will fix it anyways, but please try not 

to drive our editor nuts.  Most importantly please keep in mind 

that “Life is beau"ful so use it beau"fully and make it count”, 

class is now dismissed! 
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I very recently 

received an e-

mail from Datsun  

telling me to tell 

all of you that for 

only R75 (South 

African Rand - 

which is about US$6 - per day you can own 

a brand new Datsun Go car.  And that is 

f***ing cheap! 

R75 won’t even get you a half-decent shirt.  

Christ a decent takeaway meal will cost 

more.  But there is a very good reason for 

all this cheapness. 

There is no such thing as cheap and 

cheerful.  Only cheap and nasty.  Like it or 

not that is the reality.  That, in case you 

were wondering, is why you are unlikely to 

see a review of a Datsun Go in this 

magazine because our readership is 

upmarket and comprises people who like 

cars.  Nobody in their right mind wants to 

read a wri>en road test about the Datsun 

Go, let alone have their eyes assaulted by 

photographs of it in various poses.  In fact 

below is a photograph taken, with grateful 

thanks from Nissan South Africa’s website 

who have photographed it perfectly to 

make it look its best.  And its s0ll ugly. 

However in all fairness to Datsun and their 

horrid li>le car I never set out to write this 

piece about the Go; it was in fact supposed 

to be about why manufacturers in this day 

and age s0ll make shit cars.  The Datsun Go 

just happened to find itself in the 

crosshairs because of their marketers. 

Lets take another brand.  A premium, 

luxury brand even. BMW.  Or Audi, or 

Mercedes Benz.  It doesn’t really ma>er 

which because at some point in 0me all of 

them, and all the others too, have made a 

bad car.  A dud if you will.  Something 

which should have never been built, but 

was.  In the case of BMW the first that 

comes to mind is the first genera0on X3. 

A pi0ful a>empt to make a cheaper X5.  

Created at a 0me when there was no such 

thing as a ‘compact SUV’.  In fact its only 

rival was the original (and bad) Land Rover 

Freelander, or the Toyota RAV4, maybe. 

It was ugly, drove badly and was 

completely useless off road.  It was an 

embarrassment and should have been 

binned.  However BMW quickly realised 

the error of their ways and from the 

second genera0on X3 onwards a brilliant 

car was made. 

And that is in fact what I am geSng to.  

Everyone makes mistakes, but the trick is 

to learn from them so to not repeat them. 

Back to Nissan, who make Datsun.  Over 

the years Nissan have made some good 

cars.  The legendary 1400 bakkie for one.  

The Navara, the Sentra, the Skyline GT-R, 

the Hardbody and the Patrol - all very good 

cars.  And they too have had their share of 

nas0es.  The Micra, the Juke, the Almera, 

the Exa, and now the Go.  So in other 

words roughly half of Nissan’s cars 

currently in produc0on are crap.  And that 

has to raise a ques0on or three, surely? 

But we can do be>er (or worse) without 

breaking a sweat.  Some manufacturers 

only make rubbish cars. 

Tata for example (and they are a good 

example too) sell about half a dozen 

models in South Africa (where I am based) 

and every single one is so bad that walking 

would be preferable.  Or being stabbed. 

Even calling them “interes0ng” is a bit like 

how being shot at could also be considered 

interes0ng. 

And it doesn’t end there because they 

make a lot more cars than we see here in 

SA.  Oh our Indian friends make a plethora 

of biblically horrific cars which they send  

forth and sell in every corner of the globe.  

But they have no excuse to do so. 

Tata is the owner of two of the worlds best 

and recognisable premium brands - Jaguar 

and Land Rover.  The same people who 

make some of the worst cars on the 

planet own the technology and 

patents to some the most 

iconic luxury AND off road 

brands in the world.  

And that beggars 

belief.  It seems almost 

inconceivable that they 

could get it wrong. 

But they do.  Every single day in fact. 

It is not exactly a secret that we live in a 

technologically advanced age, and for 

anyone to do anything badly these days is 

actually quite hard because manufacturing 

processes are, firstly, pre>y much 

standardised and, secondly, consumer 

expecta0ons are quite high because 

everything is so compe00ve. 

In other words to make a bad car these 

days requires someone to deliberately 

make it bad, and that in my mind tells me 

something about a manufacturer. 

If you have no interest in the human body 

then don’t become a doctor, and if you 

have no interest in motoring then don’t 

make cars.  It’s the same thing. 

Like I said everyone makes mistakes, even 

the greats do, but the trick is to learn from 

them.  When Tata launched the Indica 

fiLeen or so years ago the world recoiled 

in horror, YET fiLeen plus years later they 

s0ll make and sell the f***ing thing.  That 

to me is an act of war. 

It insults consumers and makes our roads a 

more miserable place to be. 

But there are the idiots who buy them who 

keep these f***ing things on the road!!!  

People, seriously there are be>er 

alterna0ves to a Tata Indica. 

Shark a>ack, unnecessary surgery or being 

set on fire come to mind, OR buy a decent 

second hand car for the same price. 

As much as I hate the Nissan Micra and its 

ugliness I would rather have a 5-year old 

one in a nasty colour than a brand new 

Tata.  And I know so would most, hopefully 

all, of you. 
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Bedfordshire, England: The king is 

dead, long live the king. So here is a 

ques0on for you, are upgrades the 

best way to breathe new life into 

your old Defender?  

When Land Rover discon0nued the 

Defender aLer 67 years, Twisted 

Automo!ve purchased 240 late-build cars 

straight off the line.  Adap0ng this Bri0sh 

icon to be faster (this one does 200km/h) 

and far, far more luxurious (think floor-to-

ceiling leather) has been the Yorkshire 

ouVit’s stock-in-trade since 2002, and 

obviously without stock, there’s no trade. 

Not long ago those 240 cars would have 

accounted for four busy years of 

produc0on - the wholesale changes 

Twisted makes to both the mechanics and 

the interior are realised by a crack team of 

just ten technicians - but with customers 

now reques0ng for greater customisa0on, 

it’s now enough for six. 

ALer that?  Well, not every Defender that 

Twisted breathes on has to be ‘brand new’, 

and given that seventy-five percent of all 

Defenders ever built are s0ll in working 

condi0on… well, you get the picture. 

There’s also the poten0al to work on the 

all-new Defender, due in 2020 and recently 

seen tes0ng on the public road, though 

Twisted founder Charles Fawce> is 

cau0ously silent on the topic. 

That, of course, is the future.  The revised 

110 U0lity tested here is an exhibi0on of 

what Twisted can do for you in 2019.  It 

uses the ultra-versa0le 6.2-litre Corve>e 

LS3 crate engine developing 320kW, 

though you can have as much as 388kW.  

On a ladder chassis?  With worm-and-roller 

steering?  Madness, you might jus0fiably 

believe. But we know from previous 

encounters that Twisted can make this 

recipe work. 

There are further upgrades everywhere 

you look (or rather, don’t look) - 

differen0als, propshaL and driveshaLs, a 

big-bore twin-exit exhaust, red-calipered 

Alcon brakes and, most recently, air 

suspension from Dutch firm VB Air.  The 

last of those allows the body to be usefully 

lowered - indoor car parks are an endless 
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nightmare for Defender owners owing to ceiling height restric0ons 

- and Twisted’s cars also come with a full chassis underseal. 

Considering the skunkworks setup at the Thirsk workshop, the 

quality of the interior is sensa0onally good.  There are some hard 

wearing plas0cs along the dash but most are replaced by supple 

leather with arrow-straight contrast s0tching.  The seats are also a 

godsend - big Recaro buckets, the same you will find in a Mk3 Ford 

Focus RS, upholstered in Alcantara to match the roof lining.  

Twisted has also modified the centre console and fi>ed a modestly 

sized Alpine touchscreen.  It’s subtle enough, and although the 

world of ‘reimaged’ Defenders has birthed some truly terrible 

interiors, this certainly isn’t one of them. 

Out on the road this is a car to have parents hurriedly shooing their 

children back from the pavement’s edge.  It’s a task made 

considerably harder by the fact these same people are the ones 

craning their necks to get a closer look.  Part of the car’s presence is 

the result of wheel-spacers, which improve the turning circle 

compared to the standard Defender (it’s s0ll substan0al) but thrust 

the knobbly tyres out in full Armageddon style; and people will 

stare, and point, but the reac0ons are overwhelmingly posi0ve. 

It’s s0ll a Defender, aLer all, and everyone loves the Defender. 

Go beyond the bull-bars, light pods and the Cooper tyres, however, 

and you will see this is not some modified monstrosity.  The sheet 

metal is just lovely - u>erly smooth, unpreten0ous and with crisply 

contras0ng rivets - and from the billet aluminium door handles to a 

simplis0c grille and headlamp setup redolent of the Series Stage 1 

V8 of the early eigh0es, it’s mostly very tasteful.  In fact referencing 

that most badass of historic Defenders is an outstanding touch. 

Elsewhere there are fewer indica0ons of this car’s aLermarket 

affecta0on than you would expect, but that’s where Twisted excels.  

In any case, the near-ver0cal windscreen and atrociously indirect 

steering (though the fitment of an smaller and more elegant Moto-

Lita wheel helps ma>ers) never let you forget what car it is you are 

driving, but then you wouldn’t want that. 

If the car’s styling does just enough to get the nod of approval from 

even ardent Defender purists, the driving experience is more 

amusing.  Thro>le response is a touch spongy and there’s a 

no0ceable pause in the torque delivery as the six-speed auto lines 

up another ra0o, but what theatre.  And speed.  Being naturally 

aspirated, this engine doesn’t hit its stride un0l the top of the rev-

range, and even then its only Golf GTI hot-hatch fast, but that’s 

quick enough for a 2 500kg Defender, thank you very much.  

Admi>edly this isn’t the best configura0on, but it’s not bad, and 

s0cking to the manual would make it even more involving and 

easier to ride this throaty engine’s torque. 

Performance and a muscle car soundtrack are a big part of the 

package but they are not the only reason people you might spend 

Lamborghini Urus money on a vehicle with an agricultural pedigree. 

Truth is, the manner in which Twisted’s revised suspension and 

soundproofing isolate you from the road is pre>y mesmerising if 
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you are accustomed to a factory-spec Defender.  Solid axles will never permit a 

ride to rivals that of a G-Wagon or Bentayga - not even close - but a decent 

highway drive is now more than tolerable.  If you can cope with quite horrific 

fuel consump0on, that is.  Of course being a Defender you can tow things - 

heavy things - like a fuel tanker. 

Suddenly there is a wealth of op0ons if you’re looking for a £160 000 SUV with 

a hulking V8.  Odd, but there you go. 

The new Mercedes-AMG G63 - now with proper steering and double-

wishbones suspension at the front axle - wants li>le for character and is a 

considerably more polished device.  If you are looking at a Twisted then 

perhaps a Urus isn’t your cup of tea, but the fact remains; you can get a highly 

sophis0cated, high-riding Lamborghini for the same money.  And don’t forget 

about the Bentley Bentayga, which does luxury be>er than any of them. 

But, ul0mately, none are as likeable as this wickedly fun and remarkably 

opulent Twisted - or quite as high up the roster of endangered automo0ve 

species.  In short, we love it! 
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(SEOUL) 21 January 2019: Designed to significantly improve airbag performance 

in mul0-collision accidents, KIA Motors Corpora0on – as part of the Hyundai 

Motor Group – today announced the development and future commercialisa0on 

of the world’s first mul0-collision airbag system. 

Mul0-collision accidents are those in which the primary impact is followed by 

collisions with secondary objects, such as other vehicles, trees, or electrical 

posts, which occur in three out of every 10 accidents. Current airbag systems do 

not offer secondary protec0on when the ini0al impact is insufficient to cause 

them to deploy. However, the mul0-collision airbag system allows airbags to 

deploy effec0vely upon a secondary impact by calibra0ng the status of the 

vehicle and the occupants.  

The new technology detects occupants’ posi0ons in the cabin following an ini0al 

collision. When occupants are forced into unusual posi0ons, the effec0veness of  

exis0ng safety technology may be compromised. Mul0-collision airbag systems 

are designed to deploy even faster when ini0al safety systems may not be 

effec0ve, providing addi0onal safety when drivers and passengers are most 

vulnerable. By recalibra0ng the collision intensity required for deployment, the 

airbag system responds more promptly during the secondary impact, thereby 

improving the safety of mul0-collision vehicle occupants.  

“By improving airbag performance in mul0-collision scenarios, we expect to 

significantly improve the safety of our drivers and passengers,” said Taesoo Chi, 

head of the Hyundai Motor Group’s Chassis Technology Centre. “We will con0nue 

our research on more diverse crash situa0ons as part of our commitment to 

producing even safer vehicles that protect occupants and prevent injuries.” 

KIA INTRODUCES REVOLUTIONARY WORLD-

FIRST MULTI-COLLISION AIRBAG SYSTEM 
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Johannesburg, RSA: In the four decades since first 

launching in South Africa, over 350 000 Golfs have 

been sold in the country. Since the launch of the 

seventh genera0on Golf model range in 2013 the 

Golf GTI, Golf GTD and Golf R models have made 

up more than 45% of all Golf sales in South Africa. 

Volkswagen is adding more power to the seventh 

genera0on Golf R performance deriva0ve by 

increasing the power output to 228kW from 

213kW - making it the most powerful Golf ever 

sold by Volkswagen South Africa. 

The seventh genera0on Golf R con0nues to be a benchmark for 

driver assistance systems in the compact class, employing 

technologies that significantly improve safety. These include the 

op0onal Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Traffic Alert as well as 

Adap0ve Cruise Control with Front Assist and Autonomous 

Emergency Braking System. 

New exterior design highlights include the op0onal R Performance 

Titanium exhaust as well as op0onal R Performance brakes with 

brake calipers painted black with the 'R' logo. Standard features 

include the 'R' designed bumpers, LED headlights and LED taillights 

that create a design that gives the Golf R a dynamic look. The 

tailpipes are placed further out to the sides giving the car a wider 

appearance. The exterior mirror housing caps come in Ma>e 

Chrome or op0onally in Carbon. There are also various 19-inch 

wheel choices - the standard being the "Spielberg" 19-inch alloy 

wheels or the op0onal 19-inch "Pretoria" alloy wheels in grey 

metallic. 

As with Golf deriva0ves, the infotainment systems, such as the  

op0onal 9.2-inch Discover Pro with gesture control are also 

available in the Golf R. 

Standard on the Golf R is the Ac0ve Info Display, panoramic sunroof 

and drive profile selec0on which includes the Sport Human 

Machine Interface (HMI) feature. Adap0ve chassis control in an 

op0onal extra and offers the same feature - Sport HMI. In the Sport 

profile, the 'Sport HMI' of the infotainment system on the centre 

console shows current engine parameters such as power output 

and G-forces in play. 

The Golf R is offered in the following colours: Tornado Red, Pure 

White, Atlan0c Blue Metallic, Indium Grey Metallic, Deep Black 

Pearl Effect Oryx White Mother of Pearl Effect and the classic Lapiz 

Blue Metallic paint finish. 

2.0 TSI with 228kW. The Golf R rockets to 100 km/h in a swiL 4.6 

seconds thanks to 228kW of power and 400Nm of torque. This gain 

in dynamics is a>ributable to an extremely fast-shiLing 7-speed 

DSG and the standard Launch Control feature as well as the overall 

high engine output. 

Recommended Retail Price (VAT and emissions tax included) 

2.0 TSI R 228kW DSG                                            R676 000 

The Golf R comes standard with a 5 year/90 000km Service Plan,  

3 year/120 000km warranty and a 12-year an0-corrosion warranty. 

Service interval is 15 000km. 

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF R, NOW WITH A POWER OUTPUT OF 228KW 
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Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia:  Female racing 

sensa0on Leona China has been a friend of this 

magazine for a couple years now, and recently it 

was her moment to shine - quite literally. 

At a gala event, the PETRONAS SIC Motorsports 

Associa0on of Malaysia Awards 2018 she was 

awarded for being The Most Inspiring Female 

Motorsports Athlete. 

The event was a>ended by the elite, including the 

Malaysian Prime Minister. 

We would like to congratulate Leona for this fantas0c 

achievement and wish her every success to the future, 

which we promise you will be reading about in this 

magazine in the not-too-distant future. 

LEONA CHIN AWARDED IN MALAYSIA 

Photo: Leona Chin and the Malaysian Prime Minister 

Land Rover has pushed the performance envelope of the Range 

Rover Velar by shoehorning a 405kW 5 litre supercharged V8 

under the bonnet.  

Unlike its iden0cally powered Range Rover Sport sibling, however, 

the new eight-cylinder Velar doesn’t wear the SVR nameplate, 

with Land Rover instead choosing to borrow the SVAutobiography 

Dynamic badge from the full-size Range Rover.  

Available to order now, the Velar SVAutobiography Dynamic is 

capable of firing from 0-100km/h in 4.3 seconds, and heading on to 

a top speed of 270km/h. Despite the performance, Land Rover 

claims it offers “tradi0onal Range Rover refinement and comfort” 

instead of the out-and-out thrills of the Sport SVR. A louder ac0ve 

exhaust s0ll features, however, claimed to be 7.1kg lighter than the 

standard system.  

The range-topping Velar also features uprated brakes (395mm 

front and 396mm rear) with four-piston, red-painted brake 

callipers, alongside firmer air chambers for the air suspension. 

Upgraded an0-roll bars combine with a revised variable damping 

system to ensure the handling matches the pace on offer.  

Land Rover has also recalibrated the SVA’s steering, all-wheel drive, 

eight-speed transmission and ac0ve rear differen0al, claiming 

nearly 64,000 man hours of fine-tuning to the car’s control systems. 

A stronger transfer box has also been added to the all-wheel 

drive to ensure 

the driveline 

can withstand 

the V8’s 

580Nm of 

torque.  

Alongside the 

new quad 

tailpipes, 

exterior 

revisions include enlarged 

air intakes, a new grille and 

reprofiled rear bumper, 

and lightweight 21 or 22-

inch wheels. Bespoke 

badging and colour choices, 

all with a contras0ng black 

roof, complete the look.  

Inside there’s unique quilted leather in four colours, 20-way 

adjustable heated, cooled and massaging front seats, a sports 

steering wheel and aluminium shiL paddles. Detail changes such as 

a knurled finish for the switchgear and rotary gear selector feature 

alongside bespoke graphics for the digital instrument display. 

Buyers can also specify a carbon fibre pack for the Velar SVA’s 

interior trim. 

LAND ROVER LAUNCHES A 270KM/H RANGE ROVER VELAR 
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‘By popular request’ being the thing that it is has birthed a 

new feature, which I named ‘It’s a strange world aLer all…’ 

In every world there are strange things happening, so it 

stands to reason that the motoring world should be no 

different, and it isn’t.  The 0tle image is a thing called the 

“Helicron”, a French bad idea par excellence which was submi>ed 

for our magazine last month (February 2019) by one of our readers, 

Jessica from the UK.  The month before that (see below) was a 

photo of a rear-spoiler-table submi>ed by another reader, Damian 

from the USA. 

So in the spirit of this we opened our doors to other submissions 

and every month we will be featuring the pick of the lot. 

Star0ng with my own submission.  Now whilst not per se a funny 

photograph the car itself is a cartoon character.  It is called the Tata 

Magic Iris (the above yellow thing).  Now when you hear ‘magic iris’ 

images of cuSng edge camera or screen technology leaps to mind 

and not a cheap nano-bus with an 8kW engine and plas0c roll up 

windows.  But that is exactly what it is.  A cartoon character with 

four wheels, guaranteed to make you laugh hysterically every 0me 

you see one crawling past. 

For me cars like this are a bit like Mr Bean.  Goofy, clumsy, idio0c 

and yet amazingly resilient enough to not get killed in a vast 

number of self-inflicted ways, over and over again. 

Do I like it?  Absolutely not.  Would I want to be buried in one?  

Well not unless the person who buried me in it wanted to take on a 

life0me of haun0ng and then thereaLer harassment in the aLerlife 

for all eternity. 

35 

The “Helicron” submi>ed by Jessica (UK) February 2019 

The car-spoiler-table submi>ed by Damian (USA) January 2019 

SEND YOUR STRANGE MOTORING RELATED PHOTOS TO editor@nakedmotoring.co.za WITH A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 
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On the subject of Mr Bean, our first submission of from 

Katherine from Johannesburg, RSA who is of the view that Mr 

Bean driving his famed Mini from an armchair on its roof, using 

string to steer and an extended broom to operate the pedals is 

worthy of men0on. 

I have to agree.  It is very funny, and anyone who disagrees is 

invited to visit YouTube to check it out. 

Now I have heard that Americans like to do things 

bigger and be>er, which is all good and well.  However 

at no point in my life did I ever image that would 

include the addi0on of eyelashes to a motorcar. 

Yet, once again I am proved wrong. 

Stewart in Norfolk, Virginia, USA sent this in.  A new 

Mini Cooper with foot-long eyelashes adorning its 

headlights.  Now I know that the Mini is regarded as a 

bit of a girly car, but this is taking it a step too far! 

Da da da da da da da da Batman… the words 

many child has sung.  Admi>edly usually when 

pretending to be the aforemen0oned man of the 

bat. 

Yes, once again our American friends come to 

the rescue and prove to us that even grown ups 

driving Chevrolet Aveos can have a sense of 

humour.  Or perhaps its because they are driving 

an Aveo that they have to have a sense of 

humour. 

Either way, the Bat is back and thanks to Gregory 

from Sterling, Colorado, USA we now know the 

truth. 

Riding a Harley Davidson is cool, but driving a Smart TwoFour... 

or is it FourTwo?  Number of wheels and seats?  Or the other 

way around.  Anyway, who cares, it’s a horrible car and driving 

one is very uncool. 

However someone uncool realised the magnitude of his blunder 

and decided to rec0fy it by trading in the Smart for a Harley.  

Unfortunately nobody in their right mind would accept a Smart 

as a trade-in, so the poor man did the next best thing.  He tried 

his best to disguise the Smart to look like a Harley. 

To be honest, I don’t think it really worked, but its funny as hell 

regardless. 

Thanks to Jimmy from Melbourne, Australia for this one. 

Mr Bean drives a Mini submi>ed by Katherine (RSA) March 2019 

Mini Eyelashes submi>ed by Stewart (USA) March 2019 

Da da da da da da da da Batman submi>ed by Gregory (USA) March 2019 

Smarter than a Harley submi>ed by Jimmy (Australia) March 2019 
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Cape Town, South Africa: Steve 

Erwin is an ar0st who specializes in 

pain0ng classic and contemporary 

cars and bikes using a combina0on 

of mediums; stencil, air-brush, 

acrylics, water-colours, pens and pencils.  

He is a self-taught fine ar0st however is 

also a qualified interior designer with a B-

tech from UJ specialising in 3D renderings.  

Since 2016 he has primarily focussed on 

pain0ng automo0ve vehicles, crea0ng 

large and small scale commissions for his 

clients as well as personal passion projects.  

“I have been drawing, pain!ng and 

designing ever since I can remember, 

mostly automo!ve and mechanical things 

so it was a natural progression combined 

with skills and techniques I have learnt and 

will forever be perfec!ng over the years, to 

get to the point where I can offer top 

quality pain!ngs that are truly works of 

art” said Steve. 

He’s been featured in the August 2017 

edi0on of Popular Mechanics SA, the June 

2018 edi0on of SA Hot Rods and the June 

2018 edi0on of Leisure Wheels.  And now 

by Naked Motoring.  

He has exhibited at numerous car shows 

such as the Cape Town Motor Show, the 

Annual Classic Car and Bike Show and the 

Woodstock Moto Co Garage Built Show.  

Original art works and prints are currently 

on display and sale at Dapper Coffee Co. 

and Club 9 Classic Cars in Cape Town.  

Signed and edi0oned prints are also 

available via Cars.co.za’s Sen0mental 

online shop.  

In the space of only a few years he has 

created many bespoke commissions of 

beloved vehicles for his clients and 

con0nues to grow his porVolio and client 

base. 

Anyone interested in purchasing his 

beau0ful work is invited to visit Steve’s 

website at stencilworx.wordpress.com  
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Bristol, England: This is Fiat’s response to a significant 66% 

drop in sales of its 500X in 2017, owing to a bunch of new B-

segment SUVs arriving on the scene and dilu0ng its market 

share.  The Italian crossover has been given a mild makeover 

in the hope of restoring its compe00ve edge against fresher 

alterna0ves. 

As much as it may be suffering in the hands of the compe00on, but 

the 500X is s0ll a big deal for Fiat in Europe as it’s the brand’s 

second biggest seller aLer the seemingly immortal 500.  Given the 

demise of the Punto, a con0nued downward trajectory of the 

500X’s sales is cause for concern. 

Styling upgrades require poin0ng out, as they did to us - but then 

it’s s0ll one of the more dis0nc0ve crossovers around.  New LED 

day0me running lights (combined with full-LED headlights as 

standard on top trims), LED rear lights with a reworked design and 

refreshed bumpers combine with three new colours to make the 

500X slightly more bold than before.  

Changes to the engine range are however far more significant.  

Gone, somewhat predictably, is the old diesel op0on, deemed 

unnecessary in light of changing consumer trends, and there’s no 

four-wheel-drive op0on either.  Fiat has a couple of all-new ‘Firefly’ 

turbocharged petrol engines in the form of a 88kW 1 litre three 

cylinder and a 110kW 1.3 litre four cylinder, the la>er available only 

with a six-speed automa0c gearbox.  Today though It’s the former 

being driven. 

Elsewhere, there are two different body styles in the form of the 

more rugged Cross 

Look and the soLer 

Urban Look, while the 

interior has benefited 

from a few new materials and quite a bit more safety equipment, 

including (standard) lane keep assist, traffic sign recogni0on and a 

speed advisor.  Even base models also get a new 7 inch touchscreen 

with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. 

The car isn’t fast, and in fact crawls to 100km/h in a very leisurely 

10.9 seconds and tops out at 187km/h, apparently. 

Personally I think the 1 litre is underpowered, but the manual 

gearbox is good.  Pity you then cant get the 1.3 in manual... 

Objec0vely, the 500X isn’t the most accomplished crossover to 

drive or the most solidly put together.  That means, despite the 

smooth and willing new engine, it s0ll sits in the middle of the pack 

in my considered view. 
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Winchester, England: According to legend Enzo Ferrari once 

said that with a Ferrari you buy an engine, and the rest you 

get for free.  Perhaps then the complete opposite is true of 

the all-new, and now into its fourth-genera0on Ford Focus - 

you buy a great chassis, and it doesn’t really ma>er what else 

there is. 

That is a somewhat shallow view, of course, as early tests of 

different versions are revealing quite different characters 

depending on the car’s means of propulsion and trim - yet with 

that great chassis thankfully remaining a constant.  

The latest version of the Focus to arrive for tes0ng is this 1.5 litre 

diesel version.  It’s the mid-range of three diesels – a 70kW 1.5 sits 

below this 88kW version and a 110kW 2 litre above it.  You can 

have it with either a six-speed manual or eight-speed automa0c 

gearbox, the la>er tested here.  

Which you 

pick, in what 

configura0on 

you choose - 

and, let’s be honest, a diesel Focus s0ll holds huge appeal for so 

many car buyers who cover the kinds of distances such five-door 

hatchbacks have always relished - you do get the ‘lesser’ of the two 

rear suspension op0ons - a torsion beam, with the mul0-link 

reserved exclusively for the 2 litre top of the range model. 

There’s li>le in this Focus that detracts from the driver appeal we 

have already come to love in other versions.  It rides, handles and 

steers like no other rival in the class can match, even with the 

supposed poorer-rela0on suspension, yet other versions of the 

Focus do get a bit more out of the chassis, the extra weight of the 

diesel engine over the nose no0ceable, alongside the less 

responsive thro>le that’s exacerbated a touch further through the 

8-speed automa0c gearbox  

It is however, despite a few flaws, when viewed holis0cally a very 

good car. 

Its economical, the interior whilst being a bit dull is spacious and 

comfortable.  Styling too is spot-on and the ride and handling is 

class leading. 

I know that in the not too distant future we will be geSng this car 

for a full road test, which I believe will answer many ques0ons I s0ll 

have, and no doubt so too do you. 
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London, England: So are you looking for latest and largest 

version of Hyundai’s SUV range, launched in 2001 and now 

moving into its fourth genera0on?  Well if you are then you 

are in luck, because here it is. 

Undoubtedly there is an air of buoyancy these days about pre>y 

much everything Hyundai does with the Santa Fe.  This seven-

seater has been the brand’s SUV flagship and has sold around 1.6 

million examples in Europe alone as well as scoring even bigger 

successes in the USA, so its creator has known for a long 0me that 

it is on the right track.  Which is why this latest itera0on, unveiled 

at the Geneva motor show last March, and in dealerships now, is 

pre>y similar to previous versions, only be>er in nearly every way. 

It has an commanding design, and is very modern-looking against 

its peers; conforming well enough to the company’s claims to an 

“impressive presence” and a “powerful, wide stance”, although the 

one about “athle0c lines” is stretching the truth just a bit.  The new 

Santa Fe is all about ample cabin space and carrying capacity, and is 

none the worse for that. 

The new interior is governed by an impressive two-level fascia 

featuring a prominent and unusually easy-to-use central screen.  

Details like switch ligh0ng, instrument graphics and the loca0on of 

USB ports are unusually thoughVully handled, and there’s an 

impressive feeling of completeness throughout the car.  To back 

that up, our test car, the Santa Fe Premium SE, came without a 

single extra-cost op0on, because nothing needed adding. 

The latest Santa Fe is a completely new model, around 80mm 

longer at 

4770mm, with 

65mm added to 

the wheelbase.  

Both the second and third row seats have 20 to 30mm of extra 

legroom, but the model remains compact enough to fit European 

parking spaces and copes well with narrow roads. 

All versions are powered by the same 2.2 litre diesel engine 

producing 147kW at 3 800 r/min, with generous and relaxed peak 

torque of 442Nm developed between 1 750 and 2 750 r/min.  This 

2.2CRDi engine is a developed version of a familiar unit, with a new 

piston design designed to cut low speed and cold start engine 

noise. 

The big Hyundai may have way back when started life as a budget 

model, but now it s0ll offers good value for money, but also offers 

luxury and everything that goes with that, and I really like that. 
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StuAgart, Germany: Economical cars before hybrids were 

always diesel, and hybrids from the get-go have always been 

a marriage of electricity and petrol.  And I always wondered 

why nobody made a diesel hybrid - the best of both worlds, 

perhaps?  So there’s an incredibly strong chance that 

Mercedes-Benz might just be on to something big with its new 

C300de. 

As we are all well aware diesel cars have been subjected to severe 

ba>ering over the past 18 months or so with both governments 

and mainstream media who have been increasingly pushing the 

idea that diesels are bad news for the general public’s health - 

par0cularly in heavily congested areas - despite the fact that any 

automo0ve engineer worth their salt will tell you that the latest 

diesel engines are cleaner, less pollu0ng and more efficient than 

ever before. 

So now what if your diesel car was capable of running on nothing 

but ‘clean’ 

electricity in 

these built-

up areas?  

And what if, 

once you have leL the confines of the urban sprawl, you could rely 

on the superior range, low CO2 emissions and effortless torque of 

its oil burning engine to get you to your final des0na0on, free from 

any associated guilt of suffoca0ng penguins? 

That, essen0ally, is exactly what the C300de sets out to allow you 

to do.  And its about bloody 0me too! 

Like any other plug-in hybrid, it combines an electric motor - here 

capable of running the car on electricity alone for around 50km, 

courtesy of a 13.5kWh ba>ery - with an internal combus0on 

engine.  Unlike in other plug-in hybrids, though, that engine is 

fuelled by diesel. 

Despite the badge It’s a 2 litre, four-cylinder unit that develops 

142kW and a reasonably meaty 400Nm of torque.  The electric 

motor, on the other hand, makes 90kW and 442Nm.  Combined, 

they give the C300de 225kW, while torque has to be limited to 

700Nm, most likely so as to not break the nine-speed automa0c 

gearbox. 

It is clever and brilliant and I cannot wait to get hold of one for a 

full road test because I really do believe that THIS is quite possibly 

the best PHEV currently on sale anywhere. 
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Barcelona, Spain: Far from home I find myself driving a 

Japanese car.  Strange coincidence?  I think not.  No, this is 

the interna0onal launch of the Nissan Qashqai Tekna… etc.   

There are few greater success stories in the automo0ve 

world than the Nissan Qashqai.    Nissan  might not have invented 

the compact SUV segment, but it’s certainly the one responsible for 

launching it into the stratosphere. 

But as always with pioneers, others follow - and in the case of 

compact SUVs, many, many, MANY others have followed - which 

means it’s impera0ve to maintain your foothold. 

So far, the Qashqai is s0ll doing brilliantly.  It’s on its second-

genera0on, had a faceliL last year and, year-to-date, is a global 

sales success.  Its closest SUV contenders, the Ford Kuga and KIA 

Sportage, who are both good cars, are leL somewhat in the dust. 

A third-genera0on Qashqai will be here next year, but in the 

mean0me, the car maker has introduced another update to keep 

things fresh.  This 0me it’s a new 1.3 litre petrol engine with 103kW 

or 118kW outputs, replacing the exis0ng petrol engines, and 

promising reduced fuel consump0on and lower CO2 emissions.  A 

seven-speed dual clutch transmission also makes it debut on the 

118kW version. 

Despite the focus on refreshing petrol engines, Nissan is not giving 

up on diesel.  A 1.5 litre 84kW diesel launched in September 2018 

and a 1.7 litre 118kW diesel which will arrive shortly.  Qashqai’s 

sales mix is slightly biased towards petrol currently, but less so than 

the overall 

trend in the 

compact SUV 

segment.  

Another nice 

update is an all-important new infotainment system, Nissan 

Connect which the car maker says offers, “seamless and intui0ve 

integra0on of driver and vehicle”.  

The current Qashqai’s system was one of the most dated features 

compared to rivals, so this was crucial area for Nissan to address.  

The penul0mate top-of-the-range trim, Tekna, as driven, gets 

everything you would expect plus Bose sound system, 19 inch 

alloys, heated front seats and panoramic glass roof. 

Next year it will be be>er, but for now you s0ll can’t really go 

wrong with the best of the best. 

the Nissan Qashqai Tekna 1.3 DIG-T 
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Adap0ve cruise control (ACC), also called traffic-

aware cruise control is an op0onal cruise control 

system for road vehicles that automa0cally adjusts 

the vehicle speed to maintain a safe distance from 

vehicles ahead. 

Control is based on sensor informa0on from on-

board sensors.   Such systems may use a radar or 

laser sensor or a camera setup allowing the vehicle 

to brake when it detects the car is approaching another vehicle 

ahead, then accelerate when traffic allows it to. 

ACC technology is widely regarded as a key component of any 

future genera0ons of intelligent cars.   They impact driver safety 

and convenience as well as increasing capacity of roads by 

maintaining op0mal separa0on between vehicles and reducing 

driver errors.  Vehicles with autonomous cruise control are 

considered a Level 1 autonomous car, as defined by SAE 

Interna0onal.   When combined with another driver assist feature 

such lane centering then the vehicle is considered a Level 2 

autonomous car. 

Adap0ve cruise Control does not provide full autonomy - the 

system only provides some help to the driver, but does not drive 

the car by itself. 

Europe was the main market for Adap0ve Cruise control, in 2016. 

1992: Mitsubishi was the first to offer a lidar-based distance 

detec0on system on the Japanese market with its Debonair.  

Marketed as “Distance Warning”, this early system warns the 

driver, without influencing the thro>le, brakes or gear selec0on. 

1995: Mitsubishi Diamante introduced laser “Preview Distance 

Control”.  This early system controlled speed through thro>le 

control and could change gears, but not by applying the brakes. 

1997: Toyota offered a “laser adap0ve cruise control” (lidar) system 

on the Japanese market Celsior.  It controlled speed through 

thro>le control and gearing, but not by applying the brakes. 

1999: Mercedes introduced “Distronic”, the first radar-assisted 

ACC, on the Mercedes Benz S-Class (W220) and the CL-Class. 
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1999: Jaguar began offering a radar-based 

Adap0ve Cruise Control system on the 

Jaguar XK (X100). 

1999: Nissan introduced laser (lidar) 

Adap0ve Cruise Control on the Japanese 

market Nissan Cima. 

2000: BMW introduced radar “Ac0ve 

Cruise Control” in Europe on the E38 BMW 

7 Series. 

2000: The Lexus division of Toyota was the 

first to bring laser ACC to the US market in 

late 2000, with the LS 430’s Dynamic Laser 

Cruise Control system. 

2000: Toyota further refined their laser 

ACC system by adding “brake control”, that 

also applies brakes. 

2001: Infini0 introduced laser “Intelligent 

Cruise Control” on the 2002 Infini0 Q45 

Third genera0on F50 and 2002 Infini0 QX4. 

2001: Renault introduced Adap0ve Cruise 

Control on the Renault Vel Sa0s (supplied 

by Bosch) 

2002: Lancia introduced radar adap0ve 

cruise control (by Bosch) on the Lancia 

Thesis 

2002: Volkswagen introduced radar ACC, 

manufactured by Autocruise (now TRW), 

on the Volkswagen Phaeton. 

2002: Audi introduced radar Adap0ve 

cruise control (Autocruise) on the Audi A8 

in late 2002 

2003: Cadillac introduced radar ACC on the 

Cadillac XLR. 

2003: Toyota shiLed from laser (lidar) to 

radar ACC technology on the Celsior.  The 

first Lexus Dynamic Radar Cruise Control 

and a radar-guided pre-collision system 

appeared on the Lexus LS(XF30) US market 

faceliL. 

2004: Toyota added “low-speed tracking 

mode” to the radar ACC on the Crown 

Majesta.  The low-speed speed tracking 

mode was a second mode that would warn 

the driver and provide braking if the car 

ahead stopped; it could stop the car, but 

would then deac0vate. 

2005: In the United States, Acura first 

introduced radar ACC integrated with a 

Collision avoidance system (Collision 

Mi0ga0on Braking System (CMBS)) in the 

model year 2006 Acura RL. 

2005: Mercedes Benz S-Class (W221) 

refined the Distronic system to completely 

halt the car if necessary - now called 

“Distronic Plus” on E-Class and most 

Mercedes sedans. 

2006: Volkswagen Passat B6 introduced 

ACC.  They use radar from Autocruise and 

TRW, range of speed for ACC 30–210 km/h.  

Supported addi0onal func0on AWV1 and 

AWV2 to prevent collision, it used the 

brake system. 

2006: Audi introduced Full speed range 

ACC plus on the Audi Q7.  It had low-speed 

mode, warns the driver of a poten0al 

collision, and prepare emergency braking 

as needed.  The system supplied by Bosch 

was available in the 2008 Audi A8, the Audi 

Q5, 2009 Audi A6 and the new 2010 Audi 

A8.  The Audi A4 was available with an 

older version of the ACC that did not stop 

the car completely. 

2006: Nissan introduced “Intelligent Cruise 

Control with Distance Control Assist” on 

Nissan Fuga.  It pushes the accelerator 

pedal against the foot when the naviga0on 

system observes an unsafe speed.  If the 

Autonomous cruise control system is used, 

the Distance Control Assistance reduced 

speed automa0cally, and warned the 

driver that with an audible bell sound. 

2006: September 2006 Toyota introduced 

its “all-speed tracking func0on” for the 

Lexus LS 460.  This radar-assisted system 

maintained con0nuous control from 

speeds from zero to 100 km/h and is 

designed to work under stop/go situa0ons 

such as highway traffic conges0on. 

2007: BMW introduced full-speed Ac0ve 

Cruise Control Stop-and-Go on the BMW 5 

Series (E60). 

2008: Lincoln introduced radar adap0ve 

cruise control on the 2009 Lincoln MKS. 

2008: SsangYong Motor Company 

introduced radar “Ac0ve Cruise Control” 

on the SsangYong Chairman. 

2008: Volkswagen Passat CC, B6 and 

Touareg GP.  Current ACC system updated.  

Range of speed for ACC 30–210 km/h, but 

now it supports full auto stop (follow to 

stop).  Added Front Assist func0on to 

prevent collision and it works separately of 

ACC.  Front Assist cannot brake 

automa0cally, it only increases the 

pressure in the brake system and warns 

the driver. 

2008: Volkswagen Golf 6 introduce ACC 

with lidar. 

2009: Hyundai introduced radar Adap0ve 

cruise control on Hyundai Equus in Korean 

market. 

2009: ACC and CMBS also became 

available as op0onal features in the model 

year the 2010 Acura MDX Mid Model 

Change (MMC) and the newly introduced 

model year 2010 Acura ZDX. 

2010: Ford debuts its first adap0ve cruise 

control on the sixth genera0on Ford Taurus 

(op0on on most models, standard on the 

SHO) 

2010: Audi world first GPS-guided radar 

ACC on Audi A8 (D4). 

2010: Volkswagen Passat B7, CC.  Next 

update of ACC and updated Front Assist. 

Introduced emergency braking, named 

“City”.  Car could brake automa0cally to 

prevent collision.  Speed range for ACC 30–

210 km/h with support full auto stop. 

2010: Jeep introduced Adap0ve Cruise 

Control on the 2011 Jeep Grand Cherokee. 

2013: Mercedes introduced “Distronic Plus 

with Steering Assist” (traffic jam assist) on 

the Mercedes-Benz S-Class (W222). 

2013: BMW introduced Ac0ve Cruise 

Control with Traffic Jam Assistant. 

2014: Chrysler introduced full speed range 

radar “Adap0ve Cruise Control with Stop+” 

on the 2015 Chrysler 200. 
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2014: Tesla introduced autopilot feature to 

Model S cars, enabling semi-autonomous 

cruise control. 

2015: Ford introduced first pickup truck 

with Adap0ve Cruise Control on the 2015 

Ford F150 

2015: Honda introduced its European CR-V 

2015 with predic0ve cruise control. 

In 1999, Mercedes introduced Distronic, 

the first radar-assisted adap0ve system, on 

the Mercedes Benz S-Class (W220) and the 

CL-Class.  Distronic adjusts the vehicle 

speed automa0cally to the car in front in 

order to always maintain a safe distance to 

other cars on the road. 

In 2005, Mercedes refined the system 

(“Distronic Plus”) making the Mercedes 

Benz S-Class (W221) the first car to receive 

the upgraded system.  Distronic Plus could 

now completely halt the car if necessary on 

most sedans.  In an episode of Top Gear, 

Jeremy Clarkson demonstrated the 

effec0veness of the system by coming to a 

complete halt from highway speeds to a 

round-about and geSng out, without 

touching the pedals. 

In 2016, Mercedes introduced Ac0ve Brake 

Assist 4, the first emergency braking 

assistant with pedestrian recogni0on. 

One crash caused by Distronic Plus dates to 

2005, when German news magazine 

“Stern” was tes0ng Mercedes’ original 

Distronic system.  During the test, the 

system did not always manage to brake in 

0me. Ulrich Mellinghoff, then Head of 

Safety, NVH, and Tes0ng at the Mercedes 

Benz Technology Centre, stated that some 

tests failed because the vehicle was tested 

in a metallic hall, which caused problems 

with radar.  Later itera0ons received an 

upgraded radar and other sensors, which 

are not disrupted by a metallic 

environment.  In 2008, Mercedes 

conducted a study comparing the crash 

rates of Distronic Plus vehicles and vehicles 

without it, and concluded that those 

equipped with Distronic Plus have an 

around 20% lower crash rate. 

Laser-based systems do not detect and 

track vehicles in adverse weather 

condi0ons nor do they reliably track dirty 

(and therefore non-reflec0ve) vehicles.  

Laser-based sensors must be exposed, the 

sensor (a fairly large black box) is typically 

found in the lower grille, offset to one side. 

Radar-based sensors can be hidden behind 

plas0c panels; however, the panels may 

look different from a vehicle without the 

feature.  For example, Mercedes Benz 

packages the radar behind the upper grille 

in the center and behind a solid plas0c 

panel that has painted slats to simulate the 

look of the rest of the grille. 

Single radar systems are the most 

common.  Systems involving mul0ple 

sensors use either two similar hardware 

sensors like the 2010 Audi A8 or the 2010 

Volkswagen Touareg, or one central long 

range radar coupled with two short radar 

sensors placed on the corners of the 

vehicle like the BMW 5 and 6 series. 

A more recent development is the 

binocular computer vision system, such as 

that introduced to the US market in model 

year 2013 by Subaru.  These systems have 

front-facing video cameras mounted on 

either side of the rear view mirror and use 

digital processing to extract depth 

informa0on from the parallax between the 

two cameras’ views. 

Radar-based ACC oLen feature a pre-crash 

system, which warns the driver and/or 

provides brake support if there is a high 

risk of a collision.  Also in certain cars it is 

incorporated with a lane maintaining 

system which provides a power steering 

assist to reduce steering input burden on 

corners when the cruise control system is 

ac0vated. 

Systems with mul0ple sensors can prac0ce 

sensor fusion to integrate the data from to 

improve safety and/or driving experience. 

GPS data can inform the system of 

geographic features such as a highway 

offramp.  A camera system could no0ce 

driver behaviour such as brake lights and/

or a turn signal.  This could allow a 

following car to interpret a turn signal by 

an exit as not requiring the following car to 

slow down, as the leading car will exit.  

Mul0-sensor systems could also take note 

of traffic signs/signals and not, for 

example, violate a red light while following 

a vehicle that crossed before the signal 

changed. 

Predic0ve systems modify speed based on 

predic0ons of other vehicles’ behaviour.  

Such systems can make earlier, more 

moderate adjustments to the predicted 

behaviour, improving safety and passenger 

comfort.  One example is to predict the 

likelihood of a vehicle in a neighbouring 

lane moving in front of the controlled 

vehicle.  One system predicts a lane 

change up to five seconds before it occurs. 

The three main categories of ACC are: 

• Vehicles with Full Speed Range 0MPH 

are able to bring the car to a full stop 

and need to be re-ac0vated to 

con0nue moving with something like 

a tap of the accelerator pedal. 

• Vehicles with Traffic Jam Assist / Stop 

& Go auto resume from stands0ll to 

creep with stop and go traffic. 

• Vehicles with Par!al cruise control 

cuts off & turns off below a set 

minimum speed, requiring driver 

interven0on. 

Vehicles with fully automated speed 

control can respond to traffic signals and 

non-vehicular on-road ac0vity. 

Two providers of Adap0ve Cruise Control 

are Con0nental AG (Germany) and Robert 

Bosch GmbH (Germany). 
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Surrey, England: Some people say cars are just for transport.  

This was the opening line of the launch drive report that 

featured the Aston Mar0n DBS Superlegerra in our December 

2018 magazine.  Oliver drove it and he pronounced, correctly 

so, that anyone who thinks that cars are “mere 

transporta0on” are stupid and clearly have never driven a proper 

car.  A damning indictment to say the least. 

Now I usually sit behind a desk in Johannesburg, South Africa and 

try my best to run a magazine with a team sca>ered across the 

globe, almost as if by the four-winds itself.  And a consequence of 

this is that I don’t oLen get the opportunity to drive the nice cars.  

However when Aston Mar0n offered us the DBS Superlegerra for a 

full road test I decided that there was no way I was going to stay 

stuck behind my desk.  I was going to pull rank and do the test 

myself. 

So I find myself in a cold, damp and miserable England, but nothing 

can dampen my spirits because I know why I am here. 

Big V12 Astons have always been a thing of beauty, and more 

importantly objects of considerable desire.  I don’t care who you 

are; if someone offered you one for a day - no strings a>ached -  

you would take it and love it.  We all know this.  How about for a 

week then? 

Well that’s the posi0on I am in.  Seven days of V12 pleasure in what 

is quite possibly the best car that Aston Mar0n has ever built, and 

quite possibly could ever build. 

The last V12 flagship, the DB11 AMR was a good car.  Fast, 

powerful, beau0ful and a very good way to devour many kilometers 

in absolute ease and comfort. 

But it was always a li>le unhinged, and because it started its life as 

a DB11, which, whilst being very pre>y, was never really a very 

good car it was sort of doomed before it got off the ground.  Hence 

it enjoyed a very brief lifespan. 

Aston then went back to the drawing board and came up with 

something extra special.  Something which would redefine the 

brand.  Something which would put Aston Mar0n and their V12 

back on the map. 

The environmentalists will have you believe that a V12 engine 

displacing a healthy 5.2 litres is tantamount to the incarna0on of 

the devil, but they would be wrong.  A bulldozer with a 5.2 litre V12 

would allow them a reasonable argument, but not this engine. 
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Yes, it emits slightly more CO2 than 

a hybrid, but that is like saying 

people should go about barefoot 

because shoes damage the 

ground.  It’s a lovely no0on but in 

reality meaningless, and quite 

idio0c. 

More people can afford to buy VW 

Polos which collec0vely produce a 

lot more CO2 than all the V12 

Aston Mar0ns sold to date.  So go 

pick on Polo drivers and leave the 

people who can afford to indulge 

alone. 

On the ques0on of styling; the DBS 

Superlegerra is breathtakingly 

gorgeous.  It is the sort of car that 

you will park where you can 

always see it, just so you can 

admire its beauty.  And graciously 

allow the public to do the same.  

And they do. 

Its aggressive lines and hunkered 

down stance lend it a menacing 

presence. 

Admi>edly though Aston Mar0n 

has produced some of the most 

beau0ful cars the world has ever 

seen, and the DBS Superlegerra is 

right up there with the best of 

them, which include the DB5, DB6, 

DB7 and DB9. 

The a>en0on to detail is 

excep0onal, too.  And then you get 

inside. 

When it comes to interior design 

Aston Mar0n have tradi0onally 

always had a bit of a problem.  

Whilst their interiors look good, 

most of the 0me, they aren’t 

especially well put together, 

prac0cal or func0onal.  However I 

am really pleased to report that 

this seems to be a problem 

relegated to history. 

The use of premium materials is 

very clever, and every part of it 

feels as if it grew from something 

really good, as opposed to having 

put together by someone. 

I must have spent an hour 

marveling at the seat s0tching.  I 

mean who does that?  Unless of 

course it is that good that it 

deserves a close inspec0on. 

Behind the wheel is a special place 

to be.  So I se>le in, strap myself 

in, familarise myself with the 

controls and fire up the engine. 

It barks and then se>les to an 

audible yet subdued grumble.  It 

sounds as gorgeous as it is to look 

at. 

… Aston Mar!n has produced some of the most beau!ful cars the world has ever seen, and the DBS Superlegerra is right up there with the best of them… 
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As you glide away there is dis0nc0ve V12 

burble.  Its very different from a V8,  More 

urgent, yet more refined. 

I weaved my way through town un0l I 

found myself out on the open road. And 

then I hit the thro>le. 

There is the slightest pause between the 

thro>le pedal hiSng the carpet and 

anything happening, but that pause is 

slight and what happens next is something 

very un-Aston Mar0n-like.  Speed and lots 

of it. 

Tradi0onally Astons have been quick but, 

with the excep0on of a few, not really fast.  

This one however is stupidly fast. 

Aston Mar0n reckon this car can match 

the Ferrari 812 superfast.  Well I do think 

that they are a tad op0mis0c, however this 

car in the hands of a good driver will 

trump the Ferrari piloted by an average 

driver.  That is how narrow the gap is 

between them. 

The engine produces 533kW and 900Nm, 

as opposed to the Ferrari’s 588kW and 

720Nm.  However please remember that 

the Ferrari is a full 1.3 litres bigger, but 

isn’t turbocharged and is lighter.  Mid-

range power (thanks to the torque) 

however in the Aston seats it well above 

the Ferrari.  But then again even being 

able to compare itself to the 812 is already 

one hell of an achievement. 

The DBS Superlegerra will accelerate from 

a stands0ll to 100km/h in 3.4 seconds, 

which is quick.  More impressive though is 

the 4.5 seconds it needs to get from 

80km.h to 160km/h. 

If I was to rate the exhilara0on of the drive 

experience with one being kissing your 

slightly smelly, sweaty and hairy lipped 

aunt and ten being goose bump inducing 

brilliance which s0rs things inside your 

underwear, I would give every produc0on 

Aston before it, at most, 6 but I have to 

give this car a very definite and firm 9.5.  It 

really is that good!   

So, will we see it in SA any0me soon?  Well 

I really hope so. 

… the interior is excellent and the (op!onal) Bang & Olufsen sound system is otherworldly... 
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.. this is what the powerplant looks like that rotates the Earth around the sun… the most sublime yet savage V12 available today, or any day... 
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LG PK3 Water Resistant Bluetooth 

Speaker 

R 1 299 

Designed to fit comfortably in the palm of your 

hand, the LG PK3 is a party wai0ng to happen! 

Now you experience pure unfiltered audio thanks to LG's collabora0on with Meridian audio that gives you 

custom clear vocal and enhanced bass performance. With the luxury of connec0ng up to two devices 

simultaneously, you and your friends will be able to take turns as the party DJ's. Never worry about a li>le 

splash as the speaker is housed in an IPX7 weather resistant/splash-resistant casing that can survive 

immersion in up to one meter of water for 30 minutes. With up to 12 hours of playback and aptX HD Audio 

that lets you stream music in 24-bit quality, the LG PK3 is a speaker for all occasions. 

Available from The Gadget Shop 

Google Daydream View VR Goggles 

(Charcoal) 

R 1 499 

Dare to dream with your eyes open when you purchase Google's new VR Goggles. This 

simple high-quality virtual reality immerses you into new experiences you never 

thought the world you knew could offer. Swim with seals, fly through space and run 

with the dinosaurs! Built for comfort with soL breathable fabric and designed for 

durability, this lightweight headset is the ul0mate must-have accessory for any person 

looking to supplement their technological experiences. Browse from an ever-growing 

Collec0on of apps and games in the daydream app - a home for all of your virtual 

reality experiences. Addi0onally, you can also get the best seats in the house with the 

daydream view that lets you watch concerts and sports in full 360-degree 

panoramic view. Fancy yourself a soccer fan? Then watch a UEFA Champions League 

final and see what Chris0ano Ronaldo has up his sleeve. Or feel the adrenaline rushing 

through your veins as you watch a cap0va0ng rivalry between the Springboks and the 

English Roses. Whatever your dream is, the Google Daydream View VR Goggles make 

them a reality any0me, anywhere. 

Available from www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Fitbit Charge 3 Ac:vity Tracker 

(Graphite/Black) 

R 2 999 

The Fitbit Charge 3 Ac0vity Tracker is a 

definite upgrade from the Charge 2. Including 

all your favourite smart features on your wrist, the Charge 3 is 

Android and IOS compa0ble with Windows compa0bility coming 

soon. Stay connected with your day-to-day rou0nes as it has 

access weather, calendar, Uber and a lot more! 

Available from The Gadget Shop 

Kanex Mul:sync Foldover Mini Travel With Numeric Keyboard 

R 1 099 

The Kanex Mul0Sync Foldable Travel Keyboard encapsulates what the 21st century 

is about, smart business on the move. Weighing only 200 grams, this portable 

keyboard is compa0ble with iOS, Android, Windows and Bluetooth 3.0 supported 

smartphone and tablets. Enjoy your freshly roasted coffee at your favourite cafe 

with its lightweight design that features magne0c closure to keep it secured. With a 

full numbered keyboard and mul0sync technology, you'll have the ability to switch 

between four devices effortlessly. With the Kanex Mul0Sync Foldable Travel 

Keyboard, working smart has never been so easy. 

Available from The Gadget Shop 

Havit MS837 RGB Backlit Programmable Gaming 

Mouse (Black) 

R 599 

Havits backlit programmable gaming mouse with 6 levels of speed 

gives you the ability to customize your mouse with up to 16 million 

colourful breathing light effects. Your gaming experience will never 

be the same again! Compa0ble with Windows 2000/XP/Vista/

Windows 7/8/10/linux/Mac, this interac0ve mouse has an ergonomic design with a skid-proof surface to reduce fa0gue and 

injury occurrence all whilst increasing comfortability. With up to 16 million colours in the palm of your hand, your gaming 

experience will never be a plain one. 

Available from www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Jenson BuJon: Life to the Limit: My 

Autobiography 

Available from Amazon 

Cork Pops VinOair Wine Aerator 

R 429 

Slow down and smell the rosé(s) for a bit. With this fantas0c aerator you can delve 

deeper into the flavour profiles of your favourite wines. With an easy a>achable 

design and a duel chamber system that pulls twice as much air into your wine while 

you pour, this is a great solu0on for always ensuring you have the best wine 

experience possible, no ma>er where you are! Truly a giL for those that appreciate 

the finest things in life. 

Available from The Gadget Shop 
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In the ever changing world where one product replaces another with alarming frequency we 

oLen forget just how good some of the older adver0sing was.  So in the interests of 

preserving the stuff that used to make us smile we will every month feature an old advert, or 

two which of course will be motoring themed. 

Enough said, now on with the fun stuff. 

DISCLAIMER:  As a point of seSng the record straight before we have to actually do so, we must point out that the adverts featured are OLD and therefore the products depicted therein 

are NOT available for sale, and similarly the content whether expressly stated or implied may not be an accurate statement regarding the brand in current 0mes.  And that those adverts 

shown are NOT provided by the companies concerned for the purpose of adver0sing.  All such are published with bona fides and with the reasonable assump0on that all adver0sing material 

is genuine.  We cannot be held liable for any misrepresenta0ons as we did not design or create the adverts ourselves… sort of obvious though, isn’t it... 

This month a clever and quite sweet play on words adver0sing the ‘new’ VW Beetle.  It was 

never a really nice car, certainly not as popular as the original ‘father’ but like all good VW 

adverts it has an element of truth and makes the consumer smile. 
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Wales, United Kingdom: When you 

think of Wales pre>y much the dark 

ages is what comes to mind.  Rural, 

agricultural, somewhat backwards, 

possibly a touch of inbreeding and of 

course very li>le to excite you.  Unless of 

course you are into your cousin, or sister.  

So I decided it was 0me to make Wales a 

more interes0ng place by taking a very 

interes0ng car there for a few days. 

The 600LT is the third model in the 

McLaren Automo0ve era to receive the 

Longtail treatment, aLer the amazing 

675LT and its equally amazing Spider 

counterpart. 

I have driven the car at the Hungaroring 

racetrack near Budapest already, but with 

no road element on that par0cular event 

everyone was leL guessing how the car 

would perform away from a Grand Prix 

circuit.  Un0l now that is. 

Longtail (LT) is to McLaren what Renn 

Sport (RS) is to Porsche.  The 600LT 

belongs to the entry-level Sports Series 

family and has been reengineered to be 

faster, lighter, more agile and more 

exci0ng than the already brilliant 570S that 

it is derived from.  Reduced weight, 

op0mised aero, more power, track-focused 

dynamics, driver engagement and 

exclusivity are the core Longtail a>ributes, 

says McLaren. 

To give you an idea of where it has tried to 

pitch the 600LT, the rival cars it speaks of 

in its press literature are the Porsche 911 

GT2 RS, the Lamborghini Huracan 

Performante and the Ferrari 488 GTB (but 

not the much more powerful 488 Pista, 

notably). 

Tick every lightweight op0on box and your 

600LT will come in at 1 247kg dry, which is 

100kg less than a 570S.  Beware, however, 

that by pursuing the lowest weight 

possible you will configure a car with no air 

condi0oning, no stereo and no nose liL kit, 

and with ultra-lightweight seats from the 

Senna hypercar that will compress your 

spine and paralyse your legs over very long 

journeys.  This par0cular test car was so 

configured (although it did thankfully have 

the nose liL kit). 

Weight has been cut elsewhere through 

the use of thinner glass, carbon fibre for 

more of the body panels, shorter top exit 

exhausts and lightened suspension 

components.  Notably, all of this cleverness 

was also seen in the 675LT which as we all 

know was a very good car. 

The 600LT’s rear end stretches 47mm 

further back than the rear of a 570S, which 

is how McLaren jus0fies the Longtail 

nomenclature.  You will need to be very 

familiar with McLaren’s model range to 

recognise that in person, but the one-piece 

carbon fibre rear diffuser and bumper 

assembly is not at all difficult to spot. 

Whereas a 570S is liL neutral at 250km/h 

the 600LT actually produces 100kg of 

downforce, thanks to an aggressive front 

spli>er and new side skirts, that prominent 

diffuser and a fairly modest rear wing. 

The freer breathing exhaust system and 

new engine management soLware ups 

power by 22kW over the 570S to 441kW.  

The engine internals, though, are 

untouched.  McLaren quotes a 2.9 second 

0 to 100km/h 0me a top speed of 326km/

h. 

Running 8mm closer to the road the 600LT 

sits on springs that are 13 per cent s0ffer 

at the front and 34 per cent at the rear, 

and retuned dampers.  The an0-roll bars 

are s0ffer, too, by 50 percent at the front 

and 25 percent at the rear. 

The brakes are liLed from the 720S while 

the standard-fit tyre is a Pirelli P Zero 

Trofeo R - understandably, McLaren 

chooses not to disclose exactly how much 
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of the 600LT’s newfound cornering ability 

is down to its rubber, but you can be sure 

it is a substan0al amount - although our 

test car on this occasion was fi>ed with far 

less aggressive (and cheaper) P Zeros. 

A lot like the 570S. That is, the 600LT is 

explosively fast, it steers beau0fully and it 

is heavily endowed with agility and 

handling precision. 

When the uprated model is shorn of its 

ultra-s0cky track-day tyres, the differences 

between the two cars are not enormous.  

What you do no0ce, however, is a much 

richer and more soulful soundtrack - 

thanks to those top exit exhausts - and an 

even more panic-inducing way of climbing 

from a moderate speed to a poten0ally 

imprisoning one in the lower gears in what 

feels like no 0me at all. 

Steer the 600LT through a sequence of 

slow and medium speed bends and you 

won’t be able to tell it apart from the 570S 

- again, the Trofeo R tyres will undoubtedly 

make it feel very different to that model - 

but when you point it along a gently 

meandering road, perhaps one that has a 

large drop to one side and a sheer rock 

face to the other, you do appreciate the 

600LT’s even sharper handling responses 

and its almost telepathic steering.  It is so 

intui0ve and communica0ve that you 

think, rather than drive it along that sort of 

road. 

With its uncompromising chassis seSngs 

the 600LT does inevitably feel less forgiving 

on a bumpy road, but in what li>le 

suspension travel it does have there is 

excep0onally well judged damping.  That 

means the car can feel busy over bumps 

and ridges, but never bri>le or 

uncomfortable.  On smoother roads you 

will never give the car’s ride quality a 

second thought. 

With so much more power but the same 

internals as the 570S’s motor, the 600LT’s 

engine feels as though it is close to being 

overstretched.  Its top end is fran0c, but 

the bo>om end is almost en0rely lifeless.  

Only once it reaches 3 500 r/min does it 

start to do anything, and it needs another 

1 000 r/min on top of that before it 

feels par0cularly strong. 

The brake pedal can be frustra0ng, too, 

because in what you could describe 

as typical McLaren fashion there is an inch 

or so of travel right at the top of the pedal 

that seems to do nothing at all.  When you 

hit the brake pedal looking for a shot of 

confidence, perhaps as you sprint wide-

eyed down an Alpine pass, the 600LT does 

not immediately give it to you. 

If you are in the market for a thrilling and 

memorable ’cheaper’ supercar, the 600LT 

should certainly be on your list.  It should 

probably be at the top of that list, too, for 

it is incredibly engaging to drive at speed. 

The leap from 650S to 675LT was a giant 

one, but from 570S to 600LT, McLaren has 

taken a small step.  Nonetheless, it has 

made a good car even be>er. 

McLaren won’t say how many it will build, 

but the 600LT will be in produc0on for 12 

months.  Whispers through the trees 

though is that you will have to move very 

quickly indeed if you want to secure one. 

a simple interior is typically McLaren, the upward facing exhaust !ps however are not 
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In previous months I have laboured over the 

subject of car adver0sing and focused on 

adverts which have in fact been brilliant and 

undoubtedly contributed to the sales 

success of those products. 

However there is a flip-side to this coin; 

those adverts which were u>erly terrible and probably plunged 

those brands into disrepute and irrecoverable shame.  I don’t 

understand why anyone would deliberately do this, such as 

Clientele Legal, but they do.  I however am not going to waste your 

0me with rubbish.  I am going to amuse and entertain you with 

some of the funnier car adverts in recent years. 

So lets kick off with something from Volkswagen.  This is an advert 

for the Golf GTI and depicts a speedometer whose reading of speed 

is not in kilometres per hour (or even miles per hour) but rather by 

what means of transport the police would need to catch you.  Very 

clever indeed. 

Then from Smart, the makers of the worlds most horrible small 

overpriced car.  A humourous depic0on of jerry cans for fuel on a 

shelf for sale, where every one is a standard size, but the one for 

the Smart is 0ny.  Need I say more. 

Nobody really likes the Toyota Prius.  Its slow and boring, but at 

least its adver0sing is funny.  Dubbed the ‘fart’ advert, what this 

shows is that the gasses coming out of the back of a sheep are less 

green than those coming out of the back of a Prius.  Whether or not 

Toyota’s scien0sts followed flatulent sheep about with measuring 

equipment will be a secret I suspect they will take to the grave, but 

it is funny regardless. 

And who said the Swedes were only capable of alcoholism and 

suicide?  Clearly funny is another thing they do well.  Take Volvo 

here who can’t give Snow White a liL because the cap0on reads, 

KEVIN’S KORNER 
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“The Volvo XC90. With Seven Seats. Sorry” 

FIAT, makers of fun li>le cars for decades, also have a sense of 

humour.  The advert here shows a spoof of the Titanic movie 

moment when Rose (Kate Winslet) leans out over the bow being 

held by Jack (Leonardo Dicaprio).  Except FIAT have used a fat-chick 

and Leo is looking a bit podgy too.  The advert is for the 

‘Skywindow’ dubbed, “the largest sunroof you will ever see” for the 

FIAT S0lio. 

Japanese tyre maker Yokohama (who we hope aren't so up0ght as 

Bridgestone about their adverts) show a funny depic0on of an alien 

abduc0on of a car, except their tyres grip so well that they are torn 

clean from the car and leL stuck to the road.  Brilliant! 

And then there is Mini.  We all know the Mini Cooper handles like a 

go-kart and this advert echoes this loudly with a show of road 

cones placed inches from one another through which a Mini must 

weave.  It does require some thought to understand, but the 

cap0on “Mini Driver Training” does put things into perspec0ve. 

Another from VW - For the love or automobiles - and what be>er 

way to show this than by building the garage before the rest of the 

house.  And who said Germans didn't have a sense of humour? 

The Nissan Cube is ugly as f***.  And they know it too because 

“Symmetry Sucks” is their advert for the Cube.  At least they can 

laugh at themselves too. 
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I write about sexy things, and some0mes 

sexy-naughty things, but one thing I have 

never wri>en about are panty-soaking, shiver inducing ride 

thrills.  Un0l now that is. 

Now a lot of people think cars are silly.  And in my view these 

people are the ones who are silly.  But when you are strapped 

into the seat of something terrifyingly fast then the silliness 

takes on a new meaning. 

Recently I was fortunate enough to find myself in the UK (on 

business) and made contact with Kate, who I know from home.  

She then arranged a mee0ng with Oliver at his farm, who I then 

met for the first 0me.  We cha>ed over lunch and Oliver 

suggested that I par0cipate in something called a ‘hill climb’ and 

said he would speak to the driver.  Apparently it was to raise 

money for charity. 

A couple days later he, through Kate, contacted me and told me 

to be at a certain place at a certain 0me on the coming Sunday.  

Great I thought, now what? 

On the Sunday in ques0on Kate met me and we travelled to the 

event together.  On the way I asked her a few ques0ons and 

she, somewhat surprisingly, was quite uninformed on the 

ma>er.  I was becoming suspicious. 

We arrived at the place and was met by what must have been a 

hundred cars, all modified for racing of varying descrip0ons.  

This was a real ‘wow’ moment for me.  And then we found 

Oliver. 

Pleasantries were exchanged and I was given a very una>rac0ve 

blue and grey race suit (which was slightly too big) and a helmet 

(which I thought was too 0ght) and then went to meet the 

driver of the car in which I would be a passenger. 

As we approached a group of people I spo>ed a tallish grey 

haired man in a race suit and clicked why all the mystery.  It was 

The Savage.  Now for those of you who might be reading this 

magazine for the first 0me The Savage is a the Naked Motoring 

racing secret weapon.  A former Formula One World Champion 

and a veteran of everything to do with racing.  We are just not 

allowed to men0on his name. 

We greet and I go all girly on the man.  “Get it together” I tell 

myself.  God he is good looking.  He speaks soLly, always 

maintaining eye contact and with immeasurable confidence.  

Things were s0rring... 

“Right, Tem-bee, is it?”, I nod, “good, so here is what will 

happen…”  The rest is a blur. 

All I remember is something about two-point-something miles 

and 23 corners with three hairpins.  Okay, whatever. 

Moments later I am strapped into a car.  “What is this car”, I 

ask?  “It is a Noble 600, but its has been... blah, blah, 

gobbledygook”, is the answer.  “Okay” I say, not having a clue 

what a Noble 600 is or what any of the technical stuff explained 

is all about. 

We sit on the start line and he tells me some story about some 

tradi0on rela0ng to his helmet.  Nervousness suddenly grips me 

and I hear nothing but the raspy growl of the engine. 

A flag drops and the car tears off the line.  I am plunged back 

into my seat and the first of those corners is being reeled in fast.  

Shit, I should have paid more a>en0on. 

“Are you okay?”  I look over and he is looking at me instead of 

the road.  I scream. 

The first corner is taken so hard that it feels like my brain is 

going to come out of my ear and that all my organs are now on 

one side of my body.  Jesus, why did I say yes to this madness. 

Corner aLer corner throws me from one side of the seat to the 

other.  My eyes are closed and I am expec0ng to die any second 

now in a fireball. 

We cross the finish line, apparently, going forward and I feel the 

car slowing.  I open my eyes and look at my driver who is s0ll 

looking at me.  I wonder if he was for the en0re circuit? 

“Are you okay?”, he asks again.  I nod.  “How was that?”, he 

asks.  And then it hit me - I was smiling. 

“F***ing amazing” is what came out of my mouth. 

“Good”, he said, “because we are going do the 0med run even 

faster”. 

What!!  It was a prac0ce lap, or whatever you call it!  Oh no, I 

thought yet at the same 0me saying, “oh yes”.  

We in fact did another two prac0ce laps, and by the 0me the 

actual run was done I was relaxed and absolutely loving it - in a 

scared shitless kind of way - but it was a huge thrill, and to be 

brutally honest a turn on too, in a way.  Don’t believe me?  Just 

go try it yourself and find out. 

Motoring made SexyMotoring made SexyMotoring made SexyMotoring made Sexy    
by Thembi Khumaloby Thembi Khumaloby Thembi Khumaloby Thembi Khumalo    
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Car sound.  Big car sound.  This is a 

thing that a lot of people like, and 

there is an en0re industry dedicated 

to making premium car sound. 

But what is the best system to buy, 

and more importantly why would 

you want to buy it?  Well, this is an area in which I have a 

fair amount of knowledge so I am going to try to answer 

those ques0ons, sort of in reverse order though. 

The reason you would want to upgrade your car sound is 

sort like the same reason why you would want to upgrade 

your airline 0cket.  Because you get more.  And I am not just 

talking volume here. 

Q-U-A-L-I-T-Y that is the name in this business.  You want 

quality sound.  Sound which is clear and does not distort.  

Bass which moves your hairs, but doesn't break your 

windows. 

So if you figure that you deserve be>er quality sound then 

we move onto the next point.  Which system to choose? 

There are many ones out there, and most of them are really 

good.  But you need to look at your needs.  You can’t - or 

rather shouldn’t - force a huge mother of a system into a 

Mini which will kill its ba>ery and ra>le its body loose.  You 

need to find the balance.  And there are people, expert 

people, who can help with this. 

Sure, Game or Makro will sell you big speakers, big amps 

and thick wires, but done wrong your sound is going to be 

crap. 

The thing is this.  The sound is for you, the driver, so you 

don’t have to fill the whole f***ing car with speakers.  One 

of the best systems I ever had was an MB Quart setup where 

there was a 10” sub-woofer in the boot (in a box), two 6” x 

9” speakers in the back shelf, two 6” mid-range speakers in 

the front doors and tweeters, two of them, on top of the 

dashboard.  The deck was a Alpine professional model and 

there was an amplifier in the boot, too.  It was freaking 

perfect!  As loud as your ears could handle, the world would 

vibrate in the rear view mirror, and whether you listened to 

opera or heavy metal it was 100% clear sound.  No 

distor0on at all. 

And this the point I am geSng to now.  When you stand 

outside and you can hear the bass ra>ling the back bumper 

of a car then there is too much bass.  It is that simple.  Or 

you need to 0ghten your bumper’s bolts. 

Most modern, new cars come with systems built in and very 

much part of the infotainment.  They are difficult to modify 

and even more difficult to replace, BUT that is why the 

people who manufacture these cars offer sound upgrades - 

even though some are ridiculously expensive - to their 

customers. 

Audi and BMW for example offer upgrades up to Bang & 

Olufsen premium sound systems.  That’s like the Rolls Royce 

of sound.  Admi>edly you can pay like 10% of the cars 

purchase price just for the upgrade (if you go for the best) 

but you won’t be sorry if you do. 

I was in an Audi not long ago which had a R200 000 (approx. 

US$15 000) Bang & Olufsen upgrade.  The tweeters, which 

were backlit, rose out of the dashboard when you started 

the car and there were about 20 speakers pushing out about 

2 000 wa>s, but the sound quality was the best I have heard 

in a very long 0me. 

We played all sorts; from rock to hip-hop to rave to trance 

to pop to instrumental and nothing threw it off. 

Now here is the best part.  You don’t have to be an expert to 

get good sound.  Just browse the internet and find an 

installer in your area.  You take your car there and they will 

tell you, correctly I hope, exactly what you need to put in 

your car.  Then you tell them what you can afford and they 

will find you the right system, within your budget - more or 

less - which will deliver the result you want. 

Then all you have to do is drop you car there and collect it a 

bit later.  So easy, but so many people don’t do it and I just 

don’t understand why. 

You come tell me that all you listen to is the radio traffic 

reports, or the news, and I will agree that a cheap radio with 

one speaker is fine, but if you enjoy music, spend 0me in 

your car and you can afford to upgrade - and you don’t - 

then I am tuning you straight that you are a fool. 

I tune you straight 
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When I was a boy there were many pictures of many 

different cars on my bedroom wall, but the biggest and most 

prominent of them all was of a bright yellow Lamborghini 

Countach.  It was the Aventador of the day - a thing of 

extremes and unques0onable motoring madness.  So when 

we received a reader’s Sunday Cruiser submission of a 1976 

Countach, aLer the flashbacks, I grabbed it with both hands. 

And then I discovered that this was no ordinary Countach either… it 

is a Countach LP400 Periscopio, of which only 150 were made, and 

this is the ONLY black on black one ever made.  What you are 

seeing here is a one-of-one Lamborghini.  For the record it is car 91 

of 150. 

Now the current owner is in fact the 11th for the car, and for 

reasons most apparent also wishes to remain anonymous, save to 

say he is Californian.  That’s fine by me. 

The car’s first owner Nassib Jumbla> bought the 

car in 1976 (in Lebanon) and aLer that it did 

several rounds in Japan, although never being 

registered, and eventually in 2015 found itself in 

America, changing hands three 0mes un0l the 

current bought it in 2018 for, and I quote, “a lot”. 

The car therefore despite being a 1976 model was 

first registered in only 2015 when the dealership 

who sold it to its current owner received it. 

It was also a museum piece for a few years, at 

different museums.  This is no ordinary car. 

To see it, alone, is a privilege but to see it in this magazine is an 

honour.  A very special honour indeed. 

As for mileage.  The car has only done 551km.  That’s it!!! 

The engine is a 4 litre V12 which produces 280kW.  This might not 

sound like a lot, but in the 70’s it was, and because the car is light it 

s0ll is. 

As history goes Lebanon was at the 0me the financial hub of the 

Middle East and five such Periscopio LP400 cars were sold there.  

Jumbla> so enamoured with the car bought it a sister, a LP400S in 

the same unique black-on-black colour combina0on. 

Some controversy surrounds the car and it is believed that the car 

Sunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday Cruiser    
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may have remained at the Lamborghini 

factory and never made it to Lebanon (whilst 

the ‘sister’ car definitely did). 

Then it went to Japan where it changed 

hands several 0mes between Lamborghini 

collectors. 

The car’s current owner does have other 

Lamborghini’s - an Aventador and Aventador 

SV, a Murcielago SV, a Diablo S, two 

Gallardos (one Performante and one 

Superlegerra), a Huracan Spyder and Huracan 

Performante and another two Countach.  A 

serious collector by any construc0on. 

When asked if he shows the car(s) the 

answer was a firm no.  “These [cars] are for 

my enjoyment.  They are my passion.  I 

wouldn’t share my wife with anyone and I 

don’t share my cars either.  Save to say I like 

your magazine and for you I have made an 

excep0on.” 

We have to agree and am extremely grateful 

for this generous act. 

This is a real treat and we know that anyone 

reading this will appreciate just how big a 

moment this actually is. 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE YOUR SUNDAY CRUISER FEATURE IN THE MAGAZINE PLEASE WRITE TO US AT 

info@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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Pretoria, RSA: Seldom do you find a car that exceeds all 

expecta0ons.  In early 2011 we reviewed the entry level 

Citroen 5 1.6 THP and found it to be good… good but not 

excep0onal. 

So later that year when we were given the top-of-the-range HDI 

model we sort of expected the same just with a bit more power. 

We could have not been more wrong!  Firstly the car is decked out 

with every conceivable luxury fiSng that you could possible think 

of.  It (as standard) has leather, fully electrically adjustable seats, 

WITH massage func0on (which admi>edly was used quite a lot…), 

privacy curtains in the back, full dual-zone climate control, cruise 

control, a mul0-func0on steering wheel with so many gizmos that 

the geekiest computer geek would consider himself to have found 

the promised land, twin exhausts, self levelling suspension, which 

can be manually raised or lowered, massive wheels and an engine 

that simply blew us away. 

Beneath the bonnet lies a three litre turbo charged V6 diesel engine 

which produces a very generous 177 kW and a massive 450 Nm of 

torque, which will propel this car from a stands0ll to 100 kilometres 

per hour in 7.4 seconds. 

Then there is the sheer size of the car.  The C5 HDI is as big as the 

current (2011) 5 Series BMW, if not a bit longer, and that puts it 

right, smack bang in the middle of the large execu0ve car segment. 

The only difference is that at the 0me it cost R 471 000, which 

made it roughly R 200 000 cheaper than a comparable BMW 530d 

(and that’s before you have to start adding the extras to the BMW). 

The reason for this massive differen0al in price is because it is a 

Citroen and not a popular German badge, oops I mean brand, so if 

you are not the sort of idiot who shops only according to brand 

then this car is an absolute gem! 

As for the drive, the C5 quite simply is fantas0c.  On the open road 

you can reach speeds guaranteed to get you arrested without even 

realising it.  It is smooth and civilised in all the right ways.  

Refinement was clearly the overriding objec0ve when its designers 

sat down to create it. 

In Europe this type of car is referred to as a “limousine” and that is 

exactly what it is.  Not some stupid stretched Hummer that 

bachelors use on their last night of freedom, but rather something 

that an execu0ve would use to ferry high paying clients around in, 

and do so in the absolute lap of luxury.  The sea0ng is superb and 

offers enough support to hold you in place when nego0a0ng some 

mountain pass at high speed, yet at the same 0me offers you 
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comfort absolute when heading off to the office in morning traffic, 

and as men0oned earlier you have your own personal masseuse at 

hand whenever the mood takes you. 

As for styling… well consider that this car was designed by people 

known for a highly advanced sense of style.  Paris is aLer all the 

fashion capital of the world.  This car quite simply is beau0ful, and 

it is the subtle0es that make it very unique too, like for instance the 

rear window which is curved at the base to follow the shape of the 

boot lid.  This apart from looking good also allows the boot to open 

even wider than normal. 

From a safety perspec0ve the C5 has achieved a five star NCAP 

ra0ng and is filled to the brim with airbags and other safety 

equipment like ABS brakes, an0-submarining seats and a host of 

other electronic aides to keep you on the road.  There is also a 

sport seSng for the suspension and gearbox, which when 

simultaneously engaged gives you a very fun and sporty ride. 

During the test period we decided to help a friend and ferried a 

bride to her wedding in Pretoria.  Unfortunately we 

underes0mated Pretoria traffic and ended up running late, so sport 

mode was engaged along with the heavy foot.  On the way there 

was a Subaru WRX STI who mistakenly thought we were racing him, 

and for the majority of the trip he remained just in front of us un0l 

he eventually pulled off. 

In the corners this car handles like it is on rails.  There is very li>le 

over steer, and because it is front wheel drive there is also no 

understeer.  The handling is very neutral.  

To cut a long story short we got the bride to the church on 0me, 

and she was thoroughly impressed with the C5, which considering 

what cars are usually associated with this sort of ac0vity is quite a 

posi0ve statement in the C5’s favour. 

If I were in the market for a large luxury sedan and wanted the best 

value for money available I would without a doubt buy this car. 

All our expecta0ons were exceeded and at the end of the day we 

were staggered by just how good this car is, and how well it 

compares to the big Germans with whom it competes.  We love this 

car because it represents everything that a good car should be.  It is 

big, it is luxurious, it is pre>y, it is fast, well engineered and 

powerful and it is also cheap in rela0ve terms.  Value for money 

never looked this good or exci0ng. 

If you are in the market for a second hand large execu0ve saloon, 

please do yourself a favour and drive one of these because I can 

assure you that you will not be disappointed and in all likelihood 

will also be as surprised as we were as to how good this car actually 

is. 
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StuAgart, Germany: Despite its excep0onally ordinary looks, 

the Mercedes Benz GLC F-Cell is actually a fairly significant thing indeed.  

You see, instead of having a tradi0onal petrol or diesel engine under the 

bonnet, the F-Cell is a member of the very exclusive family of electrified 

vehicles that u0lises hydrogen fuel cell technology to power it. 

Where fuel cells are oLen rather large, awkward things to shoehorn within the 

confines of a car’s dimensions without compromising prac0cality too much, 

Mercedes’ newly developed one is so compact that it can fit within the limits of 

the GLC’s engine bay, and it’s installed on the same moun0ng points that a 

conven0onal engine would use.  Meanwhile, two carbon fibre-encased tanks 

that together hold up to 4.4kg of compressed liquid hydrogen are housed 

beneath the floor.  Sounds simple enough, does it? 

Well now, here’s where it all gets a bit complicated.  That liquid hydrogen is 

used to power the fuel cell, which in turn acts as a generator of sorts for 

an electric motor.  There’s an addi0onal 13.5kWh ba>ery pack on board, too, 

which can also be called upon to power the motor.  When this ba>ery is at full 

charge and the tanks are topped up with hydrogen,  Mercedes claims the F-Cell 

will offer a range just shy of 480km. 

While that’s s0ll way short of what you would expect from a petrol or diesel car, 

it’s comparable with the ranges offered by the more high-end ba>ery-electric 

vehicles such as the Jaguar i-Pace and Tesla Model X.  And whilst those cars can 

take hours to recharge from a conven0onal domes0c wall socket, the F-Cell’s 

hydrogen fuel tanks, which contribute to the majority of its range, can be 

topped up in as li>le as three minutes, which is hard to overlook. 

This effec0vely means you are geSng the emissions-free benefits of an electric 

vehicle with the ‘refueling’ 0me benefits of a normal car.  That said, to achieve 

the car’s full range, you will s0ll need to spend an hour and a half recharging 

that 13.5kWh ba>ery pack. 

There are four different driving modes, too.  Hybrid, wherein the car will draw 

power from both the fuel cell and the ba>ery for maximum range, F-Cell, 

wherein power is exclusively drawn from the fuel cell,  BaDery, which uses the 

ba>ery to drive the electric motor, and Charge, wherein the fuel cell can be 

used to recharge the ba>ery for maximum poten0al range ahead of topping up 

the hydrogen tanks.  Not exactly Sport or Race modes, but clever none-the-less. 

Despite the presence of all of its incredibly complex technology, the F-Cell is 

remarkably similar to any other electric vehicle in the way that it drives.  The 

electric motor’s 365Nm is instantly available from the moment you press the 

thro>le, so accelera0on off the line and from lower speeds is pre>y much 

immediate, though not quite as surprisingly quick as it is in the Model X or i-

Pace. 

The F-Cell’s unique suspension configura0on, which comprises coil springs at the 

front axle and single-chamber air springs with automa0c level control at the 

rear, lends it a pleasingly comfortable ride, too. 

Although we only had chance to drive the F-Cell for a short s0nt on a busy 

Stu>gart street, body control seemed well managed, while intrusions from 

lumps and bumps in the surface of the road weren’t par0cularly no0ceable. 

Light but not par0cularly communica0ve steering also makes the GLC easy to 

place and manoeuvre in and out of busy traffic. 

As for the layout of the interior, it’s basically business as usual and very 
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Mercedes Benz.  The F-Cell is as well appointed and visually 

appealing as any other GLC, although it does go without the flashy 

twin-screen set-up of the new A-Class.  S0ll, the driving posi0on is 

spot on, and there’s s0ll enough space to make the F-Cell a properly 

useable family wagon. 

Would I buy one?  Well, a more suitable ques0on would be “can I 

buy one?”, to which the answer is, unfortunately, no.  Mercedes 

doesn’t currently have any plans to offer the F-Cell to customers in 

a lot of countries, including the UK and RSA. 

And even if it did, the fact that there’s only a handful of hydrogen 

filling sta0ons in existence would make it an unfeasible op0on for 

the vast majority of people anyway. 

That’s a massive shame, really, as fuel cell vehicles such as this 

seem like a really rather excellent way of addressing many of the 

drawbacks people see with owning  electric vehicles. 

Were hydrogen filling sta0ons as commonplace as regular petrol 

sta0ons, you would only have to spend a frac0on of the 0me it 

takes to charge an EV (even on a rapid charger) geSng the fuel 

cell’s hydrogen tanks topped up.  The ability to top up so easily 

would also go a long way to elimina0ng range anxiety, while you 

also wouldn’t have to worry so much about whether or not a 

charge point was going to be in working order, or even compa0ble 

with your car, when you arrived. 

With so much government and media a>en0on being placed on the 

development of electric vehicles and their related infrastructure, 

there can be no denying that they are becoming an increasingly 

feasible ownership proposi0on. It just seems a shame that the 

same amount of a>en0on hasn’t been placed on cars such as the F-

Cell.  And I am really curious as to why. 
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Nigel Ernest James Mansell, CBE (born 8 August 1953) is a 

Bri0sh former racing driver who won both the Formula One 

World Championship (1992) and the CART Indy Car World 

Series (1993).  Mansell was the reigning F1 champion when he 

moved over to CART, becoming the first person to win the 

CART 0tle in his debut season, and making him the only person to 

hold both the World Drivers’ Championship and the American open

-wheel Na0onal Championship simultaneously. 

His career in Formula One spanned 15 seasons, with his final two 

full seasons of top-level racing being spent in the CART series.  

Mansell is the second most successful Bri0sh Formula One driver of 

all 0me in terms of race wins with 31 victories, and is seventh 

overall on the Formula One race winners list behind Michael 

Schumacher, Lewis Hamilton, Sebas0an Ve>el, Alain Prost, Ayrton 

Senna and Fernando Alonso.  He held the record for the most 

number of poles set in a single season, which was broken in 2011 

by Sebas0an Ve>el.  He was rated in the top 10 Formula One 

drivers of all 0me by long-0me Formula One commentator Murray 

Walker.  In 2008, ESPN.com ranked him 24th on their “Top 25 

Drivers of All Time” list.  He was also ranked No. 9 of the 50 

greatest F1 drivers of all 0me by the Times Online on a list that also 

included such drivers as Prost, Senna, Jackie Stewart and Jim Clark. 

Mansell raced in the Grand Prix Masters series in 2005, and won 

the championship 0tle.  He later signed a one-off race deal for the 

Scuderia Ecosse GT race team to drive their number 63 Ferrari F430 

GT2 car at Silverstone on 6 May 2007.  He has since competed in 

addi0onal sports car races with his sons Leo and Greg, including the 

2010 24 Hours of Le Mans. 

Mansell was inducted to the Interna!onal Motorsports Hall of 

Fame in 2005.  He is the current president of one of the UK’s largest 

Youth Work Chari0es, UK Youth.  He is also President of the IAM 

(Ins0tute of Advanced Motorists) and has been a Vice President of 

the Bri0sh Racing and Sports Car Club since 1987.  In September 

2014, it was announced that Mansell would be opening a 

Mitsubishi franchise on Jersey later in the month.  In September 

2015 the organisers of the Mexican Grand Prix (which was 

returning to Formula One aLer a 23 year absence) announced that 

the final corner of the re-designed Autodromo Hermanos Rodriguez 

circuit would be named aLer the 1992 Formula One World 

Champion and winner of the final race at the Mexico City circuit 

before it was dropped from the Formula One calendar for the 1993 

season. 
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Mansell was born on 8 August 1953 in 

Upton-upon-Severn, Worcestershire, the 

son of Eric, an engineer, and Joyce 

Mansell. 

Mansell had a fairly slow start to his racing 

career, using his own money to help work 

his way up the ranks.  ALer considerable 

success in kart racing, he moved to the 

Formula Ford series to the disapproval of 

his father.  In 1976, Mansell won six of the 

nine races he took part in, including his 

debut event at Mallory Park.  He entered 

42 races the following year and won 33 to 

become the 1977 Bri0sh Formula Ford 

champion, despite suffering a broken neck 

in a qualifying session at Brands Hatch.  

Doctors told him he had been perilously 

close to quadriplegia, that he would be 

confined for six months and would never 

drive again.  Mansell discharged himself 

from the hospital and returned to racing.  

Three weeks before the accident he had 

resigned from his job as an aerospace 

engineer, having previously sold most of 

his personal belongings to finance his foray 

into Formula Ford.  Later that year he was 

given the chance to race a Lola T570 

Formula 3 car at Silverstone.  He finished 

fourth and decided that he was ready to 

move into the higher formula. 

Mansell raced in Formula Three from 1978 

to 1980.  Mansell’s first season in Formula 

Three started with a pole posi0on and a 

second-place finish.  However, the car was 

not compe00ve, as a commercial deal with 

Unipart required his team to use Triumph 

Dolomite engines that were vastly inferior 

to the Toyota engines used by the leading 

teams.  ALer three seventh-place finishes 

and a fourth in his last race, he parted 

from the team.  The next season saw him 

take a paid drive with David Price Racing.  

Following a first win in the series at 

Silverstone in March, he went on to finish 

eighth in the championship.  His racing was 

consistent, but a collision with Andrea de 

Cesaris resulted in a huge cartwheeling 

crash which he was lucky to survive.  Again 

he was hospitalised, this 0me with broken 

vertebrae. 

His driving was no0ced by Colin Chapman, 

owner of Lotus, and shortly aLer his 

accident, hiding the extent of his injury 

with painkillers, Mansell performed well 

enough during a try-out at the Paul Ricard 

circuit with Lotus, where he was pi>ed 

against a number of other drivers to 

determine who was going to take the 

second seat for the 1980 season alongside 

Mario AndreS, as Argen0nean Carlos 

Reutemann was leaving to go to Williams.  

Driving a 79, the seat eventually went to 

Italian driver Elio de Angelis, but Mansell 

was selected to become a test driver for 

the Norfolk-based Formula One team. 

Mansell’s skill as a test driver, including 

seSng the fastest lap around Silverstone in 

a Lotus car at the 0me, impressed 

Chapman enough to give him a trio of 

starts in F1 in 1980, driving a development 

version of the Lotus 81 used by the team, 

the Lotus 81B.  In his Formula One debut at 

the 1980 Austrian Grand Prix, a fuel leak in 

the cockpit that developed shortly before 

the start of the race leL him with painful 

first and second degree burns on his 

bu>ocks.  An engine failure forced him to 

re0re from that race and his second, 

however an accident at his third event at 

Imola meant he failed to qualify.  Team 

leader Mario AndreS wrote his car off in a 

start-line accident during the Canadian 

Grand Prix at Montreal, so Mansell had to 

give up his car for AndreS to compete in 

for his home race, the final race of the 

season at Watkins Glen in the United 

States.  AndreS announced he was leaving 

to move to Alfa Romeo at the end of the 

season leaving Lotus with a vacant race 

seat. 

Despite Mansell being unpopular with 

sponsor David Thieme of Essex Petroleum, 

and much specula0on in the press that 

Jean-Pierre Jarier would fill the vacancy, 

Chapman announced at the start of the 

season that the seat would be filled by 

Mansell. 

Mansell’s four years as a full-0me Lotus 

driver were a struggle, as the cars were 

unreliable and he was con0nually out-

performed by teammate Elio de Angelis.  

Out of 59 race starts with the team, he 

finished just 24 of them. He managed a 

best finish of third place, which he 

achieved five 0mes during the four years, 

including Lotus’s fiLh race of the 1981 

season, and only the seventh of Mansell’s 

Formula One career.  Teammate Elio de 

Angelis took a surprise win at the 1982 

Austrian Grand Prix, and was frequently 

faster than his less-experienced colleague 

Mansell. 

During the 1982 season, Mansell planned 

to race in the 24 Hours of Le Mans event in 

order to earn extra money.  At the 0me 

Mansell was paid £50 000 a year and was 

offered £10 000 to take part in Le Mans.  

Chapman believed that by entering the Le 

Mans race, Mansell was exposing himself 

to unnecessary risk and paid him £10 000 

to not take part in the race.  Chapman 

extended Mansell’s contract to the end of 

the 1984 season in a deal that made him a 

millionaire. 

As a result of the gestures, such as 

described above, Mansell became very 

close to Chapman, who made him equal 

number one in the team with de Angelis, 

and was devastated by Chapman’s sudden 

death in 1982.  In his autobiography 

Mansell stated that when Chapman died, 
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“The bo>om dropped out of my world. 

Part of me died with him. I had lost a 

member of my family.”  Following 

Chapman’s death, rela0onships at Lotus 

became strained, as replacement team 

principal Peter Warr did not have a high 

regard for him as a driver or person.  Warr 

in his book 0tled Team Lotus - My View 

From The Pit Wall stated about the 1982 

season: 

 “AXer carefully analysing the 

 season just finished, it was 

 completely clear who was the 

 number one. It was Elio.  He was 

 faster, he had out-qualified Nigel 

 ten !mes to three. Elio had seven 

 points scoring finishes to Nigel’s 

 two and in addi!on to Elio’s win in 

 Austria, had a tally of more than 

 three !mes the number of points 

 gained by Nigel. What is more, the 

 margin by which Elio eclipsed his 

 team-mate in qualifying overall 

 was a huge 4.5 per cent.  And all 

 this in the year when, as near as 

 can be reasonably achieved, the 

 two drivers were given equal 

 equipment and treatment.” 

De Angelis was then promoted back to 

outright number one for the 1983 season.  

This was demonstrated by the fact that he 

had exclusive use of the quick but 

unreliable Renault turbo-charged 93T for 

the whole season, and Mansell did not get 

to drive a turbocharged car un0l the ninth 

round, the Bri0sh Grand Prix at 

Silverstone, a race where he climbed from 

16th to second and eventually finished 

fourth in a brand-new, has0ly designed 

94T.  Due to their tumultuous rela0onship 

and a lack of decent results, Warr was not 

keen on honouring the last year of the 

contract that Mansell had signed with 

Chapman.  However, with encouragement 

from Lotus’s sponsors, John Player Special 

(who allegedly preferred a Bri0sh driver), 

and with the only other top Bri0sh driver 

(Derek Warwick) already confirmed to be 

joining the factory Renault team, it was 

announced Mansell would be staying with 

the team. 

In 1984, Mansell finished in the 

championship top 10 for the first 0me, and 

took his first career pole posi0on but s0ll 

finished behind teammate de Angelis, who 

finished third, in the championship.  At the 

1984 Monaco Grand Prix Mansell 

surprised many by overtaking Alain Prost 

in a wet race for the lead, but soon aLer 

re0red from the race aLer losing control 

on the slippery painted lines on the road 

surface on the run up the hill on lap 15.  

Late in the season, Lotus announced the 

recruitment of Ayrton Senna for the 

following year, leaving Mansell with no 

race seat at Lotus.  ALer receiving offers 

from Arrows and Williams, and first 

turning down Williams’s offer, it was 

announced before the Dutch Grand Prix 

that he would indeed be joining Williams. 

Mansell was remembered by many that 

year when he collapsed while pushing his 

car to the finish line aLer the transmission 

failed on the last lap of the 1984 Dallas 

Grand Prix.  The race was one of the 

ho>est on record, and aLer two hours of 

driving in about 40 °C condi0ons Mansell 

fainted while pushing his car over the line 

to salvage a sixth-place finish (and thus 

one championship point) in a race of 

which he had led half, having started from 

pole. 

In his autobiography, Mansell claimed that 

his final race with the Lotus team - the 

1984 Portuguese Grand Prix - was heavily 

compromised by Warr’s unwillingness to 

give Mansell the brake pads he desired for 

the race.  With 18 laps of the race 

remaining, and with Mansell in second 

posi0on, the brakes on his car failed.  On 

Mansell’s departure, Warr was quoted as 

saying, “He’ll never win a Grand Prix as 

long as I have a hole in my arse”. 

In 1985 Frank Williams hired Mansell to 

drive alongside Keke Rosberg as part of 

the Williams team, Mansell later saying, 

“We have the greatest respect for each 

other.”  Mansell was given the now 

famous “Red 5” number on his car, which 

he carried on subsequent Williams and 

Newman / Haas cars and which was 

brought to the public’s a>en0on mainly 

through commentator Murray Walker and 

his enthusias0c commentary for the BBC. 

Rosberg, the 1982 World Champion who 
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was heading into his fourth season with the team, was ini0ally 

against Williams signing Mansell based on the clash the pair had at 

Dallas the previous year (Rosberg won that race and in an interview 

while on the podium publicly berated Mansell’s blocking tac0cs 

while leading early in the race, which earned Rosberg a round of 

boos from the crowd who had appreciated Mansell’s courage in 

trying to push his Lotus to the finish in the extreme heat).  Other 

factors were what Rosberg later said in a 1986 interview was 

second-hand informa0on about Mansell which ul0mately proved to 

be false.  The drivers found they got along well and from early in 

the pre-season formed a good working and personal rela0onship. 

1985 ini0ally appeared to provide more of the same for Mansell, 

although he was closer to the pace than before, especially as the 

Honda engines became more compe00ve by mid-season. 

During prac0ce for the 1985 French Grand Prix, Mansell unwillingly 

broke the record for the highest speed crash in Formula One 

history. At the end of the Paul Ricard Circuit’s 1.8 km long Mistral 

Straight he went off at the fast Courbe de Signes at over 320 km/h 

in his Williams FW10.  Mansell suffered concussion which kept him 

out of the race.  Teammate Rosberg claimed the pole for the race 

and finished second behind the Brabham-BMW of Nelson Piquet. 

Mansell achieved second place at the Belgian Grand Prix at Spa-

Francorchamps, and followed this with his first victory in 72 starts 

at the European Grand Prix at Brands Hatch in England.  He 

achieved a second straight victory at the South African Grand Prix in 

Kyalami.  These triumphs helped turn Mansell into a Formula One 

star. 

Going into 1986, the Williams-Honda team had a car capable of 

winning regularly, and Mansell had established himself as a 

poten0al World Championship contender.  He also had a new 

teammate in twice World Champion Nelson Piquet who had joined 

Williams looking to be a regular winner and contender again aLer 

the Brabham-BMWs had become increasingly unreliable and 

uncompe00ve.  The Brazilian publicly described Mansell as “an 

uneducated blockhead” and had also cri0cised Mansell’s wife 

Roseanne’s looks, later retrac0ng these statements following 

threats of legal ac0on. 

Mansell won five Grand Prix in 1986 and also played a part in one of 

the closest finishes in Formula One history, finishing second to 

Ayrton Senna in the Spanish Grand Prix at Jerez by a mere 0.014 

seconds (Mansell later jokingly said they should give himself and 

Senna 7½ points each).  The 1986 season was led mostly by Mansell 

in championship points, and it went down to the wire in Adelaide, 

Australia for the Australian Grand Prix with Prost, Piquet and 

Mansell all s0ll in conten0on for the 0tle.  The equa0on was simple, 

Prost and Piquet needed to win and have Mansell finish no higher 

than fourth.  ALer aiming for a third-place finish which would 

guarantee him the 0tle, Mansell would narrowly miss out on 

winning it aLer his leL-rear tyre exploded in spectacular fashion on 

the main straight with only 19 laps of the race to go.  In a 2012 

interview for Sky Sports Legends of F1 Mansell revealed that, had 

he hit the wall rather than wrestling the car safely to a halt in the 

run-off area at the end of the straight, the stewards would most 

likely have red flagged the race.  As the race was over two thirds 

distance, he would have kept his posi0on and won his first F1 world 

0tle.  Instead Mansell ended the season as runner-up to Alain Prost.  

His efforts in 1986 led to his being voted the BBC Sports Personality 

of the Year. 

1986 proved to be a tough year for both Mansell and the Williams 

team, off the track at least.  ALer a pre-season test session at the 

Paul Ricard Circuit in the south of France, team owner Frank 

Williams was involved in a horrific road accident which leL him a 

tetraplegic.  Williams would not return to the scene un0l making a 

surprise appearance at the Bri0sh Grand Prix at Brands Hatch 

where Mansell and Piquet finished 1–2.  Williams’s absence from 

the day-to-day running of the team actually created tension 

between the team and engine supplier Honda.  The Japanese giant 

regarded dual World Champion Nelson Piquet as the team’s 

number one driver (they were reportedly paying the bulk of 

Piquet’s mul0million-dollar retainer) and were reportedly unhappy 

that the team’s co-owner and Technical Director Patrick Head did 

not rein in Mansell during races and allowed him to take both 

points and wins from Piquet.  As it was, while Williams dominated 

the Constructors’ Championship, the two drivers took enough 

points from each other to allow McLaren’s Alain Prost to sneak 

through and win the Drivers’ Championship. 

Before the season had started Honda had reportedly a>empted to 

persuade Frank Williams to replace Mansell with their own test 

driver Satoru Nakajima.  Williams, who was always more interested 

in the Constructors’ 0tle than the Drivers’ as it showed that his 

team was the best, refused to do this, rightly believing that having 

two proven F1 winners in Piquet and Mansell would be>er-serve 
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the team than Nakajima would as an F1 

rookie. 

Six more wins followed in 1987, including 

an emo0onal and hugely popular victory at 

Silverstone for the Bri0sh Grand Prix in 

which he came back from 28 seconds 

behind in 30 laps to beat teammate Piquet, 

with his car running out of fuel on the 

slowing down lap.  A serious qualifying 

accident at Suzuka in Japan for the 

penul0mate race of the season severely 

injured Mansell’s back (a spinal 

concussion).  Trying to beat Piquet’s lap 

0me, Mansell made a mistake and hit the 

guardrail.  As a result of Mansell’s absence 

from the remaining two races, Piquet 

became champion for the third 0me. 

Piquet called his win over Mansell, “a win 

of intelligence over stupidity”.  The 

Brazilian also added that he won because 

he was more consistent than his 

teammate, racking up points and podiums 

where Mansell oLen ran into trouble.  

Piquet’s was a percentage driving policy 

which worked well in the ultra-compe00ve 

Williams-Honda, whereas Mansell was a 

hard charger who many felt oLen pushed 

his luck too far. 

In 1988, for the first 0me in his career, 

Mansell was a team’s first driver, having 

won more races in the previous two 

seasons than any other driver.  However 

Williams lost the turbo power of Honda to 

McLaren, and had to se>le with a naturally 

aspirated Judd V8 engine in its first season 

in F1.  A dismal season followed, which saw 

Mansell’s Williams team experiment with a 

terribly unreliable (but extremely 

innova0ve) ac0ve suspension system (the 

system had worked well when introduced 

by the team in 1987 where it could draw 

on approximately 5% of the reported 

746 kW produced by the Honda turbo, but 

struggled with the 447 kW Judd V8).  

Mansell would complete only two of the 

14 races in which he appeared in 1988, 

both being podium finishes.  One of these 

was a second place at the Bri0sh Grand 

Prix at Silverstone where, overnight, the 

team had stopped using its ac0ve 

suspension (aLer months of Patrick Head 

telling Mansell and teammate Riccardo 

Patrese that it would take many months of 

work to do so), and reverted to a passive 

suspension set-up. 

Mansell contracted chickenpox in the 

summer of 1988 and aLer a compe00ve 

(but ill-advised) drive in the very hot 

condi0ons of the 1988 Hungarian Grand 

Prix the illness became worse, forcing him 

to miss the next two Grands Prix in 

Belgium where he was replaced by Mar0n 

Brundle, and Italy where he was 

infamously replaced by Frenchman Jean-

Louis Schlesser.  By missing the Italian 

Grand Prix at Monza, Mansell missed the 

tradi0onal welcome by the Tifosi for a 

newly signed Ferrari driver aLer he had 

announced he would be leaving Williams 

to join the Maranello-based team for 1989. 

In prepara0on for the 1989 season, 

Mansell became the last Ferrari driver to 

be personally selected by Enzo Ferrari 

before his death in August 1988, an honour 

Mansell described as, “one of the greatest 

in my en0re career”.  Enzo Ferrari 

presented a 1989 Ferrari F40 as a giL to 

Mansell.  In Italy he became known as “il 

leone” (“the lion”) by the !fosi because of 

his fearless driving style.  The season was 

one of change in the sport, with the 

banning of turbo engines by the FIA and 

the introduc0on of the electronically 

controlled semi-automa0c transmission by 

Ferrari. 

Mansell believed that 1989 would be a 

development year and that he would be 

able to challenge for the championship the 

following season.  In his first appearance 

with the team he scored a very unlikely 

win in the 1989 Brazilian Grand Prix at the 

Autódromo Internacional Nelson Piquet in 

Rio de Janeiro; his least favourite track, 

and the home race of his bi>er rival Piquet.  

He later joked that he had booked an early 

flight home for halfway through the race as 

he predicted the car’s new electronic 

gearbox would last only a few laps (as it 

had done throughout pre-season tes0ng 

and in qualifying for the race).  Mansell 

became the first driver to win a race in a 

car with a semi-automa0c gearbox.  The 

race saw him as the first driver to win in 

their debut race for the Scuderia since 

Mario AndreS had won the 1971 South 

African Grand Prix and he would remain 

the last man to win on his Ferrari debut 

un0l Kimi Räikkönen won the 2007 

Australian Grand Prix. 

The rest of 1989 was characterised by 

gearbox and various other problems, 

including a disqualifica0on at the Canadian 

Grand Prix and a black-flagged incident at 

the Portuguese Grand Prix for reversing in 

the pit lane, which resulted in a ban for the 

next race in Spain.  However, Mansell 

finished fourth in the Championship with 

the help of a memorable second win for 

Ferrari at the 0ght and twisty Hungaroring 

for the Hungarian Grand Prix.  Early in 

prac0ce Mansell had seen that trying to 

qualify the car high on the grid was a 

pointless exercise and he decided instead 

to concentrate on a good race set-up.  

ALer qualifying 12th (0.681s behind 

teammate Gerhard Berger in sixth and 
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2.225s behind pole man Riccardo Patrese in his Williams-Renault) 

and not even being considered a chance for the race, he charged 

his way through the field un0l he pulled off a sensa0onal passing 

manoeuvre on the McLaren-Honda of World Champion Ayrton 

Senna on lap 58 to take a lead he would not lose. 

A tough 1990 followed with Ferrari, in which his car suffered more 

reliability problems, forcing him to re0re from seven races. He was 

paired with Alain Prost, (who was also the reigning World 

Champion), and who took over as the team’s lead driver.  Mansell 

recalls one incident where at the 1990 Bri0sh Grand Prix, the car he 

drove did not handle the same as in the previous race where he 

had taken pole posi0on.  On confron0ng the mechanics, it 

transpired that Prost saw Mansell as having a superior car and as a 

result, they were swapped without telling Mansell.  ALer re0ring 

from the race, he announced he was re0ring from the sport 

altogether at the end of the season.  This, combined with the fact 

that Frenchman Prost was not only a triple World Champion and 

the winner of more Grands Prix than anyone in history, but also 

spoke fluent Italian, whereas Mansell’s Italian was only 

conversa0onal at best, gave Prost greater influence within the 

Maranello-based team.  According to Prost, Mansell only a>ended 

two or three mechanical briefings throughout the season, 

preferring playing golf.  One notable highlight of the season was a 

daring pass on Gerhard Berger around the daun0ng high speed 

Peraltada corner that was later renamed in his honour.  

Approaching the corner for the penul0mate 0me Mansell was 

bobbing from side to side in Berger’s mirrors.  Heading into one of 

the quickest corners on the calendar at the 0me, where the Ferraris 

had registered forces of 4.7g during prac0ce, Mansell launched to 

the outside of Berger and flashed past to take second place. 

Mansell scored only a single win, at the 1990 Portuguese Grand 

Prix, and finished a thrilling second to Nelson Piquet in Australia, 

and finished fiLh in the World Championship.  His re0rement plans 

were halted when Frank Williams again stepped in.  Williams signed 

Mansell on 1 October 1990 aLer Mansell was assured the contract 

stated that he would be the focus of the team, having experienced 

being the ‘Number Two’ driver at Ferrari. Mansell would be paid 

£4.6 million a season, a deal which made him the highest paid 

Bri0sh sportsman at the 0me. 

Mansell’s return to Williams was not straighVorward.  He would 

agree to return only if a list of demands were met, including 

undisputed number one status over Riccardo Patrese (who had 

remained with the team through 1989 and 1990), guarantees of 

support in a wide variety of areas with each guarantee in wri0ng, 

and assurances from suppliers such as Renault and Elf that they 

would do everything necessary to help him win.  Frank Williams 

said the demands were ‘impossible’; Mansell concluded that if that 

were the case he would be happy to re0re.  Three weeks later the 

impossible had happened and Mansell was a Williams driver. 

His second s0nt with Williams was even be>er than the first.  Back 

in the familiar ‘Red 5’, he won five races in 1991, most memorably 

in the Spanish Grand Prix.  In this race he went wheel-to-wheel with 

Ayrton Senna, with only cen0metres to spare, at over 320 km/h on 

the main straight.  Quite a different spectacle was offered following 

Mansell’s victory in the Bri0sh Grand Prix at Silverstone.  Senna’s 

car had stopped on the final lap, but, rather than leave his rival 

stranded out on the circuit (the two had actually come to blows in 

the pits following their first lap tangle during the 1987 Belgian 

Grand Prix and were hardly close friends), Mansell pulled over on 

his victory lap and allowed Senna to ride on the Williams sidepod 

back to the pits. 

The Williams team’s decision to develop their new semi-automa0c 

gearbox by racing with it at the start of the season, was at the cost 

of points in the opening rounds of the championship.  Senna was on 

40 points with four straight wins to open the season by the 0me 

Mansell gained his first finish with a second in Monaco.  Mansell 

then had the next race in Canada prac0cally won when his Williams 

FW14 stopped half a lap from the finish with what was reported to 

be transmission failure, though it was suspected that Mansell had 

let his engine revs drop too low while he was waving to the crowd 

in celebra0on and stalled his engine.  Ironically this handed Nelson 

Piquet his 23rd and last F1 race win.  Despite a good mid-season, 

which included a hat-trick of victories, Senna’s consistency (and 

Mansell’s re0rements at key races) meant that he finished second 

in the Championship for the third 0me in his career, this 0me 

behind Senna. 

1992 would be Mansell’s finest season.  He started the year with 
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five straight victories (a record not equalled un0l Michael 

Schumacher in 2004).  At the sixth round of the season in Monaco, 

he took pole and dominated much of the race.  However, with 

seven laps remaining, Mansell suffered a loose wheel nut and was 

forced into the pits, emerging behind Ayrton Senna’s McLaren-

Honda.  Mansell, on fresh tyres, set a lap record almost two 

seconds quicker than Senna’s and closed from 5.2 to 1.9 seconds in 

only two laps.  The pair duelled around Monaco for the final four 

laps but Mansell could find no way past, finishing just 0.2 seconds 

behind the Brazilian.  Mansell became the most successful Bri0sh 

driver of all 0me when he won the Bri0sh Grand Prix at Silverstone, 

as he surpassed Jackie Stewart’s record of 27 wins with his 28th.  

Mansell was crowned Formula One World Champion early in the 

season at the Hungarian Grand Prix, the 11th round of that season, 

where his second-place finish clinched the Drivers’ Championship, 

securing the 0tle in the least number of Grands Prix since the 16-

race season format started.  Mansell also set the then-record for 

the most number of wins in one season (9); both records stood 

un0l broken by Schumacher in 2002.  He managed 14 pole posi0ons 

that year, a record only broken by Sebas0an Ve>el in 2011 in the 

Brazilian Grand Prix on 26 November.  He also held the record for 

the most races before becoming World Champion with 180 races; 

this record was broken by Nico Rosberg in 2016 with 206 races. 

Other Formula One records set in 1992 that he s0ll holds are the 

highest percentage of pole posi0ons in a season (88%), most wins 

from pole posi0on in a season (nine) and most runner-up 

championship finishes before becoming World Champion (three).  

Mansell also holds the record for obtaining pole posi0on and 

scoring the fastest lap and subsequently re0ring from the race 

(1987 German Grand Prix, 1990 Bri0sh Grand Prix, 1992 Japanese 

Grand Prix, and 1992 Italian Grand Prix). He is the driver having the 

most wins (31) without ever winning Monaco. 

He won the BBC Sports Personality of the Year award again in 1992, 

one of only four people to have won the award twice. 

During this season, 

Mansell gained a 

reputa0on for a 

psychological 

compe00veness and 

mind games.  ALer the 

announcement by the 

FIA that the 

organiza0on would be 

weighing drivers, 

Mansell, known for 

ignoring diet, starved 

and dehydrated himself 

the day prior to weigh-

ins.  This measure led to 

Mansell weighing less 

than his teammate 

Riccardo Patrese by one 

and a half kilograms. 

Despite being world champion, 

Mansell had a public 

disagreement with Williams.  In 

his autobiography Mansell 

writes that this was because of a 

deal made at the previous 

Hungarian Grand Prix, which 

Williams reneged on, and the 

prospect of his former 

teammate Alain Prost, who had 

sat out the 1992 season, joining 

the Renault-powered team. 

Williams had neglected to tell 

Mansell that Prost had signed 

for 1993 at only the second race 

of the 1992 season in Mexico, a posi0on that Mansell felt would be 

similar to their days together at Ferrari.  To boot, Ayrton Senna had 

expressed a strong desire to drive for Williams and even offered to 

drive for them at no salary (only to later be rebuffed as Prost, 

whose rivalry with the Brazilian was just as intense as the one he 

had with Mansell, had a clause wri>en into his contract which 

enabled him to block Senna’s effort).  Williams decided that there 

was li>le sense in paying the high fees Mansell went on to demand. 

With the original offer revoked, and with the premiere teams 

already commi>ed to their incumbent drivers, Mansell decided to 

move on.  An 11th hour offer was made to him at the Italian Grand 

Prix, but by then the damage was done; Mansell re0red from F1. 

Mansell then signed with Newman / Haas Racing to pair with Mario 

AndreS in the CART series, replacing Mario’s son Michael who 

moved to F1 and McLaren.  At the season opener at Surfers 

Paradise, Australia, he became the first “rookie” to take pole 

posi0on and win his first race.  A few weeks later however, he 

suffered a substan0al crash at the Phoenix Interna0onal Raceway, 

severely injuring his back.  At the 1993 Indianapolis 500, Mansell 

would lead the race only to finish third aLer losing the lead to 

Emerson FiSpaldi and Arie Luyendyk aLer a poor restart.  On his 

40th birthday, however, Mansell would avenge his loss at 

Indianapolis to score a 500 mile race victory at Michigan, 

considered by many a tougher 500 mile race to win.  He would go 

on to score five wins for the 1993 CART season, which, with more 

high-placed finishes, was good enough to earn him the 

championship.  This enabled Mansell to become the only driver in 

history to hold both the Formula One and CART championships at 

the same 0me, because when he won the 1993 CART championship 

he was s0ll the reigning F1 world champion, with the 1993 F1 

championship not yet having been decided. 

Following this successful season in CART, Mansell received several 

awards, including a Gold Medal from the Royal Automobile Club 

and the 1994 ESPY Award for Best Driver. 

His Newman / Haas car was much less reliable the following year, 

1994, and results suffered.  It was during this season that Mansell 

“wore out his welcome” in the United States with glimpses of rude 
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behaviour, par0cularly aLer he was knocked out of the Indianapolis 

500.  ALer the crash, he stormed out of the track hospital, and 

refused medical care.  When reporter Dr. Jerry Punch asked 

Mansell if he had spoken with Dennis Vitolo, the driver who had 

crashed into him, Mansell replied, “You speak to him” and shoved 

the camera away.  Subsequently, Mansell was due to sign 

autographs at a K-Mart store (the primary sponsor of his car), but 

because of a lack of demand the event was cancelled.  Mansell was 

also the catalyst for the breakdown in the rela0onship between 

himself and Mario AndreS.  Mario has since remarked, “I guess if 

Ronnie Peterson was the best team-mate I ever had, Nigel Mansell 

was the worst”, and, “I had a lot of respect for him as a driver, but 

not as a man”. 

In 1994, aLer the CART season ended, Mansell returned to F1 and 

re-joined the Williams team.  Since he had leL it in 1993, the team 

had undergone some significant changes.  Damon Hill had been 

promoted from test driver and was running full-0me in one 

Renault.  Prost, Mansell’s replacement, won the 1993 Drivers’ 

Championship and then re0red aLer the season.  This allowed 

Williams and Ayrton Senna to finally work out an agreement, and 

the team received a new sponsor in Rothmans Interna0onal for a 

season in which they were expected to remain as champions.  

However, the car proved unreliable and tricky to handle early in the 

season; leading Senna to re0re from the opening rounds despite 

claiming pole.  In the third race at Imola tragedy struck as Senna 

was killed in a crash on the Tamburello curve. 

Mansell took over the car Senna was brought in to drive toward the 

end of the 1994 campaign.  Mansell was paid approximately 

£900,000 per race, compared to his teammate Hill being paid 

£300,000 for the en0re season.  Mansell’s return was helped by 

Bernie Ecclestone helping unravel his contracts in the United 

States.  It was important for F1 to have a world champion driving 

that season and with worldwide TV viewing figures star0ng to 

decline, they needed Mansell.  The 40-year-old was not as quick as 

Damon Hill in race trim but signs that his speeds were coming back 

were evident in Japan during a fantas0c ba>le with the Ferrari of 

Jean Alesi.  Mansell took his final Grand Prix victory in Adelaide, the 

last race of the season, having out-qualified the two 0tle 

contenders at the 0me, Damon Hill and Michael Schumacher, in the 

process (helped out by the second qualifying session being held on 

a wet track, with the 0mes from the first session making up the 

grid).  The plan ini0ally was for Mansell to protect Hill from 

Schumacher, but both drivers passed him at the start and 

eventually collided (causing the re0rement of both), handing 

Schumacher his first world 0tle. 

Williams had an op0on on Mansell’s services for 1995 which 

Mansell was convinced they would take.  Williams however, opted 

for youth over experience and hired David Coulthard. 

ALer losing the Williams seat to David Coulthard, Mansell signed to 

drive for McLaren in 1995. 

McLaren’s 0tle sponsors Marlboro wanted a world champion, 

whereas McLaren and their engine suppliers Mercedes wanted a 

lower-profile driver for what 

was their first official year 

back in Formula One since 

1955. 

Before the season started, 

Mansell could not fit into the 

narrow car and was depu0sed 

by Mark Blundell for the 

opening two rounds in Brazil 

and Argen0na. Mansell’s car 

was completed in 33 days and 

in 0me for Imola, where 

despite being in the top six 

late in the race, a clash with 

Eddie Irvine saw him finish 

10th and out of the points.  

The Spanish Grand Prix saw 

Mansell become frustrated 

over his car’s handling 

characteris0cs, he chose to 

re0re aLer just two races with the team. Mansell cited the decision 

to re0re as his not wan0ng to make up the numbers and with no 

hope of the McLaren MP4/10 being compe00ve.  In 2015, Mansell 

stated that he was wrong to leave McLaren so soon and that in 

hindsight he should have con0nued with the team for the season 

and help improve the car. 

A few tes0ng sessions with F1 teams including Jordan suggested 

another comeback could be on the cards, but it never happened. 

Reports at the 0me suggested that the Mansell–Jordan partnership 

for 1997 was a real possibility with Eddie Jordan’s 0tle sponsor 

willing to pay for the deal. 

Mansell took part in the 1993 TOCA Shootout, held at Donington 

Park. Mansell drove a Ford Mondeo with his usual red number 5.  

The race ended in disaster for Mansell; he was knocked 

unconscious following a crash with six laps remaining.  He lost 

control of his car through the exit of the Old Hairpin, over-

corrected the slide and collided with Tiff Needell’s Vauxhall 

Cavalier, resul0ng in a spin and a bad crash into the tyre wall under 

the bridge. 

Mansell made a return to racing in 1998 in the Bri0sh Touring Car 

Championship, driving in a Ford Mondeo for three rounds.  With 
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the number 5 already taken by James Thompson, Mansell raced 

with the red number 55. 

At his first event at Donington Park, he re0red three laps into the 

sprint race, meaning he would start the feature race in 19th 

posi0on on the grid.  As the condi0ons changed and the track 

became we>er, Mansell found himself leading the race for several 

laps, and he finished in fiLh posi0on.  The race was regarded by 

many fans as one of the greatest in touring car history. 

It was to be his best finish in the series, as he failed to finish either 

race at the next round he par0cipated in at Brands Hatch, and at his 

final race at Silverstone he finished in 14th and 11th place.  Having 

competed in three of the 13 rounds, he finished 18th out of 21 in 

the Drivers’ Championship. 

On 16 July 2005, Mansell took part in a Race of Legends exhibi0on 

event at the Norisring round of the DTM.  He competed against 

other Formula One World Champions Jody Scheckter, Alain Prost 

and Emerson FiSpaldi, as well as Motorcycle Grand Prix World 

Champions Mick Doohan and Johnny Ceco>o (himself a former F1 

driver), each driver having an opportunity to drive Audi, Mercedes 

and Opel cars. Prost was announced as the winner by the DTM 

organisers. 

Mansell became a financial stakeholder and a driver in the new 

Grand Prix Masters series.  Following a period of tes0ng and 

developing the car, Mansell made a successful race comeback by 

winning the inaugural race of the series in Kyalami in November 

2005 (Mansell had won at the old Kyalami circuit in 1985 and had 

also won at the new circuit in 1992).  ALer the success of the race 

at Kyalami, four dates were scheduled for the GP Masters Series in 

2006, including one at Silverstone.  Mansell won the season opener 

at Qatar in April from pole posi0on.  The Monza round of the series 

was cancelled due to noise limita0ons at the venue, whilst technical 

issues quickly ruled him out of the Silverstone race. 

Also in 2006 he appeared at Brands Hatch, scene of his first Grand 

Prix win, in October 1985, driving some demonstra0on laps in the 

BMW M3 GTR that Andy Priaulx drove to victory in the 2005 24 

Hours Nürburgring, as part of the World Touring Car Championship 

event. 

On the weekend of 6 May 2007 he made an appearance in the 

second round of the FIA GT Championship at Silverstone driving a 

Ferrari 430 GT2 for the Scuderia Ecosse team.  He was paired with 

Chris Niarchos, finishing seventh in class and 21st overall. 

Mansell, with his son Leo, tested a Chamberlain-Synergy team Le 

Mans prototype Lola-AER B06/10 during the week commencing 14 

July 2008, at the Estoril circuit.  The pair were said to be considering 

a drive in the American Le Mans series, possibly commencing as 

soon as October 2008 in the Pe0t Le Mans event, although neither 

driver was in the final field. 

On 3 July 2009, Mansell tested his other son Greg’s World Series by 

Renault car at the Silverstone Circuit, seSng a best 0me six seconds 

off the pace of the fastest driver in the session. 

Mansell took part in the last round of the 2009 Le Mans Series, the 

1000 km of Silverstone, driving Team LNT’s Gine>a-Zytek GZ09S 

alongside his son Greg and team boss Lawrence Tomlinson. 

Mansell raced a Gine>a-Zytek GZ09S in the 2010 24 Hours of Le 

Mans, alongside his two sons.  According to the BBC, this was the 

first 0me a father has raced at Le Mans in the same car as his two 

sons.  However, in the race he crashed going 365km/h aLer only 

five laps, following a tyre puncture.  Reports at the 0me indicated 

that he had suffered a concussion, but Mansell later revealed that 

the accident leL him unable to talk or recognise his wife and 

children.  To recover, he took up magic in order to, “get [his] brain 

to work in different ways.”  Since taking up the hobby, Mansell has 

become a member of the Magic Circle and gone on to perform 

around the world. 

For the 2010 Formula One season, the Spor0ng Regula0ons were 

changed so that a former driver sits on the stewards’ panel. 

Mansell took this role at the 2010, 2011 and 2012 Bri0sh Grands 

Prix. 

On 1 October 2009 Nigel appeared as the ‘Face of Euronics’. 

In 2010, Nigel paired with Iranian-Bri0sh comic Omid Djalili in a UK 

television adver0sing campaign for price comparison website 

Moneysupermarket.com and at the end of the first ad, Djalili put a 

fake moustache on Mansell’s upper lip. 
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There were three video games endorsed by Mansell: Nigel 

Mansell’s Grand Prix (1988, Martech), Nigel Mansell’s World 

Championship (1993, Gremlin Graphics), and Newman / Haas 

IndyCar (1994).  Mansell also appeared as a playable driver for 

Williams in Codemasters’ F1 2013. 

Mansell has been married to Roseanne since 1975 aLer mee0ng as 

students. 

He lived in Port Erin on the Isle of Man during most of his F1 career 

un0l 1995.  Mansell currently lives in Jersey, Channel Islands.  He 

spent 11 years of his life as a Special Constable on the Isle of Man 

during his driving career, and in Devon aLer he re0red from racing.  

During this period, he also developed a golf course in Devon. 

A keen golfer, Mansell revealed a desire to compete in the Bri0sh 

Open Golf Championship and briefly par0cipated in the 1988 

Australian Open. 

Mansell is the owner of the Team UK Youth cycling team. 

Mansell appeared without his well-known moustache in the first 

half of the 1988 season.  ALer his official re0rement from Formula 

One in 1995, he shaved it off.  The moustache made a re-

appearance when Mansell was interviewed by the BBC at the 2014 

Japanese Grand Prix. 

His sons Leo and Greg are also racing drivers, while his daughter 

Chloe is a designer. 

Mansell raced with a blue helmet with two red and white arrows on 

each side forming on the front a drawing resembling the Union Flag 

with the upper angles of the arrows united by a red and white ‘U’ 

with the white chin area, when he entered Williams, a blue ring was 

added on the white part of the helmet.  His sons Leo and Greg 

inherited his helmet design, but Leo’s helmet has the red chin area 

and the white part that envelops the visor (not coun0ng the top) is 

red with white outline, while Greg’s helmet has the blue chin area 

and the white area that envelopes the visor is blue with white 

outline. 

Although teams in motor racing series are generally allocated 

numbers, Mansell has been associated with the number 5 for many 

years.  This began when he joined Williams in 1985 and was 

allocated car number 5, as at the 0me Formula One racing numbers 

were allocated by constructor and Williams received numbers 5 

and 6.  For the first four races of the 1985 season, both Williams 

cars had white numbers, but from a distance the numerals “5” and 

“6” resembled each other.  As a consequence, it was decided to 

give Mansell’s car a red number to make it more dis0nc0ve.  While 

this was ini0ally just for recogni0on, BBC F1 commentator Murray 

Walker began describing Mansell’s car as “Red Five”, leading to 

Mansell retaining the red coloured number throughout his first 

spell at Williams.  On his return to the team in 1991, Williams had 

retained the number 5 car, allowing Mansell to race as “Red Five” 

once again.  ALer his departure to Indy Car Racing in 1993 to drive 

for Newman / Haas, he again retained the red number 5; then as 

now in American racing, drivers are free to choose their own racing 

number, a prac0ce adopted by F1 in 2014.  In addi0on, “Red Five” 

fit well into the livery of his Indy car, as Newman / Haas’s main 

sponsors Texaco and Kmart both shared corporate colours of black, 

white and red.  When he returned to Williams for four races in 1994 

the team’s numbers were 0 and 2 as they had won the Drivers’ and 

Constructors’ 0tles in 1993 but would not run #1 as Alain Prost had 

re0red.  Damon Hill drove car #0 while Mansell raced the #2 with 

the number on the nose of the car painted red.  So associated with 

the red 5 is Mansell that, in 2004, he purchased a yacht from 

Sunseeker, one of his long0me sponsors, which he named Red 5. 

Mansell was awarded the 0tle of BBC Sports Personality of the Year 

in both 1986 and 1992. Only three other people have won the 

award twice, one of whom being fellow racing driver and former F1 

World Champion Damon Hill.   

Mansell was inducted into the Interna0onal Motorsports Hall of 

Fame in 2005.  Mansell won the Hawthorn Memorial Trophy, an 

award for the leading Bri0sh or Commonwealth driver in F1 each 

year, a record seven 0mes in his career. 

Already Officer of the Order of the Bri0sh Empire (OBE), Mansell 

was appointed Commander of the Order of the Bri0sh Empire (CBE)  

in the 2012 New Year Honours for services to children and young 

people (as president of UK Youth). 

In 2015 turn 17 of the Autodromo Hermanos Rodríguez was 

renamed in honour of Mansell, twice winner of the Mexican Grand 

Prix (1987 and 1992). He received The London Classic Car Show Icon 

Award in 2018. 
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Wyoming, USA: Behold it is real.  

This is, in all senses, a ‘big’ deal.  

Rolls Royce boss Torsten Müller-

Ötvös acknowledges that the 

Cullinan, the company’s new 4x4 and 

a dis0nct diversion for the Bri0sh luxury 

brand, is a controversial vehicle.  But I 

guess there are two reasons.  

Firstly - and let’s jump this hurdle - are 

there not hints of The Simpsons’ 

‘Canyonero’ about the Cullinan’s 

appearance?  Rolls has, like Porsche did 

with the first Cayenne, tried to put clear 

Rolls Royce cues into the design.  Maybe 

they just don’t translate to an SUV, or 

maybe we are just not used to it yet.  I 

think it probably grows on you, and that it 

won’t ma>er if it doesn’t.  The Bentley 

Bentayga and original Cayenne discovered 

aLer-all that looks are unimportant. 

Secondly, is this a vehicle Rolls Royce 

should be making?  To which the answer is 

‘obviously’, because buyers want a Rolls 

Royce they can drive daily, transport the 

family, take skiing, shoo0ng or with which 

to replace a Range Rover.  Dealers have 

only recently received demonstrators but 

the order book’s already full for more than 

a year. 

So here we are.  Rolls’s first SUV, although 

not the first Rolls Royce to go rou0nely off-

road, because its cars have been going 

everywhere since roads were rubbish.  But 

it’s its first from the brand with four-wheel 

drive.  

The architecture is the bespoke aluminium 

space-frame which arrived first in last 

year’s Phantom and will eventually 

underpin all Rolls-Royces, distancing the 

‘cheaper’ cars - Ghost, Wraith, Dawn - 

from the BMW group architecture origins 

they currently share. 

It’s a (figura0vely, not literally) flexible 

architecture that allows different lengths 

and heights and here it’s shorter (at 

5341m) but taller (1835mm) than the 

Phantom, a heLy 2m wide and with 

revised air suspension that’s beefier, has 

less fric0on than the flagship sedan’s, and 

rises 40mm in off-road mode.  There are 
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double-wishbones at the front, a five-link setup at the rear, two 

front and one rear an0-roll bars, electrically ac0ve, and ac0ve rear-

steer.  

The same 6.75 litre twin turbocharged V12 as in the Phantom sits at 

the front, making 420kW and tweaked for the greater low-down 

grunt for an SUV.  There’s some 850Nm of torque from only 1 600 

r/min. 

It drives through an eight-speed automa0c gearbox on which you 

can’t select gears yourself - the satellite naviga0on assists gear 

selec0on - to all four wheels via a deriva0ve / development (select 

a word that doesn’t make Rolls engineers cringe) of BMW’s xDrive 

4WD system.  There are stronger components than in a 4WD 3 

Series but the principle is the same - an electronically controlled 

clutch behind the gearbox can let up to 100% of power to the rear 

axle, or divert up to 50% to the front via a shaL and differen0al 

beneath the engine. 

Both front and rear differen0als are open, not locking, but there’s 

torque vectoring via braking to stop an individual wheel spinning, 

and in off-road mode, if you also switch the stability control off, it 

locks the car in 50:50 all-wheel drive.  Unlike with, say, a Bentley 

Bentayga or Range Rover, there’s only one off-road mode, rather 

than op0ons such as rock, crawl, sand and so on, because Rolls 

Royce says it wants its cars to be, “easier of use”.  There’s no low-

ra0o transfer case for the gearbox, either.  But there is that 850Nm 

from 1 600r/min, which should help.  

The towing limit is around 2 600kg because that’s the limit of the 

op0onal deployable towbar, although work is afoot to increase it to  

the 3 500kg the chassis can already handle.  

There’s a two-piece electric tailgate, opening onto a 560 litre boot, 

and if you specify the standard three-person bench rear seat (as 

70% of customers are), it splits and folds, though because rear-seat 

passengers sit higher than those in the front, and because the seats 

are opulent, when folded they don’t leave the boot floor totally 

flat.  Instead there’s an electrically operated ramp between boot 

floor and folded seat, or you can leave a step if you want to prevent 

luggage shoo0ng forwards (which begs the ques0on as to why you 

would have bothered dropping the seats in the first place).  

Alterna0vely, you can select two individual rear chairs, with a 

fridge / humidor / whatever else you want between them.  Those 

seats recline, and are backed by a glass par00on to the luggage 

bay, to reduce noise emana0ng from the rear wheel arches.  It’s 

most popular in markets where owners have a driver.  Either way, 

the rear-hinged back doors give great access to the rear cabin.  All 

doors, big and heavy as they are, can be closed electrically, quickly 

and with a determined and serious thud. 

Cabin fit and finish is exactly as you would expect, with great 

material choices apparently beau0fully constructed.  The driving 

posi0on is good - a Rolls is always imperious, but even higher and 

with the bonnet in full view, the Cullinan’s is Range Rover-esque, 

while the big glass area - which perhaps contributes to some 
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external visual awkwardness - makes visibility good and the car 

easy to place. 

If you had been grabbed, blindfolded and bundled into the car, you 

would know you were in a Rolls Royce.  The car type might be like 

no other Rolls but the driving experience is very much Rolls Royce.  

The V12 is near silent, step-off brilliantly smooth and the steering, 

through a wheel rim slightly smaller and thicker than usual, 

consistently light but very accurate.  There’s a long thro>le pedal, 

an easy thro>le response, and a great ride quality. 

Wheel op0ons are 21 or 22 inch, although going by some early 

design sketches I reckon about 30 inches would set it off.  Even on 

run-flat tyres the Cullinan’s smoothness is absolutely in keeping 

with the Rolls ethos.  More roll and compliance is allowed than on 

rival cars, so its responses are compara0vely retarded, but that’s 

just fine.  Stability is great, road and wind noise levels are 

excep0onally well suppressed.  There’s more than 100kg of 

soundproofing around the body and the windows are claimed to be 

thicker than anybody else’s.  It’s impeccably quiet.  Does it outride 

a Range Rover?   I think so. A Bentley Bentayga?  No ques0on.   And 

its BMW iDrive-derived, Rolls-fronted, infotainment system is 

fantas0c.  With a claimed 0 to 100km/h 0me of 5 seconds it’s also 

respec0vely brisk, and the V12 purrs with smoothness, and yet if 

you work it the ki>en becomes more Tiger-like - there’s a ‘power 

meter’, not a rev counter, but peak power is 5 000 r/min.  

Rolls thinks the off-road ability will be used a lot.  We haven’t 

extended the full axle ar0cula0on, but did take it on steep tracks, 

across loose rocks, and icy paths, where it was convincingly 

unflustered.  Rolls talks about the ‘last mile’ for drivers - that tricky 

bit at the end of a journey away from a road, to a ski resort, a 

desert lodge, a shoot, where owners will expect it to get them with 

some ease.  

Ul0mately, then, this big car is a Rolls Royce at heart.  Less 

outwardly dynamic but more comfortable than a Bentley and far 

more luxurious than the most expensive Range Rover.  It looks like 

a Rolls Royce, feels like one, drives like one and, at £250 000 before 

you start adding op0ons, of which you can choose a lot, is priced 

like one.  Controversial?  Only, I suspect, for people who weren’t 

ever going to be interested anyway.  If you want one, in its 

execu0on it hits the spot en0rely. 

… the interior is, well, absolutely brilliant… what more can you say about a Rolls Royce? 
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The Aston Mar0n DB5 is a Bri0sh luxury grand tourer (GT) 

that was made by Aston Mar0n and designed by the Italian 

coachbuilder Carrozzeria Touring Superleggera.  Released in 

1963, it was an evolu0on of the final series of DB4.  The DB 

series was named honouring Sir David Brown (the owner of 

Aston Mar0n from 1947 to 1972). 

Although not the first in the DB series, the DB5 is the best-known 

cinema0c James Bond car, first appearing in the James Bond film 

Goldfinger (1964). 

The principal differences between the DB4 Series V and the DB5 are 

the all-aluminium engine, enlarged from 3.7 litres to 4.0 litres; a 

new robust ZF five-speed transmission (except for some of the very 

first DB5s); and three SU carbure>ors.  This engine, producing 

210 kW, which propelled the car to a top speed of 233 km/h, 

available on the Vantage (high powered) version of the DB4 since 

March 1962, became the standard Aston Mar0n power unit with 

the launch in September 1963 of the DB5. 

Standard equipment on the DB5 included reclining seats, wool pile 

carpets, electric windows, twin fuel tanks, chrome wire wheels, oil 

cooler, magnesium-alloy body built to superleggera patent 

technique, full leather trim in the cabin and even a fire 

ex0nguisher.  All models have two doors and are of a 2+2 

configura0on. 

Like the DB4, the DB5 used a live rear axle.  At the beginning, the 

original four-speed manual (with op0onal overdrive) was standard 

fitment, but it was soon dropped in favour of the ZF five-speed.  A 

three-speed Borg-Warner DG automa0c transmission was available 

as well.  The automa0c op0on was then changed to the Borg-

Warner Model 8 shortly before the DB6 replaced the DB5. 

Standard coupe specifica0ons: 

• Engine: 3 995 cc inline-6 

• Bore x stroke: 96 mm × 92 mm 

• Fuel feed: 3 Weber carbure>ors 

• Power: 210 kW at 5 500 r/min 

• Torque: 390 Nm at 3 850 r/min 

• Weight: 1 502 kg 

• Top Speed: 233 km/h 

• 0 – 100km/h accelera0on: 8 seconds 

The high-performance DB5 Vantage was introduced in 1964 
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featuring three twin-choke 45DCOE side-draL Weber carburetors 

and revised camshaL profiles, delivering greater top-end 

performance at the expense of overall flexibility, especially as 

legendary Webers are renowned as ‘full-thro>le’ devices.  This 

engine produced 242 kW at 5 500 r/min.  Only 65 DB5 Vantage 

coupés were built. 

123 conver0ble DB5s were produced (also with bodies by Touring), 

though they did not use the typical “Volante” name un0l 1965.  The 

conver0ble model was offered from 1963 through to 1965.  

Originally only 19 of the 123 DB5 Conver0bles made were leL-hand 

drive.  12 cars were originally fi>ed with a factory Vantage engine, 

and at least one further conver0ble was subsequently factory fi>ed 

with a DB6 specifica0on Vantage engine.  A rare factory op0on 

(actually fi>ed by Works Service prior to customer delivery) was a 

steel removable hard top. 

From October 1965 to October 1966, Aston Mar0n used the last 37 

of the Aston Mar0n DB5 chassis to make another conver0ble 

model.  These 37 cars were known as “Short Chassis” Volantes and 

were the first Aston Mar0ns to hold the “Volante” name.  Although 

calling it a “Short Chassis” is a bit of a misnomer as the “short” 

comes from comparing it to the subsequent DB6, which has a 

longer chassis.  When compared to the DB5, it is not “short” but 

rather the same size, however these cars differ to the DB5 

conver0ble models as they feature DB6 split front and rear 

bumpers and rear TR4 lights, as also used on the DB6. 

A prototype DB5 shoo0ng-brake was custom produced by the 

factory for David Brown, an avid hunter and dog owner, and a 

further 11-12 coupes were custom modified for Aston Mar0n by 

independent coachbuilder, Harold Radford.  The taillights used 

were Triumph units, and were also adopted for the succeeding 

DB6. 

The Aston Mar0n DB5 is among the best-known cars in the world 

thanks to special effects expert John Stears, who modified the DB5 

for use by James Bond in the film Goldfinger (1964).  Although Ian 

Fleming had placed Bond in a DB Mark III in the novel, Stears 

persuaded the company to make its DB5 prototype available. 

To promote the film, the two DB5s were showcased at the 1964 

New York World’s Fair, and it was dubbed “the most famous car in 

the world”, and subsequently sales of the car rose.  In January 

2006, one of these was auc0oned in Arizona; the same car was 

originally bought in 1970 from the owner, Sir Anthony Bamford, by 

a Tennessee museum owner.  A car, mainly used for promo0ng the 

movie, is now located in the Louwman Museum, Netherlands.  The 

first DB5 prototype used in Goldfinger with the chassis number 

DP/216/1 was later stripped of its weaponry and gadgetry by Aston 

Mar0n and then resold.  It was then retrofi>ed by subsequent 

owners with non-original weaponry.  It later appeared in the film 

The Cannonball Run (1981), in which it was driven by Roger Moore.  

The Chassis DP/216/1 DB5 was stolen in 1997 from its last owner in 

Florida and is currently s0ll missing. 

Since the film, the DB5 has become closely associated with the 

James Bond franchise and is considered to be the quintessen0al 

vehicle of the character.  As such, it has reappeared in subsequent 

films over the years.  Within the universe of James Bond, the same 

car (registra0on BMT 216A) was used again in the following film, 

Thunderball, a year later. 

A different Aston Mar0n DB5 (registra0on BMT 214A) was used in 

the 1995 Bond film GoldenEye, in which the car is Bond’s personal 

vehicle and has no gadgets.  Although it did come equipped with a 

champagne cooler in the arm rest and a fax machine.  Three 

different DB5s were used for filming.  This same car briefly 

reappeared in the next film, Tomorrow Never Dies (1997), and was 

set to make a cameo appearance in the Scotland-set scenes in The 

World Is Not Enough (1999), but these were cut in the final edit.  Yet 

another DB5 (registra0on 56526) appeared in Casino Royale (2006), 

this 0me owned by the villain, Alex Dimitrios.  This car has 

Bahamian number plates and leL-hand drive (where the previous 

Bri0sh versions had been right-hand drive). In the film Bond wins 
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the car from Dimitrios aLer bea0ng him in a card game. 

The Goldeneye DB5 currently resides at The London Film Museum 

in Covent Garden.  Of the three cars used in the produc0on, one car 

was filmed for the sta0c ocean side shot, one’s par0cipa0on is 

unknown, and DB5/1885/R was driven in the chase scene against 

the Ferrari in Monte Carlo.  DB5/1885/R was bought at a Chris0es 

auc0on in 2001 and entered the Guinness Book of Records that 

year for the highest paid for a Bond memorabilia.  It was first 

exhibited at the Bond exhibi0on at Beaulieu before moving to its 

new home in The London Film Museum. 

Another silver-birch DB5 with the original registra0on BMT 216A 

was used in the 23rd James Bond film, Skyfall, during the 50th 

anniversary of the release of the first James Bond film Dr. No 

(1962).  It is unclear if this car is meant to be the same one Bond 

won in Casino Royale, refi>ed with Bri0sh number plates, right-

hand drive, and gadgets.  The car is destroyed in the film’s climac0c 

finale.  It is seen again in Spectre (2015), firstly in Q’s underground 

workshop in various stages of rebuild, and at the film’s ending, fully 

rebuilt, with Bond driving away with it. 

On 1 June 2010, RM Auc0ons announced the upcoming auc0on of a 

DB5 used in both Goldfinger and Thunderball.  The owner (Jerry 

Lee, president/owner of WBEB Radio in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 

originally bought the car from the Aston Mar0n company in 1969.  

At the auc0on, the DB5 was sold for £2.6 million (£2.912m with 

commission) equates to $4.6m. 

Aston Mar0n announced in August 2018 that it plans to build 25 

replicas of the DB5 as seen in Goldfinger, including some of the 

gadgets seen in the film, each selling for about GB£2.75 million. 

With Goldfinger, Corgi Toys began its decades-long rela0onship 

with the Bond franchise: they produced a toy of the car, which 

became the biggest selling toy of 1964.  A highly detailed 1:24 scale 

plas0c kit was also produced by Airfix between 1966 and 1970. 

A highly detailed 1:24 scale die-cast model with many working 

features was produced as a limited edi0on in 2006 for Casino 

Royale, by the Danbury Mint.  In January 2011 a 1/8 scale model 

was released by part work magazine publisher GE Fabbri in the UK. 

Over 85 weekly parts, the model builds into one of the biggest 007 

scale models to date, with working gadgets and lights.  In 2015 

Hotwheels Elite released their Cult Classics Goldfinger Aston Mar0n 

DB5 in 1/18 and 1/43 scale, the 1/18 model featured many of the 

gadgets from the original film. 

In July 2018 Lego and Naomie Harris unveiled a 1:8 scale 1 290 

piece set with bullet shield and ejector seat. 

Aside from its use in the Bond films, the DB5 also appeared in “The 

Noble Sportsman”, a 1964 episode of “The Saint” TV series starring 

future Bond, Roger Moore.  The car in ques0on was the original 

Chassis DP/216/1 DB5, with the registra0on BMT 216A, used in 

Goldfinger.  The episode was filmed before Goldfinger, when the car 

was s0ll painted in its original dark red coat. The Chassis DP/216/1 

DB5 also appeared in the 1981 film The Cannonball Run, in which it 
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was again driven by Moore (despite never having driven the car 

during his Bond tenure).  In the film, Moore plays Seymour 

Goldfarb, Jr, a man who believes himself to be Roger Moore, who 

par0cipates in a madcap, cross-country road race.  Since its 

appearance in Goldfinger, the car had been stripped of its gadgets 

and re-registered as a regular road car.  The car appears with its 

new registra0on number, 6633PP, and replica gadgets that were 

fi>ed to the car for the film. 

The 1983 reunion telefilm The Return of the Man from U.N.C.L.E.: 

The FiXeen Years Later Affair includes a brief cameo by George 

Lazenby as “JB”, a white-tuxedoed Bri0sh man shown driving a DB5, 

who assists Napoleon Solo during a car chase.  “It’s just like On Her 

Majesty’s Secret Service,” enthuses a female character at the 

conclusion of the cameo.  This special came out in 1983, the same 

year as Octopussy and Never Say Never Again. 

It appears in several video games such as 007 Racing, Driver San 

Francisco (Deluxe Edi0on), James Bond 007: Agent Under Fire, From 

Russia with Love, and James Bond 007: Blood Stone.  The film, From 

Russia with Love was released in 1963, one year before Goldfinger 

(in which the DB5 was first used), but the video game used the car. 

It appeared in animated form in James Bond Jr. in the very first 

episode “The Beginning”.  In the episode it was able to transform 

into a plane and could be driven by remote control.  The car was 

destroyed in a plane crash and was recycled into a red sports car, 

which the PAL VHS cover iden0fies as the “Aston Mar0n Super”. 

A version of the car appeared in Grand TheX Auto: London 1969, 

being called a “James Bomb”. 

Leonardo DiCaprio was seen driving the car in Catch Me If You Can 

(2002) imita0ng Bond (even down to the suit) in Goldfinger, during 

a scene which takes place the year the film was released. 

In 2003, it appeared in the ac0on comedy film Charlie’s Angels: Full 

ThroDle, driven by Bernie Mac’s character, Jimmy Bosley.  It is only 

seen once in which Bosley is driving a witness, Max Petroni 

(portrayed by Shia LaBeouf) to his mother’s house, to be safe from 

the O’Grady Crime Syndicate. 

The 2004 French spy comedy film, Double Zéro (directed by Gérard 

Pirès) also featured a DB5.  It can be seen once in the film, when 

the two main characters go to meet the parody of Q. 

In 2011, an Aston Mar0n DB5 appeared in heavily stylized form as 

“Finn McMissile”, a Bri0sh secret agent voiced by Michael Caine in 

the 2011 Pixar film Cars 2.  The car character was a homage to the 

Bond DB5, although it also bore a resemblance to the Volvo P1800, 

as used by the fic0onal Bri0sh secret agent Simon Templar in The 

Saint. 

In the same year, the car appeared in the sequel to Fleming’s ChiDy 

ChiDy Bang Bang: ChiDy ChiDy Bang Bang Flies Again. In the book, 

it is heavily implied that the car had belonged to James Bond. 

In 2013, Grand TheX Auto V featured a car called the “JB 700” that 

is based on the DB5; In the game’s story mode, the player must 

steal one equipped with numerous gadgets - including caltrops and 

func0onal machine guns mounted to the car’s front wings - from a 

film set. 

Need for Speed: Most Wanted released a DLC named “Movie 

Legends” that featured the car. 

The music video for the Usher song Burn, features a DB5. The same 

car with the same registra0on number appears a number of 0mes 

in the short lived TV series Fastlane. 

In the 2015 TV series Thunderbirds Are Go a DB5 can be seen as 

Lady Penelope gets into Fab 1 in the first episode Ring Of Fire. 
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Philadelphia, USA:  The annual Philadelphia Auto Show opened its 

doors at 9:00am to the motoring media on 1 February 2019, and I 

was there! 

This was also the first car show which I have ever a>ended and it was 

great. It leL me wan0ng to a>end other areas of Auto Shows. 

When I arrived at the show there were some cars that I had heard about 

which I was really keen to see.  Such models included the Ford Mustang 

Bulli>, Acura NSX, Lexus FC500, and the new Lexus RCF. 

Of course no car show would be complete without the BugaS Chiron, but in 

addi0on thereto a Veyron was also presented on display as if it was a father 

and son moment. 

I made a fast beeline for the Ford stand and found the 20th anniversary 

Bulli> edi0on, bathed in the beau0ful green color and brisling with muscle 

and menace.  The Ford people were really accommoda0ng and helpful. 

Hopefully soon I will be tes0ng one, specifically the 20th anniversary Bulli> 

Edi0on, on home soil along with the new Shelby GT500.  

Next on the list to zoom quickly to as if I was The Flash is the Acura NSX 

stand.  A supercar built in America… okay, so I recently learned upon 

interac0on with Acrua's Communica0ons Director that it is technically the 

Honda NSX built under license by Acura in America, but regardless it’s s0ll a 

brilliant car nonetheless. 

Then as a really special early Valen0ne's Day treat, I found a Ferrari 

LaFerrari and a Pagani Huayra BC - two rare hypercars of exquisite beauty 

and performance. In my opinion for the year 2019, an Auto Show is not an 

Auto Show if these two sexy rari0es are not featured in it. 

Now let's get on a more down-to-earth level by me introducing to you the 

all-new Subaru WRX STi S209, which has the promise of bringing back the 

fizz to the brand; now quite dull but once known for their excep0onally fizzy 

performance cars. 

For my American friends and readers I also present here to you a sma>ering 

of other American performance cars such as the SSC Ul0mate Aero, the 

Mosler Raptor GTR, the new Corve>e Z06 Conver0ble, and my all 0me heart 

emoji eye favorite since I first started out being a car enthusiast the Saleen 

S7 in none other than my favorite color too "candy apple red.  Ahhh, that's 

so dreamy when I think back on seeing my first Saleen S7 in person and 

other's that I thought I'd never see as up close and personal as I did today in 

my life. 

Admi>edly cars like the Chiron are always a draw card but my money is on 

the cars which the majority of people, like myself, actually can buy and own. 

The Philadelphia Auto Show may not be the biggest or the fanciest of the 

American shows - that being reserved for Detroit, New York and Los Angeles 

in the sense of American states- but it is far from the smallest or dullest. 

I loved every minute of it and cannot wait for the next one on the US 

calendar.  So start spreading the news everyone because NYC here I come! 
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Acura NSX 

Acura NSX 

Lexus RCF Lexus RCF 

Hyundai Kona 

Buga1 Veyron 

Pagani Huayra BC 

Pagani Huayra BC 
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Subaru WRX STi S209 

Subaru WRX STi S209 

SSC Ul!mate Aero 

SSC Ul!mate Aero 

Lexus RC500 

Lexus RC500 

Saleen S7 

Dodge Charger Daytona 392 

… cars like the Chiron are always a draw card but my money is on the cars 

which the majority of people, like me, actually can buy... 
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Ferrari LaFerrari 

Masera! MC12 

Subaru BRZ (faceliX) 

Chevrolet ZO6 CorveDe Conver!ble 

Mosler Raptor GTR 

Buga1 Chiron 

Lexus LFA 

Lexus LFA 
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France: Now I am not the sort of 

person easily swayed by clever 

marke0ng, especially when such 

marke0ng tries to revive icons.  So 

imagine my surprise when Ford 

announced that they were bringing back 

the Steve McQueen Mustang BulliD… a 

revival of a movie car icon or a cynical 

marke0ng ploy, depending on your view.  

Before driving it, I admi>edly found myself 

in the la>er camp, but its funny how 

opinions can change just by taking the 0me 

to enjoy and appreciate something. 

As the name suggests, the Ford Mustang 

Bulli> has been built to mark the 50th 

anniversary of the film of the same name.  

The film itself was hardly a cinema0c 

triumph, but is best known for an 

unforge>able car chase involving Steve 

McQueen at the wheel of a Highland Green 

Mustang GT390 Fastback chasing down 

two hitmen in a Dodge Charger through 

the streets of San Francisco.  

Of course, none of that should be news to 

our readers.  Resuscita0ng an automo0ve 

film star from the ‘60s is a risky business, 

par0cularly given today’s models usually 

bear almost no rela0on to the original.   

Thankfully, that’s not the case with today’s 

Stang. 

It may be bigger, heavier and, unlike the 

original, able to give you a fair chance of 

survival in a head-on collision, but it’s s0ll 

familiar territory. There’s a loud naturally 

aspirated V8 up front (albeit slightly 

smaller than the 6.4 litre GT390), while 

drive is sent through a manual gearbox and 

is put to the road via the rear wheels. 

However this is no quick paint job and 

badge swap, either.  The Bulli> benefits 

from an open air induc0on system taken 

from the Shelby GT350, bigger thro>le 

bodies and a new exhaust.  The result is a 

modest 6kW power boost to 338kW (note 

though that US market versions get more 

power thanks to tough European emissions 

regula0ons - and I have it on good 

authority that Nadia may be driving one of 

these in the US in the not too distant 

future), as well as improved responses and, 

crucially, more noise.  
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Like the cars used in the original film, the suspension has been 

uprated with ‘heavy duty’ front springs and a s0ffened-up rear an0-

roll bar.  A number of new features debut on the Bulli> and will 

transfer to the 2019-model-year Mustang, including a rev-matching 

system for the manual gearbox, a 1 000 wa> Bang & Olufsen sound 

system and an ac0ve exhaust. 

An event, to say the least. It’s also the perfect an0dote to those 

who say modern cars are boring and characterless.  Even the most 

nega0ve cri0cs should be able to conjure up their inner child in the 

Mustang Bulli>, given the chance.  

The excitement begins before you have even sat behind the wheel.  

The Bulli>’s badgeless and subtly chromed front end is somehow 

far more menacing than the standard car, while the black-finished 

and silver-edged 19 inch wheels look great covering red Brembo 

calipers.  The period correct paint is standard and even though you 

should not, you can opt for Shadow Black.  Even the badging is 

subtle enough to avoid being tacky. 

Inside, it’s largely standard 2018 Mustang fare, except for a few 

neat details.  From the superbly comfortable Recaro seats, 

complete with green s0tching and logos, to the cue-ball gearshiL 

knob and Bulli> graphics on the digital instrument display, it feels 

special yet remains tasteful.  Granted, some suspiciously cheapish 

plas0cs and a less-than-intui0ve touchscreen remind you this isn’t a 

product of AMG or BMW M, but then the price reflects that. 

Climbing in and firing up the Mustang Bulli> is an event in itself. 

Ford has worked hard to bring back the classic feeling of a V8 

throbbing away under the bonnet at low revs, so it barks into life 

with an almighty roar and se>les to an animated, burbling idle.  The 

beauty of this car, which it shares with the regular V8 Stang, is that 

it doesn’t need to be driven in anger to feel special.  

And that’s an important trait given that driving it flat out can be an 

in0mida0ng experience.  The biggest problem is its sheer size - it’s 

wider than a BMW 7 Series and, at more than 1.8 tons, weighs just 

as much.  That wasn’t an overriding issue on the wide, well-sighted 

stretches of France’s Route Napoléon we tried it on, but naviga0ng 

the narrow streets in towns on the French Riviera was a sweat 

inducing experience. 

Despite the substan0al mass it carries, the Mustang is surprisingly 

composed in the bends.  It’s not clear how much is down to the 

Bulli>’s suspension set-up, but in isola0on it has be>er body 

control than you would expect and plenty of grip.  Only the steering 

lets the side down - the weigh0ng is natural and it’s direct enough, 

yet the lack of feedback through the wheel makes it hard to work 

out the limits of a front end weighed down by a heavy engine. 

Make no mistake, the Mustang isn’t in the same league as a 

Porsche Cayman, or even a BMW M240i, in terms of agility and 

driver engagement.  You find yourself adop0ng more of a slow-in, 

fast-out approach in a 0ght bend, leSng the car se>le on its springs 

and using the V8’s grunt to either pull you back up to speed or 

unse>le the rear for some entertainment.  Where a Cayman fla>ers 
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you with ever-increasing cornering speeds, 

the Mustang demands that you 

manhandle it - and both can be similarly 

joyous and rewarding in their own right. 

That engine is central to this car’s fun 

factor both in terms of its fantas0c 

soundtrack and its muscular power 

delivery.  You are unlikely to no0ce the 

extra power, but the immediacy of the 

engine’s response and the soundtrack are 

both be>er than in the standard car.  

This is s0ll a V8 that feeds on revs to get 

the best out of it, and the uncouth 

soundtrack (par0cularly with the exhaust 

in its raciest mode) and vibra0on through 

the controls ensure you never forget how 

many cylinders are out in front of you.  

The true muscle car feel comes complete 

with a weighty clutch and a manual 

gearbox that prefers you to slam it home 

with convic0on rather than lightly feather 

it into the next cog. 

Perhaps the most difficult ques0on to 

answer is obvious - are the Mustang 

Bulli>’s addi0ons worth the extra money 

Ford asks for it over the already 

entertaining V8 GT? 

Yes, it may have escaped your no0ce that 

Ford has steadily increased the Mustang’s 

base price over the past few years.  But 

even the Bulli> is around 25% less than a 

Mercedes-AMG C63 Coupe - while BMW 

will no longer sell you an M4.  That’s a 

substan0al saving for a car that’s not far 

off in terms of outright performance, and 

bestowed with a greater amount of 

standard equipment. 

Yes, a base V8 will entertain in a broadly 

similar fashion and, no, objec0vely the 

Stang s0ll isn’t a razor-sharp driver’s car.  

But when you consider the performance 

and chassis tweaks, plus the extra gear 

offered, the price jump to the Bulli> 

seems pre>y reasonable.  If anything, in 

my opinion, the V8’s extra noise seems 

worth the premium all on its own. 

When you then consider that the original 

Bulli> Mustang Ford, shipped around the 

world with this car’s launch, is worth in 

the region of $6 million, it seems a bit of a 

bargain.  No wonder all Bulli>s 

earmarked for the other (non-US) markets 

have already been accounted for.  Perhaps 

I should have men0oned that earlier… 

Nadia, the floor is yours. 
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StuAgart, Germany: So what if you 

are a wealthy business tycoon who 

not only cares about making millions 

in Russian gas, or whatever, but 

ALSO cares about the planet?  Well, 

if you are then look no further because the 

new Mercedes Benz S560e is the S-Class of 

choice for the more environmentally 

conscious mogul, in that it’s currently 

the closest thing on offer to a fully electric 

version of Stu>gart’s flagship sedan. 

The car is the successor to the S500e from 

2014 and brings with it a number of 

changes that result in not only 

performance being increased, but driving 

range too.  Where that older model mated 

a 245kW V6 with a 85kW electric motor, 

the S560e brings a 270kW V6 to the 

equa0on, along with a 90kW electric 

motor. 

This makes for a total output of 350kW, 

while torque stands at an imposing 

700Nm.  It’s a fairly potent machine, then; 

the sprint from 0 - 100km/h is dealt with  

in 5 seconds, while top speed, typically, is 

limited to 250km/h.  But as quick as this 

new S-Class is, its capability for zero-

emissions motoring is arguably of 

significant importance to some. 

That electric motor is now powered by 

13.5kWh ba>ery, as opposed to the older 

car’s 8.7kWh unit, which, courtesy of 

greater cell capacity (up to 37Ah from 

22Ah), now allows the S560e to cover 

around 50km on electricity alone, at a top 

speed of 130km/h.  By contrast, the S500e 

could manage an electric range of just 

30km. 

A new water-cooled 7.4kW charger, 

meanwhile, means the ba>ery can be 

charged from 10 to 100% in as li>le as one 

and a half hours.  That said, to achieve this 

charging 0me, you will need to shell out for 

a dedicated wallbox - otherwise you will be 

faced with a significantly longer charge 

0me of about five hours if you plug in to a 

regular 220v domes0c socket. 

The S560e is incredibly relaxing, smooth 

and refined - almost to the point where 

being stuck in heavy traffic in an unfamiliar 
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city is a completely stress-free experience. 

Accelera0on away from the line courtesy of the electric motor is 

incredibly gentle, while the S560e’s low-speed ride is largely 

impeccable, save from the gentlest of intrusions from lumps and 

bumps in the road’s surface.  There’s also the added sense of 

smugness that comes from knowing your opulent and expensive 

luxury cruiser is doing less to contribute to inner-city pollu0on than 

the diesel hatch you might find next to you. 

Well, at least un0l the V6 engine fires into life, anyway - although 

when it does, the transi0on from electric to petrol power is 

seamless to the point of being nearly undetectable.  It’s a pleasingly 

smooth engine, too, while the growl it emits under thro>le - 

though distant-sounding due to the excellent level of isola0on from 

the outside world the S560e’s cabin provides - s0ll has a definite 

manly character about it.  The manner in which it accelerates, 

meanwhile, is every bit as smooth as you would expect it to be. 

Although the majority of the 0me spent in the car was caught up in 

Stu>gart’s busy midday traffic, the brief s0nt we had at Autobahn 

speeds only served to confirm my view that the S560e does make 

for an excellent long-distance cruiser.  It’s a seriously comfortable 

and refined car; wind and road noise are prac0cally non-existent, 

the powertrain is hushed and the ride only gets be>er with pace. 

There’s plenty of impressive technology working behind the scenes, 

too.  Eco Assist - which sort of acts as an economy-minded co-pilot - 

is one such feature.  It will analyse things such as the distance 

between you and the car in front, speed limits of a par0cular 

stretch of road and even whether you are approaching a junc0on or 

hill and prompt you to liL off the thro>le in order to op0mise 

recupera0on of the ba>ery through regenera0ve braking, or to 

coast downhill - the pay-off being op0mised fuel consump0on, as 

well as an improved electric range. 

And, sort of obviously, being an S-Class, it has an interior that’s 

every bit as luxurious, opulent and well appointed as you would 

expect it to be. 

There’s no denying the fact that the S560e is incredibly 

capable when it comes to the task of being a comfortable, well-

appointed and desirable luxury sedan.  But as is always the case 

with these sorts of things, whether or not it’s the luxury sedan you 

should buy depends on how you are planning on using it. 

If regular long-distance trips are on the cards, go for one of the 

diesels.  You won’t reap the benefits of the electrified powertrain 

otherwise.  However, if most of your 0me will be spent driving or 

being driven over reasonably short distances within the city, 

then this is undoubtedly the S-Class to have. 

Not only does the ability to drive on electricity alone over these 

short distances make the S560e significantly cheaper to run, but 

the incredible refinement it provides also makes the S-Class feel 

that much more of a luxury product, which of course it is and has 

always been. 
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It seem like just yesterday that Lewis Hamilton was spraying 

champagne at the crowd aLer winning his fiLh World 

Championship 0tle.  And what a win it was. 

And now the next season is upon us.  Dates have been fixed 

and confirmed by FIA. 

Cha>er around the pit, sort of obviously is dominated by Lewis 

Hamilton and whether he can make it 6 consecu0ve World 

Championships.  A tall order, to be honest. 

Winning one is hard - I know - but 5 is impossible, so anything 

beyond that is, well, beyond impossible.  Although having met him,  

found him instantly likeable and of course sharing na0onality with 

him I am roo0ng for him to make it. 

Ferrari and Red Bull; well lets see what happens.  New rules can 

mean new opportuni0es for those who can think outside the box.  I 

know both these teams can, if they want to. 

As for the other teams; well how do I say this without sounding 

disrespecVul...  Good luck!  You will need it. 

So as was the case last year I will be following the season and will 

report on events as and when is necessary.  And of course there will 

be a calendar for everyone to follow. 
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE 
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Johannesburg, RSA:  Of late we 

have had a few amusing stories 

about Indian cars.  In par0cular Tata 

and Mahindra, and to be honest we 

haven’t been very kind to them.  

Admi>edly the reason for that is the 

par0cular cars discussed were complete 

crap and worthy of nothing more than an 

invita0on to a cocktail party hosted by 

someone called Molotov. 

However that doesn’t mean that all their 

cars are rubbish.  Last year we drove the 

Mahindra Pik Up and declared it to be 

quite a good car of excep0onally good 

value-for-money.  And now it’s the turn of 

the XUV500 to throw itself at our mercy. 

Now the first and last Mahindra SUV I 

drove was a thing called the Scorpio, which 

before even seeing it impressed me with 

its name because it just so happens to be 

my sign of the Zodiac.  However you can 

imagine my disappointment when I laid my 

eyes upon it. 

I soon learned that the name was in fact a 

descrip0ve name conveying to those who 

travelled within it that being stung by a 

Scorpion would be comparable experience,  

It seemed rather that the person who 

designed its seats had learned about 

pressure points during his service as an 

assassin for Mossad, and that the 

vibra0ons that coursed throughout the 

cabin in waves could shake your teeth 

loose and would eventually liquefy your 

bones and cause involuntary bowel 

emptying.  It was in short a horrifically bad 

car, designed by sadists and then built by 

the cheapest labour on earth.  Not a good 

combina0on at all! 

So when we learned that not one but two 

new Mahindra SUVs had been recently 

launched my bum clenched and panic 

gripped me, but thankfully the therapy 

which followed, as a necessity of driving a 

Scorpio, had helped.  So I sent them an e-

mail asking if they could give us these cars 

to test. 

Disaster.  Apparently since our first 

Mahindra test (of the Pik Up) in February 

last year the powers-that-be at Mahindra 

decided that only members of the South 
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African Guild of Motoring Journalists, or whatever they are called 

would be allowed to drive their press fleet cars, and of course I for 

a number of very good reasons refuse point blank to join the silly 

guild of whatevers, whose only func0on as it seems is to choose 

the SA Car of the Year, and in my considered view gets it wrong 

most of the 0me.  As a perfect example of this, last years winner 

was the Porsche Cayenne, or Panamera - a good car undoubtedly 

but a far cry from the “best” car of 2018.  Anyway, I digress. 

It seemed that any chance of driving another Mahindra was a 

distant dream.  Divine interven0on perhaps?  Well, you could take 

that view.  It is a Mahindra aLer all. 

But then Mahindra got back to me and announced that they would 

be happy for Naked Motoring - now the most read motoring 

magazine in South Africa - to drive their cars, on one condi0on.  

That I was the driver. 

So enough of the history lesson, then. 

My XUV500 was delivered on a wet Johannesburg morning - a day 

late owing to both the Mahindra person and I being struck down 

with some horrid 24-hour illness - and the first thing that struck me 

was that whilst not being the nicest looking car on the road, it is 

also not the worst.  It is in fact one of those designs which people 

will say will, “grow on you”.  Well, I don’t think it needs to do that 

even because it isn’t that weird.  Yes, there are a few oddi0es to 

the styling but the same was said of the BMW i8 and nobody 

complains about how it looks now, do they? 

Now the Pik Up reviewer, Howard, compared the Pik Up to the 

Toyota Hilux - a bold move perhaps - but concluded that whilst it is 

not a Hilux; at half the price of the Hilux it is definitely not half the 

car.  It represented good value-for-money. 

So the XUV500 I would say would be comparable to a Toyota 

Fortuner 2.5D or Nissan X-Trail... and here is the cracker… it only 

costs R 419 000 which is approximately 50% cheaper than that of 

either of the others.  And this is the absolute top-of-the-range, 

flagship W10 model, whereas the comparable rivals are not. 

The interior was worse for the use of some hard plas0cs and they 

did cheapen the overall aesthe0c, but again for the price you also 

can’t expect floor to roof quilted Nappa leather.  It just seemed 

odd that the area which was chosen to be festooned in hard, shiny, 

fingerprint showing plas0c was the en0re top area of the 

dashboard.  It was in fact the first thing that I no0ced and the first 

thing that cheapened the car in my view.  I did discuss this 

phenomenon with a colleague and we concluded that a. you could 

recover it in proper leather for a couple grand, and b. that contact 

glue for affixing lime green hairy carpets probably bonds be>er to 

hard plas0cs than soL. 

On the plus side though were many a>ributes.  The sea0ng for 

example  - gone is the Mossad inspired torture sea0ng and in its 

place really comfortable, yet decently suppor0ve seats, which are 

full leather AND electrically adjustable (for the driver). 
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Being a seven-seater means the car is big and dual zone climate 

control was present to ensure all your passengers don’t work up 

too much of a sweat during any journey becuase minus this they 

just might because the car, despite its propor0ons only has a 2.2 

litre turbo-diesel engine, which produces a rela0vely unimpressive 

103kW and a slightly less unimpressive 330Nm of torque. 

It is not a fast car as a result, but you have to always remember that 

when you are paying roughly two-thirds of what you would pay for 

any other seven-seat car of Asian descent you really can’t complain 

too loudly. 

Insofar as gadgets are concerned the cars does have a few.  The 

marke0ng blurb uses the word “new” quite a lot, and clearly they 

are very proud of all the “new” features, which include electrically 

adjustable and folding side mirrors, electric sunroof which also 

won’t cut off your head, or fingers, a hydraulic assisted bonnet liL, 

a grille with chrome bits, body cladding, bigger wheel arches, a 

spoiler, a restyled tailgate with split taillights, fog lamps, LED 

day0me running lights and improved suspension.   

And the list went on - electrically operated 6-way drivers seat, 

keyless entry and star0ng, puddle lamps, reversing camera, 6 

airbags, several charging sockets, reverse camera and sensors, 

voice command infotainment, cruise control, automa0c wipers and 

headlights, ambient ligh0ng, mul0-func0on steering wheel, loads of 

cubby holes / storage bins (including a cooled one between the 

front seats), satellite naviga0on and Bluetooth. 

These are the things on their list of “new” improvements, and 

admi>edly some of these are hardly things to get excited about and 

pre>y much commonplace in many other cars, but when you 

consider that the only feature of Mahindra’s first a>empt at an SUV 

was that it could hurt you then you will appreciate just how far they 

have come.  And somewhat unsurprisingly all of these things 

worked as promised when needed.  Well, almost all of them... 

The infotainment was one of these.  I tried to ‘pair’ it with my 

mobile phone and all it did was somehow steal all my contacts and 

call logs leaving me with an empty phone.  Fortunately all of this 

was saved in the car somewhere, and I only need to figure out how 

to get it back… 

However when lined up against, say a Nissan X-Trail, or a Toyota 

Fortuner the standard equipment level in the XUV500 does sort of 

smell of disbelief when you consider the price of R419 000, which 

equates to roughly US$ 30 000, is significantly cheaper than ether 

of those two cars, in which some (or quite a lot) of the XUV’s 

equipment would not be standard. 

Out on the road the car is comfortable and drives nicely, just as you 

would expect an SUV of its size to do so.  The rela0vely small turbo-

diesel engine mated to a six-speed automa0c gearbox manages the 

cars 2.5 ton mass rela0vely well, but not very well.  And at 4585mm 

long, 1890mm wide and 1785mm tall it is not a small car at all and 

sits its driver nice and high above the road, without feeling like a 

tennis umpire. 

… the en!re top sec!on of the dash is made from the hardest plas!c known to man, and it looks cheap, shines in the sun and shows fingerprints…  that aside the 

interior is actually quite a nice place to be and the sea!ng is preDy flawless…  the infotainment is however complicated and prone to thievery…  
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Brakes are discs all round and the suspension, unlike the Scorpio, 

is made from science and technology which allows for decent, but 

not sporty handling and a smooth ride over undula0ons and 

bumps. 

You can have yours in a choice, albeit somewhat limited choice, of 

four colours being crimson red, sunset orange, moondust silver 

and pearl white - all of which are the usual silly names assigned to 

colours by the automo0ve industry.  My test car was pearl white.  

Personally a car like this would also look good in black, which of 

course would be named burnt toast black or some stupidity like 

that. 

Now for crunch 0me.  Would I buy one? 

Well before answering that I need to qualify my answer. 

Consider this; at R419 000 you cannot get any other seven-seat 

SUV with all the listed, which is not the en0re list of standard 

equipment.  Then consider that the car is comfortable and 

rela0vely economical to run.  Then factor in the somewhat 

unusual, or even ugly, looks and then remember that you can’t 

see it when driving it, and because entry and such is keyless you 

could, if you must, probably approach it blindfolded. 

And its cheap.  I said that already, didn’t I?  But that is the most 

astounding thing, and sort of does make me wonder why Toyota 

will without even the slightest hint of guilt or shame sell you a 

Fortuner for R700 000 (and same goes for Nissan, VW, Mitsubishi 

and so on)… because if Mahindra can do it, AND s0ll turn a profit 

then either they know something the others don’t or we are being 

exploited because we are stupid.  And lastly, know that unless you 

recover the dashboard in something: leather, rubber, sliced 

squirrel, foot-long lime green hair, whatever, you will hate it every 

0me the sun reflects off it into your eyes.  But it can be covered, 

and that makes it be>er. 

So to now answer the ques0on.  Yes, I would buy one and in fact I 

would even go as far to recommend others buy one too. 

Its not as nice a car as compared to something twice its price but 

its not half the value, either. 

I have driven a lot of cars during my tenure as a motoring 

journalist and most of them are good - its actually really hard to 

find a truly rubbish car these days - and occasionally some of 

those offer what I consider to be good value-for-money, which is 

not necessarily cheap but rather what you get for your money. 

Last year we voted the new Audi A6 as the best value-for-money 

car on the market.  Well, we were mistaken, or rather we stand 

corrected because the best value-for-money car you can buy now 

is the Mahindra XUV500 W10 in wash basin white, vindaloo curry 

red, old coin silver or fake tan orange.  Whatever... 

Don’t believe me?  Think I have lost the plot?  Well just go drive 

one and then come point your fingers at me if you dare, and all 

and all. 
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The Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of Driving    
with The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savage    

Silverstone Circuit is a motor racing circuit 

in England located next to the 

Northamptonshire villages of Silverstone 

and Whi>lebury and is widely regarded as 

the undisputed home of Bri0sh racing.  The 

circuit straddles the Northamptonshire and 

Buckinghamshire border, with the current 

main circuit entry on the Buckinghamshire 

side.  The Northamptonshire towns of 

Towcester (5 miles) and Brackley (7 miles) 

and Buckinghamshire town of Buckingham 

(6 miles) are close by, and the nearest 

large towns are Northampton and Milton 

Keynes. 

Silverstone is the current home of the 

Bri0sh Grand Prix, which it first hosted in 

1948.  The 1950 Bri0sh Grand Prix at 

Silverstone was the first race in the newly 

created World Championship of Drivers.  

The race rotated between Silverstone, 

Aintree and Brands Hatch from 1955 to 

1986, but relocated permanently to 

Silverstone in 1987. 

The circuit also hosts the Bri0sh round of 

the MotoGP series. 

On 30 September 2004 Bri0sh Racing 

Drivers' Club president Jackie Stewart 

announced that the Bri0sh Grand Prix 

would not be included on the 2005 

provisional race calendar and, if it were, 

would probably not occur at Silverstone.  

However, on 9 December an agreement 

was reached with Formula One rights 

holder Bernie Ecclestone ensuring that the 

track would host the Bri0sh Grand Prix 

un0l 2009 aLer which Donington Park 

would become the new host.  However, 

the Donington Park leaseholders suffered 

economic problems resul0ng in the BRDC 

signing a 17 year deal with Ecclestone to 

hold the Bri0sh Grand Prix at Silverstone. 

Silverstone is built on the site of a World 

War II Royal Air Force bomber sta0on, RAF 

Silverstone, which opened in 1943.  The 

airfield's three runways, in classic WWII 

triangle format, lie within the outline of 

the present track. 

Silverstone was first used for motorsport 

by an ‘ad hoc’ group of friends who set up 

an impromptu race in September 1947.  

One of their members, Maurice 

Geoghegan, lived in nearby Silverstone 

village and was aware that the airfield was 

deserted.  He and eleven other drivers 

raced over a two-mile circuit, during the 

course of which Geoghegan himself ran 

over a sheep that had wandered onto the 

airfield.  The sheep was killed and the car 

wri>en off, and in the aLermath of this 

event the informal race became known as 

the MuDon Grand Prix. 

The next year the Royal Automobile Club 

took a lease on the airfield and set out a 

more formal racing circuit.  Their first two 

races were held on the runways 

themselves, with long straights separated 

by 0ght hairpin corners, the track 

demarcated by hay bales.  However, for 

the 1949 Interna0onal Trophy mee0ng, it 

was decided to switch to the perimeter 

track.  This arrangement was used for the 

1950 and 1951 Grands Prix. In 1952 the 

start line was moved from the Farm 

Straight to the straight linking Woodcote 

and Copse corners, and this layout 

remained largely unaltered for the 

following 38 years.  For the 1975 mee0ng a 

chicane was introduced to try to tame 

speeds through Woodcote Corner 

(although MotoGP would s0ll use the 

circuit without the chicane up un0l 1986), 

and Bridge Corner was subtly rerouted in 

1987. 

The track underwent a major redesign 

between the 1990 and 1991 races, 

transforming the ultra-fast track (where in, 

its last years, fourth or fiLh gear, 

SILVERSTONE CIRCUIT - THE HOME OF BRITISH RACING 
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depending on the transmission of the car, was used for every 

corner except the Bridge chicane which was usually taken in second 

gear) into a more technical track.  The reshaped track's first 

Formula One race was won by Nigel Mansell in front of his home 

crowd.  On his victory lap back to the pits Mansell picked up 

stranded rival Ayrton Senna to give him a liL on his side-pod aLer 

his McLaren had run out of fuel on the final lap of the race. 

Following the deaths of Senna and fellow Grand Prix driver Roland 

Ratzenberger at Imola in 1994, many Grand Prix circuits were 

modified in order to reduce speed and increase driver safety.  As a 

consequence of this the entry from Hangar Straight into Stowe 

Corner was modified in 1995 to make its entry less dangerous.  In 

addi0on, the flat-out Abbey kink was modified to a chicane in just 

19 days ready for the 1994 Grand Prix.  Parts of the circuit, such as 

the star0ng grid, are 17 metres wide, complying with the latest 

safety guidelines. 

ALer a new pit building, the Silverstone Wing was completed in 

0me for the 2011 Bri0sh Grand Prix.  The start of the track was 

relocated to between Club Corner and Abbey Corner.  Almost flat 

out, the right-hander of Abbey leads immediately into the leL-

hander of Farm before cars brake heavily into the second-gear right

-hander Village Corner.  The even slower leL-hander of the Loop 

comes immediately aLer, and leads into the flat-out leL-hander of 

Aintree, before cars head down the DRS zone of the Wellington 

Straight, designed in 2010 to promote overtaking at the track.  Turn 

6, the leL hander of Brooklands, is taken by drivers in second gear 

and leads immediately into Luffield, another second-gear curve, a 

right-hand hairpin.  The right-handed kink of Woodcote leads cars 

down the old pit straight, before the difficult sixth-gear right-

hander of Copse, with a minimum speed of 175 mph (280km/h) in 

the dry for Formula One cars.  Then, the challenging complex of 

MaggoDs, BeckeDs and Chapel - a leL–right–leL–right–leL complex 

with a minimum speed of 130 mph (208km/h) - leads cars down the 

770 metre Hangar Straight with the fiLh-gear right-hander of Stowe 

at the end.  The fiLeenth turn of the track, Stowe, has a minimum 

speed of 125 mph (200km/h) and precedes a short straight, named 

Vale, which leads cars downhill towards the Club complex.  Heavy 

braking is required for the leL-hander of turn 16, and understeer 

can be an issue for the next right-handers of turns 17 and 18, as 

cars tenta0vely accelerate round to the start–finish straight. 

The fastest ever lap of the current circuit configura0on was 

1:25.892 recorded in qualifying for the 2018 Bri0sh Grand Prix by 

Lewis Hamilton, while the official race lap record is 1:30.621 also 

set by Lewis Hamilton at the 2017 Bri0sh Grand Prix. 

Silverstone also hosts many club racing series and the world's 

largest historic race mee0ng, the Silverstone Classic.  It is also host 

to one of the UK's only 24-hour car races, the Britcar 24, which is 

gaining in popularity, having run between 2005 and 2012. 

It has in the past hosted exhibi0on rounds of the D1 Grand Prix 

both in 2005 and 2006.  The course, star0ng from the main straight 

used in club races, makes use of both Brooklands and Luffield 

corners to form an S-bend - a requirement in driLing - and is 

regarded by its judge, Keiichi Tsuchiya, as one of the most technical 

driLing courses of all.  The sec0on, used in driLing events since 

2002, is currently used to host a European DriL Championship 

round.  The Course also hosts the Formula Student Compe00on by 

the iMechE yearly. 

In 2010 Silverstone hosted its very first Superleague Formula event. 

And of course Silverstone, like so many circuits around the world, 

can be configured to adapt to various types of lengths and layouts 

for different types of racing. 
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Ferruccio Lamborghini was an Italian 

industrialist.  Born to grape farmers 

in Renazzo, from the comune of 

Cento in the Emilia-Romagna region, 

his mechanical know-how led him to 

enter the business of tractor 

manufacturing in 1948, when he founded 

Lamborghini TraDori, which quickly 

became an important manufacturer of 

agricultural equipment in the midst of 

Italy’s post-WWII economic boom. In 1959, 

he opened an oil heater factory, 

Lamborghini Bruciatori, which later 

entered the business of producing air 

condi0oning equipment.  In 1963, he most 

famously created Automobili Lamborghini, 

a maker of high-end sports cars in 

Sant’Agata Bolognese.  Lamborghini 

founded a fourth company, Lamborghini 

Oleodinamica in 1969.  Lamborghini sold 

off many of his interests by the late 1970s 

and re0red to an estate in Umbria, where 

he pursued winemaking. 

Ferruccio Lamborghini was born on April 

28, 1916, to vi0culturists Antonio and 

Evelina Lamborghini, in house number 22 

in Renazzo di Cento, in the Province of 

Ferrara, in the Emilia-Romagna region of 

Northern Italy.  According to his bap0smal 

cer0ficate, Ferruccio was bap0sed as a 

Roman Catholic four days later, on May 2.  

As a young man, Lamborghini was drawn 

more to farming machinery rather than the 

farming lifestyle itself.  Following his 

interest in mechanics, Lamborghini studied 

at the Fratelli Taddia technical ins0tute 

near Bologna.  In 1940 he was draLed into 

the Italian Royal Air Force, where he 

served as a mechanic at the Italian garrison 

on the island of Rhodes (territory of the 

Kingdom of Italy since 1911, aLer the Italo-

Turkish War), becoming the supervisor of 

the vehicle maintenance unit.  Lamborghini 

was taken as prisoner when the island fell 

to the Bri0sh at the end of the war in 1945, 

and was not able to return home un0l the 

next year.  He married, but his wife died in 

1947 while giving birth to his first child, a 

boy named Tonino. 

ALer World War II, Lamborghini opened a 

garage in Pieve di Cento.  In his spare 0me, 

Lamborghini modified an old Fiat Topolino 

he had purchased, the first of many that he 

would own over the years.  He made use of 

his mechanical abili0es to transform the 

homely city car into a roaring 750cc open-
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top two-seater, and entered the car in the 

1948 Mille Miglia (which in Italian means 

one-thousand miles).  His par0cipa0on 

ended aLer 700 miles (1 100 km) when he 

ran the car into the side of a restaurant in 

the town of Fiano, in Turin.  As a result, 

Lamborghini lost his enthusiasm for motor 

racing, a sen0ment that would endure for 

many years to come. 

In 1947 Ferruccio Lamborghini recognized 

an emerging market in post-War Italy 

devoted to agricultural and industrial 

revitaliza0on.  Using parts from military 

vehicle engines and differen0als from 

ARAR centres (Azienda Recupero 

Alienazione Residua0), Lamborghini built 

the first of his “Carioca” tractors, 

themselves based on the six-cylinder petrol 

engines of Morris trucks.  As petrol in Italy 

was prohibi0vely expensive, Lamborghini 

augmented the Morris engines with a fuel 

atomiser of his own crea0on, which 

allowed the tractors to be started with 

petrol, then switch to the cheaper diesel 

fuel. 

Based on the ini0al success of the Carioca, 

Lamborghini founded Lamborghini Tra>ori 

and began manufacturing tractors. 

The Iconic Riva Aquarama Lamborghini 

(Hull #278) was registered and delivered 

on 7 June 1968 to its famous owner 

Ferruccio Lamborghini.  The boat had some 

specific and unique features.  It was the 

first and only one fi>ed with two 

Lamborghini engines and it had special side 

railing for holding on to during waterskiing 

and record a>empts.  The engine 

compartment was modified to fit the 

engines and a special open exhaust was 

built just to meet Ferruccio’s demands.  

For over 20 years Ferruccio was the owner 

of this boat un0l he decided to sell the 

boat to a close friend in July 1988 named 

Angelo Merli.  Several speedskiing records 

were broken and Ferruccio was very 

passionate about his Riva as part of his 

lifestyle and exponent of Italian craL and 

design, maybe even just as passionate as 

he was about his Miura. 

Lamborghini’s increasing wealth allowed 

him to purchase faster, more expensive 

cars than the 0ny Fiats he had 0nkered 

with during his youth.  He owned cars such 

as Alfa Romeos and Lancias during the 

early 1950s, and at one point, had enough 

cars to use a different one every day of the 

week, adding a Mercedes-Benz 300SL, a 

Jaguar E-Type coupe, and two Masera0 

3500 GTs.  Of the la>er, Lamborghini said, 

“Adolfo Orsi, then the owner of Masera0, 

was a man I had a lot of respect for; he had 

started life as a poor boy, like myself.  But I 

did not like his cars much.  They felt heavy 

and did not really go very fast.” 

In 1958, Lamborghini travelled to 

Maranello to buy a Ferrari 250GT, a two-

seat coupe with a body designed by 

coachbuilder Pininfarina.  He went on to 

own several more over the years, including 

a ScaglieS-designed 250 SWB Berline>a 

and a 250GT 2+2 four-seater.  Lamborghini 

thought Ferrari’s cars were good, but too 

noisy and rough to be proper road cars, 

categorising them as repurposed track cars 

with poorly built interiors. 

Lamborghini found that Ferrari’s cars were 

equipped with inferior clutches, and 

required con0nuous trips to Maranello for 

rebuilds; technicians would secret the car 

away for several hours to perform the 

work, much to Lamborghini’s annoyance.  

He had previously expressed dissa0sfac0on 

with Ferrari’s aLer sales service, which he 

perceived to be substandard.  Lamborghini 

brought his misgivings to Enzo Ferrari’s 

a>en0on, but was dismissed by the 

notoriously pride-filled Modenan.  ALer 

successfully modifying one of his 

personally-owned Ferrari 250GTs to 

outperform stock models, Lamborghini 

gained the impetus to pursue an 

automobile manufacturing venture of his 

own, aiming to create the perfect touring 

car that he felt no one could build for him.  

Lamborghini believed that a grand tourer 

should have a>ributes that were lacking in 

Ferrari’s offerings, namely high 

performance without compromising 

tractability, ride quality, and interior 

appointments.  A clever businessman, 

Lamborghini also knew that he could make 

triple the profit if the components used in 

his tractors were installed in a high-

performance exo0c car instead. 

During the 1970s, Ferruccio Lamborghini’s 

companies began to run into financial 

difficul0es.  In 1971, Lamborghini Tra>ori, 

which exported around half of its 

produc0on of tractors, ran into trouble 

when its South African importer cancelled 
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all its orders.  In Bolivia, the new military 

government, which had recently staged a 

successful coup d’état, cancelled a large 

order of tractors that was being prepared 

for shipment in Genoa.  Tra>ori’s 

unionised employees could not be laid off, 

puSng immense strain on the company.  

In 1972, Lamborghini sold his en0re 

holding in the company to rival tractor 

builder SAME. 

Soon, the en0re Lamborghini group found 

itself in financial trouble.  Development at 

the automaker slowed as costs were cut.  

Ferruccio Lamborghini began cour0ng 

buyers for Automobili and Tra>ori, 

entering nego0a0ons with Georges-Henri 

RosseS, a wealthy Swiss businessman and 

friend.  Ferruccio sold RosseS 51% of the 

company for US$600 000, thereby 

relinquishing control of the automaker he 

had founded.  He con0nued to work at the 

Sant’Agata factory; RosseS rarely involved 

himself in Automobili’s affairs. 

The situa0on did not improve; the 1973 oil 

crisis plagued sales of high performance 

cars of manufacturers from around the 

world.  Consumers flocked to smaller, 

more prac0cal modes of transporta0on 

with be>er fuel economy.  By 1974, 

Ferruccio had become disenchanted with 

his car business.  He severed all 

connec0ons with the cars that bore his 

name, selling his remaining 49% stake in 

the automaker.  The shares were acquired 

by René Leimer, a friend of Georges-Henri 

RosseS. 

ALer depar0ng the automobile 

manufacturing business, Lamborghini 

con0nued his business ac0vi0es in other 

areas, including his hea0ng and air 

condi0oning company, Lamborghini Calor.  

In 1969, he founded Lamborghini 

Oleodinamica S.p.A., a manufacturer of 

hydraulic valves and equipment. 

In 1974 Lamborghini exited the industrial 

world and re0red to a 3km2 estate named 

“La Fiorita” on the shores of Lake 

Trasimeno, in Cas0glione del Lago, a town 

in the Umbria region of central Italy.  

Returning to his farming roots, 

Lamborghini delighted in hun0ng and 

producing his own wines.  Lamborghini 

even designed his own golf course, all 

while con0nuing to manage several 

business interests. 

Lamborghini fathered a child, Patrizia, at 

age 58. 

At 76 years of age, on 20 February 1993, 

Lamborghini died at Silvestrini Hospital in 

Perugia aLer suffering a heart a>ack 

fiLeen days earlier.  Lamborghini is buried 

at the cemetery of Renazzo. 

The world of bullfigh0ng is a key part of 

Lamborghini’s iden0ty.  In 1962, Ferruccio 

Lamborghini visited the Seville ranch of 

Don Eduardo Miura, a renowned breeder 

of Spanish figh0ng bulls.  Lamborghini, a 

Taurus himself, was so impressed by the 

majes0c Miura animals that he decided to 

adopt a raging bull as the emblem for the 

auto company he would soon found. 

ALer producing two cars with 

alphanumeric designa0ons, Lamborghini 

once again turned to the bull breeder for 

inspira0on.  Don Eduardo was filled with 

pride when he learned that Ferruccio had 

named a car for his family and their line of 

bulls; the fourth Miura to be produced was 

unveiled to him at his ranch in Seville. 

The automaker would con0nue to draw 

upon the bullfigh0ng connec0on in future 

years.  The Islero was named for the Miura 

bull that killed the famed bullfighter 

Manolete in 1947.  Espada is the Spanish 

word for sword, some0mes used to refer 

to the bullfighter himself.  The Jarama’s 

name carried a special double meaning; 

intended to refer only to the historic 

bullfigh0ng region in Spain, Ferruccio was 

concerned about confusion with the also 

historic Jarama motor racing track. 
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ALer christening the Urraco aLer a bull 

breed, in 1974, Lamborghini broke from 

tradi0on, naming the Countach not for a 

bull, but for contacc, a Piedmontese 

exclama0on of astonishment.  Legend has 

it that stylist Nuccio Bertone u>ered the 

word in surprise when he first laid eyes on 

the Countach prototype, “Project 112”.  

The LM002 sport u0lity vehicle and the 

Silhoue>e were other excep0ons to the 

tradi0on. 

The Jalpa of 1982 was named for a bull 

breed; Diablo, for the Duke of Veragua’s 

ferocious bull famous for figh0ng an epic 

ba>le against “El Chicorro” in Madrid in 

1869; Murcielago, the legendary bull who 

survived 28 sword strokes and whose life 

was spared by “El Lagar0jo” for his 

performance in 1879; Gallardo, named for 

one of the five ancestral castes of the 

Spanish figh0ng bull breed; and Reventon, 

the bull that defeated young Mexican 

torero Félix Guzmán in 1943.  The Estoque 

concept of 2008 was named for the estoc, 

the sword tradi0onally used by matadors 

during bullfights, while the replacement 

for the Murcielago, the Aventador 

(unveiled in 2011) was named for a bull 

that was bred by the sons of Don Celes0no 

Cuadri Vides.  This bull was killed in a 

par0cularly gruesome fight, where aLer 

the bull was killed, its leL ear was cut off 

and given to the Matador as a token of 

good luck. 

All of Ferruccio Lamborghini’s companies 

con0nue to operate today in one form or 

another.  His son, Tonino, designs a 

collec0on of clothing and accessories 

under the Tonino Lamborghini brand, as 

well as designing the Town Life, an electric 

micro-car which was revealed at the 

Bologna Motor Show in 1999.  Ferruccio’s 

daughter, Patrizia Lamborghini, runs the 

Lamborghini winery on his Umbria estate.  

In 1995 Ferruccio’s son Tonino opened a 

museum that honours Lamborghini’s 

legacy, the Centro Studi e Ricerche 

Ferruccio Lamborghini in Dosso (Ferrara), 

which was moved to Argelato (Bologna) in 

2014 with the new name Ferruccio 

Lamborghini Museum. 
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AVAILABLE FROM 23RD MARCH 2019 (GMT) 

COMING UP NEXT IN APRIL... 
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